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Editorial Policy
　Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc. has published an annual Environment Action Report 

since 1996. Beginning this year, we will also publish an annual Corporate Social Re-

sponsibility (CSR) Report to enhance communications with our stakeholders, and to 

openly account for our CSR activities, policies and goals. �

　In this report, we arrange it by the idea of supporting the company activities based on 

customers’ needs by CSR measures including corporate governance for mid-term man-

agement policy, and report on our concrete activities.�

　At the end of this report, you will find a questionnaire that can be returned to us via 

Fax. We would very much like to hear from you regarding your reactions to our CSR re-

port. The questionnaire is also available on our company’s website.�

　http://www.kyuden.co.jp/csr_index�

�
●Scope of the Report�

　Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc. and its group companies�

�
●Period�

　From April 1, 2005 to March 31, 2006�

　（some information outside of this period is also included）�

�
●Referenced Guidelines�

　ＧＲＩ* “The 2002 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines”�

�
●Third-Party Review�

　In order to secure the objectivity of this report, we have asked Professor  Mich-

iaki Abe of the Kyushu University Faculty of Law for his opinions（see page 69）.�

�
●Mainly related official documents�

　Please refer to our website below for more details regarding manage-

ment, business conditions and environmental activities（in Japanese）.�

　□Financial Report　 http：//www.kyuden.co.jp/ir_financial_index�

　□Annual Report　 http：//www.kyuden.co.jp/ir_financial_index�

　□Environment Action Report 　http：//www.kyuden.co.jp/environment_index�

�
●Date of Issue�

　June 2006（Next Issue：June 2007 (tentative)）�

�
●Department in charge of the report and contact information�

　General Affairs Dept., CSR Group, Kyushu Electric Power Co,Incorporated �

　1-82, Watanabedori 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka 810-8720 Japan�

　ＴＥＬ/ＦＡＸ ： ＋81-92-726-1564　　Ｅ－ｍａｉｌ ： csr@kyuden.co.jp

□Disclaimer�
　This report covers not only past and present information about Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc and its 
group companies, but also related future strategies and goals well. Such descriptions do not guarantee the 
future achievement of such goals, which is subject to uncertainty and risk. Please be aware that due to the 
business environment, changes may occur in our future business activities. 
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※Glossary／*GRI：Global Reporting Initiative�
� An international organization established in 1997 to create a common framework for the voluntary 

reporting of the economic, environmental and social impact of organizational-level activity. 
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●Front Cover

　The colorful gradations of a rainbow rep-

resent for us at Kyushu Electric Power Co., 

Inc. what we envision in CSR and business 

activities, with customers as its base. �

　We hope that this report is able to build 

bridges between us and all of our stake-

holders.

I N D E X
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“Valuing Trust” is the CSR of Kyushu Electric Power Company 

The mission and responsibility to take a 

role in the lifeline�

　I’d like to thank you all for using our electricity ev-

ery day.�

　Our company has long understood the social re-

sponsibility of public utilities, of bearing a lifeline of 

electricity to our customers, and doing so with safety 

and stability. From the very beginning, we have been 

fulfilling our social responsibility of providing inexpen-

sive and dependable electricity.�

　Without the community’s cooperation and support, 

constructing, operating and staffing our facilities 

would be impossible. With this in mind, we have un-

dertaken activities that will further strengthen the trust 

we have worked long and hard to earn from society.�

　There is no change in our fundamental mission to 

prioritize safety and continue providing electricity reli-

ably and efficiently amid a business environment in 

which competition in the energy markets is growing in-

creasingly intense. Our company takes pride in han-

dling our responsibilities, and we strive for a sincere, 

fair and rigorous code of business conduct.�

�

Contributions for sustainable social development�

　A company is a part of society-a truth that is impor-

tant to remember amid today’s numerous corporate 

scandals. A company cannot exist if we ignore its rela-

tionship with society.�

　Together with the advance of globalization, recent 

trends in deregulation and administrative reform, and 

greater corporate-community engagement are spread-

ing through all industries. Defining a company’s role 

and responsibilities has become critical.�

　It is generally said that CSR embodies a company’s 

efforts to contribute to sustainable social development 

by meeting public expectations, not merely regarding le-

gal compliance, but also involving the company’s ca-

pacity to satisfy the public’s fiscal and ethical expecta-

tions and enhance corporate value.�

　This is perfectly in accord with the business stance of 

Kyushu Electric Power Group’s Management Vision 

and Kyushu Electric Power Group’s Charter of conduct, 

the latter of which slates our pledge to create corporate 

value and contribute to developments in society, by rais-

ing the degree of satisfaction in our customers, share-

holders, investors, society and employees.�

　We believe that is Kyushu Electric Power’s CSR vi-

sion. The basic philosophy I continue to stress is 

“cultivating and maintaining trust”-which is the essence 

of the CSR we are hoping to achieve.�

�

Striving for CSR Excellence�

　Positive approach for CSR includes compliance man-

agement, information disclosure, environment manage-

ment, and co-existence with society.�

　These contribute to social development, of course, 

but they also lead to the creation of greater value for 

the Kyushu Electric Power Group and improving our 

competitive edge. For us, CSR activities are not merely 

responses to social demands; they are actions directly 
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rooted in our own company principles.�

　Our company has taken positive steps to pursue our 

CSR ideals. To further enhance effectiveness, we ap-

pointed an officer specializing in CSR in June 2005. 

And in July 2005, we established the CSR Promotion 

Committee with our managing executive officers.�

　With this system in place, we are striving to be a com-

pany known for its CSR excellence.�

�

United with our stakeholders�

　Recent animated discussions regarding the nature of 

company ownership frequently ask: To whom does a 

company really belong? But I have long felt that it is not 

a matter of possession.  Instead, a company is a public 

entity, a place where various stakeholders are engaged 

in creating value.�

　In order to continue being a company whose value 

can be measured by all stakeholders, we must listen 

closely to the voices of our stakeholders and reflect 

their opinions and feedback in our business manage-

ment. In so doing, we will build our own CSR Manage-

ment Cycle. We published The Kyushu Electric Power 

CSR Report, covering all of our group company activi-

ties, to constitute the core of our CSR cycle.�

　We hope that our communications with our many sta-

keholders through this report will help us further im-

prove and develop our CSR activities. Your frank and 

honest opinions and comments are most welcome.�

June, 2006

Shingo Matsuo
President
Kyushu Electric Power Co, Incorporated
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　At the Kyushu Electric Power Group, our cus-

tomers are the focus of our corporate activities. 

By supplying our customers with energy and re-

lated products and services, we sustainably in-

crease our corporate value and grow in harmony 

with society.�

　At the same time, we respect human right 

both domestically and overseas, and we are de-

veloping business operations to contribute to 

the growth of comfortable and rich society .�

　To steadily excute our business activities as 

stated above, the Kyushu Electric Power Group 

promotes compliance management based on 

the following principles under the trust and un-

derstanding from society.

Kyushu Electric Power Group �

Charter of conduct�
�

Serve our customers with energy�
　The Kyushu Electric Power Group supports the further development of advanced 

and affluent societies in Kyushu, Asia and the rest of the world through its many 

services-ranging from IT to environmental and lifestyle products as the core of ener-

gy with our customers always the primary focus of our corporate activities. 

　We believe that by enhancing the satisfaction of our custom-
ers, shareholders, investors, employees and members of society, 
we will improve the value of the Kyushu Electric Power Group.

[Kyushu Electric Power Group’s Basic Philosophy]

[Kyushu Electric Power Group’s Management Approach]

[Business Attitude]

　Improve corporate value through applied ef-

forts to raise business quality by placing our 

customers at the center of all corporate activi-

ties, thereby leading to the enhancement of the 

satisfaction level of our customers, sharehold-

ers, investors, members of society and employ-

ees.

Corporate�
Philosophy

Kyushu Electric Power Group’s�

Management Vision

Mid-term management policy�
（FY2005～2009）�

　Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc. shall keep energy aglow forever.�
　Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc. shall maintain close contact with the community and act in pursuit of valuable social goals.�
　Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc. shall create a dynamic corporate culture by keeping a step ahead of the times.
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　　　■Promotion of compliance management�

　　　■Promotion of information disclosure to improve management transparency�

　　　■Promotion of environmental management

　■Respect of human rights, and maintenance of labor environment�

　■The measure of a safety-first principle�

　■Collaborative activities with the local community and society

1 Improve customer satisfaction�
　We will plan for improvements in customer satisfaction by providing valuable products/ 
services for customers safely and surely after a thorough protection with personal data. �

2 Honest and fair business activities�
　We will promote fair, transparent, free competition and sound trade and effect honesty and fair business 
activities, for instance, maintenance of sound and proper relationship with politics and administrations.�

3 Develop a safety-first culture�
　We will foster safety-first culture in which prioritize not only employee safety but 
also public safety to say nothing of measures to improve technology and equipment. �

4 Communication activities�
　We will acquire the demands of society by active information disclosure and communications with 
members of society at large. And we will immediately and exactly reflect them in our business activities.�

5 Promote environmental management�
　We will promote environmental management by measure for glo-
bal environmental issues, work to establish a recycling society.�

6 Contribute to local community and society�
　Through our business and philanthropic activities, we will cooper-
ate with local communities and society and contribute to them.

7 Develop an open and fair corporate culture�
　We will respect the diversity, character and individuality of our employees and guaran-
tee them fair in treatment in the training and application of their talents, while providing 
them with a comfortable and enriching working environment.�

8 Cordinate with the global society�
　we will observe laws and regulations applying to their overseas activities and respect 
the culture and customs of other nations and strive to manage their overseas activities 
in such a way as to promote and contribute to the development of local communities.�

9 Comply with laws�
　We will comply with all laws and rules, and we will reject all contacts with organiza-
tions involved in activities in violation of the law or accepted standerds of social behavior.�

�
10 Act up to the spirit of this charter and fulfill upper management’s responsibility�

　Upper management must recognize that their duty is action up to the spirit of this charter, and 
they must take the lead and get the effective internal system ready. And they must make this 
charter widely known to supplies, after thorough education employees to the spirit of this charter.�
　If a violation of the law or the charter occurs, upper management must take the initiative to 
solve the problem, seeking out the causes and taking immediate corrective measures and carrying 
out recurrence preventive measures. And its disciplinary action should be taken, incuding upper 
management where necessary.

[Main Focus]
（1）Strengthening the foundation of our business

a Promote business activities based on customer needs�
b Enhance the ability and motivation of employees

“For our customers’ smiles”�
　The Kyushu Electric Power Group listens to its customers and will earnestly provide products and services that have value. �

“For the expectations of our shareholders and investors”�
　The Kyushu Electric Power Group raises profitability and strengthens its financial structure by pursuing a method of 
business deployment based on “selection and concentration” and by maximizing efficiency. �

“For society’s trust”�
　The Kyushu Electric Power Group achieves a mutually beneficial co-existence with society through fair and proactive 
business conducts, a wide range of environmental activities, and contributions to the local community.�

“For the well-being of our employees and associates”�
　The Kyushu Electric Power Group creates an environment in which every employee can achieve his/her full potential 
and take pride in his/her accomplishments.

a Improve efficiency to achieve peak levels in the industry�
b Establish a reliable business foundation�
c Take measures to fulfill corporate social responsibility（CSR） 

d Improve organizational ability

（2）Enhancement of growth potential

Corporate�
Philosophy

Kyushu Electric�
Power Group’s�

Management Vision

Kyushu Electric�
Power Group�

Charter of conduct

Mid-term�
management�
policy�

（FY2005－2009）�
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Highlight
Economic Performance

Highlight

Corporate Social Responsibility

Sustaining electric�
supply reliability 

Page 18

　We established an air transportation technology 
for emergency vehicles used for the early recovery 
of electrical power dag massive disasters. We also 
started supplying electricity from Kyushu to the 
Goto Islands in Nagasaki through undersea cables 

- the longest undersea cables in Japan, spanning 
53 kilometers from end to end.

Nakadohrijima Matsushima thermal power station,�
Electric Power Development Co., Ltd. 

Matsushima

Kitanagasaki

Nagasaki
Nagasaki

Sakitojima
Ohshima

Higashisasebo

Ohmura bay

Wakamatsujima

Narujima

Marusebana connecting spotKugajima

Fukuejima

Narao substation Matsushima substation
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Asahi Breweries Ltd.�
General Manager of Hakata Brewery�
Norifumi Hidejima

Establishing the CSR�
Promotion Commitee

Page 22

　We established the CSR 
Promotion Commitee  chaired 
by the president in order to 
actively promote all of our 
CSR activities. 

Reducing electricity rates �
　　　　　　　　（Featured topic 1）�

　As “the law concerning the saving and man-
agement of funds for the reprocessing of spent 
nuclear fuel of nuclear power generation” was 
enforced in October 2005, we cut our electrici-
ty rates in April 2006. 

Page 11

Declining income and profit for the first time in three years

　Although scorching summer heat and a harsh winter increased the amount of electricity sold, con-
solidated Ordinary Income were 125.2 billion yen due to the reduction in electricity rates in January 
2005.�
　We are committed to increasing profitability and efficiency and achieving our managerial goals. �
　After accelerating the process for announcing our financial results, we successfully released our fi-
nancial statement for FY 2005 on April 27. Page 13，63

　The Hakata Brewery of Asahi Breweries Ltd. in Fukuo-
ka City manufactures beer products that are shipped 
to Yamaguchi and other regions in Kyushu. Thanks to 
the stable supply of electricity from Kyushu Electric 
Power Co., Inc., we can safely and smoothly manufac-
ture and provide beer products to our customers. We 
sincerely appreciate your excellent service. �
　The goal of our management philosophy is to contri-
bute to society through our products and corporate ac-
tivities. In recent years, our philosophy has been re-

viewed not only from our perspective, but also from social, environmental and global points 
of view. As a beverage provider, we are responsible for recognizing alcohol-related prob-
lems. Through open communication with consumers, we are taking the initiative to create 
a safe and healthy drinking culture. �
　As it is difficult to acquire most of the raw materials used for making alcoholic bever-

ages domestically, we have no choice but to rely on imports from foreign countries. The 
stable procurement of safe raw materials requires not only financial investment, but also 
worthwhile contributions to the society. In fact, without such contributions, we could not 
begin to acquire the information necessary for importation. The very survival of a Japa-
nese company lacking in domestic resources depends upon its reputation as a company 
that is ‘valuable to the world.’ Knowledge, technology and constant growth and improve-
ment give Japanese companies an extra edge in global business.�
　As industrial consumers of electricity, we need to fulfill our mission by saving resour-
ces and using electricity more efficiently to help prevent global warming. We are also ob-
ligated to procure environmentally friendly resources, and to use electricity safely and 
avoid accidents or mishaps of any nature. �
　There is still plenty of room for improvement. If consumers learn how to use electricity 
properly and more efficiently, their knowledge will lead to your future growth. We value 
our relationship with you, and we sincerely seek your insights and advice.

�

We promote the “Kirei Life”

Page 16

　With the key phrase, ‘Kirei（Beautiful）Life’, we 
encourage the spread of an All-electric housing. 

�
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Highlight

Highlight
Environment Performance

Corporate Social Responsibility
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Faculty of education, Nagasaki University�
Assistant professor�
Noboru Fujimoto

We have reinforced our efforts to combat global warming

　Starting from FY2006, we have established new environmental targets in four areas - e.g., in - house power 
consumption - in order to further boost our office energy and resource conservation activities. Kyushu Electric 
Power has also been a proud and active member of Team Minus 6%, the movement started by Global Warming 
Prevention Headquarters（headed by Prime Minister Junichi Koizumi）since June 2005.

We continually strive to achieve better operation�
of our environmental management system（EMS）�

　We have started EMS Training to complement the on-
going support that the Environmental Affairs Department 
provides to business sites and offices.

We have submitted our environmental impact assessment procedure for scrutiny
　 With a view to development of the upcoming nuclear power in the 
latter part of the next decade, we have conducted an environmental 
survey at the Sendai Nuclear Power Station, and submitted the re-
sulting environmental impact assessment procedure to the national 
and pertinent local governments in August 2005.

We have begun cooperative collection of industrial waste 

　In a move aimed at more efficient and effective recy-
cling and reduction of the volume of waste disposed of 
at landfills outside company premises, we have begun 
cooperative collection of industrial waste.

Eco Mothers in each region conduct their�
own unique environmental PR activities.

　In FY 2005, Eco 
Mothers performed 
209 environment rela-
ted picture card shows 
at kindergartens, nuer-
sery schools, and chil-
dren’s meetings.

The Kyushu Homeland Forestation Program is�
underway all over Kyushu

　The Kyushu Homeland 
Forestation Program, which 
aims to plant one million 
trees over 10 years start-
ing from FY2001, has 
marked its sixth anniver-
sary, and 540,000 trees 
have been planted so far.

Page 36

Page 41

Page 44 Page 44

Page 42

Pages 39，65

　Although energy supply companies face harsh circumstances amid the deregula-
tion of electricity and skyrocketing oil prices, your company takes the initiative by re-
ducing CO2 emissions and industrial waste and supporting forestation projects and 
environmental education. You also promote environment management by using your 
own environmental accounting system. I am sure these efforts are highly valued. 
You will earn even higher marks by disclosing not only your achievements and re-
sults, but also the processes of your activities, including evaluations and discus-
sions, to create a more holistic report that is easy to comprehend. �
　Given the future of global energy supply and demand, the pluthermnal projects are 
essential. But it strikes me that your efforts in the technological development of bio-
mass energy, which is expected to be a regionally distributed source of energy, and 
in the introduction of co-generation systems into large-scale commercial areas are 
unlikely to be enough. I also recommend that you adopt an environmental philosophy 
that prioritizes ‘Refuse’ (don’t buy, don’t bring in) rather than the 3R initiatives.�
　Considering the sustainable development, it is necessary for you to collaborate 

with your stakeholders on ideas that include the 
environment, society, economy and all related ele-
ments. Returning valuable ideas to society created 
through such collaborations is critical for finding 
the best mix of energy sources in the future, and 
your joint efforts are sure to result in greater safe-
ty among consumers and society. �
　Finally, I found that your international contribu-
tions in the energy field, such as geothermal elec-
tric power development, are also valuable to Ja-
pan, especially as our national energy self-sufficiency rate is a very low 4%. I hope 
you strengthen such developments and make further global contributions to foresta-
tion projects and environmental education. I am sure that the Kyushu Electric Power 
Group has the strength and skills to successfully carry out these missions.

Reading to children from illustrated stories about the environment A forestation program underway in the Sozu River source�
area of Hitoyoshi City.（Hitoyoshi City, Kumamoto Prefecture）�
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Highlight

Enhancing the functions of our�
compliance response center

Page 26

　In addition to our current in-house compliance center, 
we started a service at a law firm outside the company 
in April 2005 for workers who need consultation. This 
external compliance center is easy to access and en-
sures privacy and confidentiality.  Page 31

Further promoting�
information disclosure 

　We actively promote information disclo-
sure to secure the transparency of man-
agement by holding regular press confer-
ences by the president and conducting 
various IR activities. 

Page 46

Strengthening the support system for child and nursing care

　Based on key points in the revised childcare and nursing-care leave 
law, we revised our system for child and nursing care and implemented 
a revised system in April 2005. 

Establishing an information�
security system

Page 29

　We established a new management system, 
with the president in the position of general man-
ager of information security, in order to guaran-
tee the security of knowledge and information 
throughout the company. 

Page 33

Developing several�
kinds of communication�
programs

　We have developed various kinds of 
communication programs, such as an 
advisor system and a session with cus-
tomers, in order to better incorporate 
the opinions and demands of our stake-
holders into our business operations. 
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Highlight
Social Performance

Corporate Social Responsibility

Incorporated NPO�
Workshop“If”�
Director�

Kuniko Hoshiko 

Customer satisfaction 
and smiles�
�
　What is ‘happiness?’ What does ‘a satisfied life’ 
mean? After experiencing dramatic economic growth 
and enjoying its accompanying abundance, we may 
have lost our sense of guilt over disposable materials 
as we seek only our own self-satisfaction.  Yet at the 
same time, in an aging society with a declining birth 
rate and an increasing number of nuclear families, we 

may worry about child and family care, even as we explore new ways to find happiness.�
　We may ask ourselves: In a disaster, who would help me? Are electricity, water, food and 
other lifelines secured? In today’s world, the invisible ties that bind people together are 
strengthening-though political indifference is growing, and values and needs are becoming 
ever more diversified. The capacity of governments and corporations to respond to the 
needs of ordinary citizens is attracting considerable attention.�
　The management principles of Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc. include the ‘Voice of the 
Customer,’ a core compliance standard and a guideline for improving customer satisfaction 

levels based on feedback from customers themselves. Providing a stable energy supply is to un-
derstand and respond to the various needs and demands of local citizens, employees and mem-
bers of society.�
　But in an age when ‘happiness’ and ‘satisfaction’ are rarely one and the same, it becomes ex-
tremely difficult to respond to ever more diverse forms of both. I believe that product innovation, 
providing new value and consumer excitement, may be most desirable now. �
　When communicating with customers through something tangible like selling and delivering ma-
terial goods, it is easy to measure a satisfaction level. But happiness and satisfaction brought 
about by electricity are difficult to measure. As using electricity is regarded to be an ordinary 
thing, it receives little appreciation and produces very little excitement among customers, even 
though power failure can lead to massive troubles. It is necessary to reconsider the levels and 
kinds of satisfaction and happiness the company can provide to consumers through electricity.�
　Recently, I found the expression of ‘for the improvement of customer satisfaction’ was replaced 
with ‘for the customer’s smile’ in a sentence that describers the company’s management style in 
the management principle of your company. I understand you are striving to be a company which 
meets expectations, trying to be reliable and create ‘smiles’ outside and inside the company. A 
fluorescent light is nice, but warm light from a bare light bulb should be also cherished. I hope you 
will continue to be such an amiable and friendly company. 

�

Page 47

Increasing employment opportunities for the physically challenged�
～Kyushu Captioning Co-Production Center Inc.～�

　We created a barrier-free TV 
broadcasting environment opera-
ted by and for the differently abled.�
　We employ the physically challen-
ged workers and provide closed 
caption service.

Kyushu Electric Power advisor session
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Highlight

Supporting local art and cultural activities

Page 56

Page 55

The Fureai Concert, sponsored by the Kyushu Electric Power Co. �
The Bunka no Mori Concert, sponsored by the Kyushu Electric Power Co.�
　We sponsor classical music performances 
by the Kyushu Symphony Orchestra in all 
prefectures of the Kyushu area to enhance 
life through art and culture. 

Training and dispatching promising young craftsmen in Japan and overseas �
　We have a domestic and international training and dispatch-
ing system for promising young craftsmen to support the shar-
ing of artistic techniques and skills, and to train successors in 
the traditional handicrafts of Kyushu. 

Making our rugby team�
a ‘symbol sports’ 

Page 57

�
　We have made our rugby team. Our sym-
bol sports as we want it to be cherished  
not only by our employees, but also by the 
people in the community.

Improving social welfare

Page 58 Page 61

　We visit the houses of the 
elderly to check on the wir-
ing and clean light fixtures 
and related equipment. We 
also contact social welfare 
facilities in regions where 
we operate our business. 

Page 51

Ensuring safe and stable operation�
of nuclear power station �
　We secure the safe operations of our nuclear power 
stations by conducting numerous quality assurance and 
preventive maintenance engineering activities. 

Enhancing worker capabilities

Page 50

　We promote human resource development by focus-
ing on both a “willingness to nurture” on behalf of the 
company and workplace and a “willingness to improve” 
on behalf of the workers themselves. 
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Promoting a pluthermal project�
 (Featured Topic 2)

　We obtained the under-
standing and consent of 
Saga prefecture and Gen-
kai town regarding our plu-
thermal project at  Genkai 
Nuclear Power Station 
Unit 3. 

Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University�
President�

Cassim Monte

　I sincerely respect you for accepting the challenge 

to publish a CSR report, and I think your first report is 

deeply meaningful for your company in its dedication 

to a service directly related to the public-interest: pro-

viding a stable supply of electricity. �

　Among the several efforts and activities introduced 

in this report, I am especially interested in human re-

source development. The skills of professional work-

ers improve through training sessions based on the 

needs of each particular department or level. At the 

same time, sound professional ethics are desperately 

needed in a world where company values continue to 

diversify. Whenever I see 

news about either corpor-

ate troubles or triumphs, 

it is very clear that the 

corporate culture created 

by working professionals 

with pride in their jobs is 

critical in determining 

overall corporate performance. The quality of corporate 

culture is difficult to measure in numbers, of course, but 

analyses and seminar programs that focus on corporate 

culture will be of great value to your company. 
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1
Electricity rates were lowered from April 2006

【Example comparisons with the old price】�

　Our company is working hard to strive for a 

company chosen by customers, stockholders 

and investors in this competitive energy market. 

In FY2005, we established our new five-year 

mid-term management policy to take us to 

FY2009, enabling us to meet our business objec-

tives and goals efficiently （please see pages. 13 

and 14）.�

　Although there had already been a Electricity 

rate reduction in January 2005, advances in op-

erating efficiency were prompted by a new law 

on savings and management that went into ef-

fect in October of the same year. Which law stip-

ulates the recycling of used fuel in nuclear pow-

er, and resulted in a further drop in rates in April 

2006.

1995 1998 2002 Old Prices New Prices
0

5,000

6,000

7,000

8,000 ￥7,764

￥7,192

￥6,524
￥6,433

￥6,211

（yen）�

↓�

（note）　Consumption tax is not included.�
　　　    The specific scale demand which is the object of deregulation is not included. （note）　An example with a contract current of 30A and an amount of electric power usage of 300kWh for�

               one month. The equivalent amounts, such as the suitable amount of consumption tax are included.�
　　　　The old charges were based on the electric supply article of enforcement implemented�
　　　　on January 1, 2005. The amount of the fuel cost adjustment for April to June 2006 （0.57�
               yen/kWh）is included.�
　　　　The amount of the account transfer tax discount is included in the fees from 2002 and later.

●�

●�

●�

Less expensive�Less expensive�
than 1995 bills�than 1995 bills�

¥1,553 ¥1,553 �
（2020％）�

Average unit price and the�
rate of price reduction

Household bills are 20% less expensive�
than they were 10 years ago

The average unit price and the rate of reduction�

of the new charges are as follows:

Feature

※Glossary／*Optional supply article：�The contract menu contributing to the efficient use（load equalization）of 
equipment and other efficient business management can be replaced with 
a supply article, and the customer can have an option to choose.

New charge average unit price Average rate of reduction

Total Electric Lights

Total Electric Power

Total Electric Lights�
& Power

¥20.44

¥19.54

▲3.02％�

▲3.71％�

Contract �
Classification

Contract �
Classification

Usage Requirement（or Usage Conditions）�

Usage Requirement�
（or Usage Conditions）�

Contract Monthly Usage Amount
New Prices
（yen／month）�

New Prices
（yen／kWh）�

Old Prices
（yen／kWh）�

Reduced Prices
（yen／kWh）�

Old Prices
（yen／month）�

Reduced Prices
（yen／month）�

▼Electric Lights

▼ Electric Power

Mass of �
Electrical �
Light

"Denka de Night" �
（Seasonal electrical lights）�

Low voltage �
electricity

Contract electricity

Monthly Usage Amount

Phase factor

"Yoka Night 10" �
（Timely electrical lights）�

Water heater

Water heater

・The price is the amount of the electricity 
bill for one month （others are calculated 
by seasonal prices）. The consumption 
tax and the amount of the account trans-
fer tax discount are also included.�
・For “Denka de Night” and “Yoka Night 
10”, an 8 hour continuous usage discount 
rate is included. （A discount for the 
switching on of electricity on the country-
type electric water heaters was added to 
the old price.）�
・The old prices were based on the electric 
supply article of enforcement implemen-
ted on January 1, 2005 and the amount of 
fuel cost adjustment for April to June 2006
（0.57 yen/（kWh））. is included.

・The amount of money is a unit price per 
kWh in operating conditions（this is also 
calculated according to seasonal prices）. 
（The equivalent amount to consumption 
tax, etc. are excluded. The amount of the 
account transfer discount is included.） �
・The old prices means the charge calcula-
ted based on the electric supply article as 
of January 1, 2005 and the amount of 
fuel cost adjustment for April to June 
2006（0.57 yen/（kWh））. is included.
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For our new price menu, we have introduced�
“high load factor type of electric light.”

　As an potion provision this 

time we compared with the con-

ventional electric light menu, 

the new light has a lower rate 

for electric power. The basic 

set-up rate for the new light is 

higher, with daytime and night-

time charges separated.�

　The higher the usage capaci-

ty, the more reasonable the 

light is for the customer.

↓�

Less expensive�
than 1995 bills�

¥1,553 �
（20％）�

F
eature 1

　R
ed
ucing

 electricity rates

The act on savings and management for the reprocessing of used fuel in nuclear power generation.

Day�
time

Night�
time

basic fee〈up to 10kVA〉�
10,000 yen�
（10，500 yen）�

10pm

8am

Time zone classification and charge

6.85 yen/kWh�
（7.1925 yen/ kWh）� The scale is relatively large, 

and it has become a top 
choice, especially for retail 
customers. 

○　This is a law which obliged the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry to save a fund required for future recycling. The law also re-
quired the Minister to reserve other external funds for administering to the funding management corporations of electric power companies. 
This requirement was intended to help the companies smoothly undertake backend businesses, such as the reprocessing of used fuel.�

○　This law stipulates in addition to the conventional reprocessing expense, the customer will pay, along with their usual electricity bill, a portion of the funding for reprocessing and the 
abolition of measures at the station.  �

　　From the viewpoint of benefit assessment, the specified-scale power producer and supplier（PPS）* will also have to pay a usage charge through the network for past electrical power charges.

Uranium Mine

Refining Plant Conversion Plant

Nuclear Power Station

Enrichment Plant Re-conversion Plant

Fuel Rod Fabrication Plant

Low-level radioactive waste burying facilities

Repository for high-level radioactive waste

High-level radioactivie waste storage
and management facilities
（temporary storage）

Reprocessing Plant

Uranium Ore Yellow Cake Uranium Hexafluoride Uranium Hexafluoride

Uranium Dioxide

Uranium Fuel

MOX Fuel

Recovered Plutonium

Recovered Uranium

Recycle fuel
（spent nuclear fuel）

High-Level Radioactive Waste Storage

Low-level radioactive waste

Pluthermal

Backend business
　The business performs the processing and disposal of used fuel, used for nuclear power generation and the de-
molition and disposal of reprocessing-related institutions（dotted line portion on figure）.

Summer 〈7/1－9/30〉 �
 　：20.10yen/kWh（21.1050yen/kWh）�

Other seasons  〈10/1－6/30〉�
 　：18.01yen/kWh（18.9105yen/kWh）�

（Note 1）　 For any contract ampere exceeding 10kVA, every 

1kVA that exceeds 10kVA,1,000 yen （1,050yen） 

will be added.�

（Note 2）　 Consamption tax is included in the price in the parenthesis.

※Glossary／*Specified-Scale power producer and supplier：�This refers to the retail of electricity to large-lot customers（special high voltage（over 
50kw）customers）by suppliers（specified-scale electric utilities）other than electric compa-
nies. To encourage effective competition, fair regulations were put into place （wheeling 
services regulations）to enable electric power provisions.
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Management objectives and management efficiency plan

　In our mid-term management policy started in FY2005, we established a new strategy for the five years from 

FY2005 to FY2009, as a period wherein we will pursue further growth while solidifying the group’s business 

foundation, with the total energy business as our main business focus. We aim to achieve sustainable improve-

ments in corporate value through customer-focused activities. We will also improve management quality to 

raise the satisfaction levels of customers, shareholders, investors, members of society and our employees.

■ Customer’s Outlook
■Slogan

■ Financial Outlook

rates�

Quality�

Service�

Corporate Image

Offer competitive rates�

Provide high reliability and rapid response�

Offer solutions that address the needs of the customer�

Establish a brand of reliable and pease-of-mind

Reduction of interest-bearing liabilities to achieve�
an equity capital ratio of 30% by the end of FY2009

Investment and financial contributionaccording to the company’s�
growth strategy（approx. 60 billion yen in five years）�

Consecutive dividends

Top level of the industry

Total energy business（not including Kyushu Electric Power’s electricity business）�

IT and telecommunications business

Environment and recycling business, consumer and community services business

2.5 billion kWh�
（compared to FY 2003）�

100 billion yen increase�
（compared to FY 2003）�

Efficiency

With the intense competition in the electricity business, we shall aim �
for new growth with the total energy business at our core. 

Aim for reservation of a consecutive dividend.

Refer to the following efficient operation plans.

Aiming for the profitability which meets the expectation of�
the stockholders and investors.

FY 2005－2009�
average

FY 2005－2009�
average 

The amount of capital investment for FY2005～2009�
 Annual average 190 billion yen

Maintenance and Miscellaneous�
costs for FY2005ー2009�
Annual Average 300 billion yen

Striving for the maintenance and improvement in comprehensive thermal efficiency by high operation maintenance of efficient plant, such as Shin-oita Thermal power station.

Diversification of purchasing measures, purchase cost planning and Supply Chain Management*  are�
being promoted to procure high - quality materials at reasonable price.

End of FY2009

120 billion yen 100 billion yen

110 billion yen 100 billion yen

3％� 3％�

30％�

Sales outside the�
group（other than�
electricity business）�

The amount of new demand�
creation quantity�

（electricity business）�
�

【Use of FCF】�

Shareholders’
equity ratio*

ROA*
Ordinary Income

FCF*

Profitability�
and�
Stability

Growth

Ordinary income�
for each business�
area（consolidated）�

Increase in efficiency of capital investment

4 billion yen

4 billion yen

2 billion yen

Reduction of maintenance and�
miscellaneous cost

Increase in efficiency of operating management,�
and number of employees

Increase in efficiency of�
equipment management

Utilization rate of�
Nuclear power facilities

Thermal power generation facility Efficiency

Decrease in materials and�
fuels procurement costs

Materials procurement�
costs

Fuels funding�
costs

30％�

FY 2009

Operating process reform that utilizes IT strives for the further increase in efficiency of operating�
management, and attains a slimming down in number of employees.

Striving for high level maintenance of utilization rate by continuation of safe stable operation of the nuclear power plant,�
implementation of rated heat output fixed operation, and thoroughness of the measure against preventive maintenance.

Decentralization of suppliers, diversification of contract terms and pricing system are promoted, and�
reduction and stabilization of fuel funding cost are attained.

〈Maintenance cost〉By introducing risk management techniques, re-examining the contents of�
checking and repairing equipments can attain efficiency and upkeep of upkeep facility safety measures.
〈Miscallaneous cost〉Further reduction can be aimed by increasing�
efficiency and simplifying total business measures.

　All-electric housing ：1.3 billion kWh（end of FY2009：50,000 households）�
　Corporate Customers：1.2 billion kWh

While business conditions worsen,�
the whole group aims for new growth.

While business conditions worsen,�
the whole group aims for new growth. 

Consolidated Non-consolidated
Targets

Target years Point of view

“Solidify the base and�
pursue growth”�

Management Objectives according to the mid term management policy

Management Efficiency Plan 

※Glossary／*FCF：�
　　　　　　*ROA：�

While business conditions worsen, improvement in financial stabili-
ty is aimed by expanding shareholders equity and reducing the in-
terest bearing liabilities.

Free Cash Flow. Cash at a company’s disposal. FCF is calculated by subtracting cash expenditures from the company’s cash flow produced by operating activities, and indicates an increase/decrease in cash and cash equivalents�
Return on Assets. An indicator of profitability determined by dividing a company’s income after tax（profit for the current term）by the total amount of assets. It indicates how efficiently assets or managerial resources are utilized to produce profit. 

New demand is created by promotion of an All-electric housing and electric air-condition-
ing and electric kitchen, return demand acquisition from in - house power generation.

Increase in efficiency of capital investment by re-examining the design criteiria and specifi-
cation when investing in facilities as well as accurately corresponding to trends in demand.
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■ FCF and the shareholders’ equity ratio ■ Ordinary income and ROA

■ Utilization rate of Nuclear power facilities

2004 05 06�
（Projected）�

09�
［Target］�

（100 million KWh）�

（FY）�

▼ Generated Demand Target （vs. FY2003）�

0

5

10

15

20

30

25

2.0
4.6 7

1210.6

1.9

25

19

15.2

3.9

Commercial/Industrial All-electric Housing

▼ Transition of All-electric Housing

New-built one unit house
Existing one unit house

4 5

27

18
38

20

63

2004 05 06�
［Plan］�

09�
［Target］�

Complex housing

Total number

0

100

200

300

400

500

Total number（thousands of households）� single fiscal year（thousands of households）�

219

280

350

500

5

44

21

70

49

■ Maintenance and miscellaneous cost

05ー09�
Average�
［Target］�

0504032002

3,136 3,207 3,2093,172

0

4,000

（100 millions of yen）�

3,000

2,000

1,000

3,000

（FY）�

■ Number of employees

Number of employees
Sales volume per person

0

12,000

13,000

14,000

15,000
（people）�

0

700

600

500

（10 thousand kWh/person）�

549

13,964

566

13,660

594

13,505 635

13,074

639

2002 03 04 05 06�
［Plan］�

12,700

Utilization factor of�
Nuclear power facilities 

U
til
iz
at
io
n 
fa
ct
or
 o
f N
uc
le
ar
 p
ow
er
 fa
ci
lit
ie
s 

Thermal power efficiency �
（generating end）� Therm

al pow
er efficiency  

Thermal power efficiency�
（power transmission end）�

2002 03 04 05 06�
［Plan］�

07�
［Plan］�

（FY）�（FY）�

（％）�

90

80

70

60

50

43

（％）�

42

41

40

39

38

150

100

50

0
（FY）�

Consolidated shareholders’ equity ratioConsolidated FCF

Non-Consolidated shareholders’ equity ratio Non-Consolidated FCF（100 millions of yen）�
（％）�

30

20

10

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0
（FY）�

（End of FY2009）�

2002 03 04 05 05ー09�
Average
［Target］�

1,7501,928 1,802
1,622

2,129 2,001

1,200 1,000
708 605

20.0
20.3

22.1
24.2

24.4

25.7

25.8

30.0 30.0

22.3

（FY）�2002 03 04 05 05ー09�
Average�
［Target］�

（100 millions of yen）�

2,000

（％）�

3

2

1
1,000

Non-Consolidated ROA

Non-Consolidated ROA

Consolidated ordinary income

Non-Consolidated ordinary income 

881

2.7

3.1

3.1

3.3 3.4

2.7

2.7
3.0

3.02.8

907
1,144

1,079

1,599 1,529

1,252
1,141

1,1001,000

■ Transition of the amount of capital investment

Power source Distribution Others

2,416

2,069

716 539
522 551

637

1,865 1,900

767

461

1,706

654

501

716

606

1,844

876

586

2,001

743

610

752

977

687

07�
［Plan］�

05ー09�
Average�
［Target］�

06�
［Plan］�

05�
�

04032002
0

1,000

2,000

3,000

（100 millions of yen）�

（FY）�

※Glossary／*Shareholders’ equity ratio:�
　　　　　　     *Supply Chain Management: Activities through which our company and customers collaborate to optimize the entire operating process and reduce costs.  

The index for planning financial stability. If the financial stability of the company is high, the shareholders’ equity to total assets will also be high.
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 ・Optimal rate menu�

 ・Electric cooker�

 ・Electrical air conditioning�

 ・Electric heating system �

 ・Sale of gas�

 ・Technical services

Main solution menu

▼ Outline of total solution sales and marketing

Solution Tools

Total Solutions Service

Efficient facility operation

Pursuit of environmentalization

Business Support

Implementation of energy saving

Cost reduction
Customers’ needs

Top sales management

C
o
rp
o
ra
te
 C
u
s
to
m
e
rs

Group�
Companies

Kyushu�
Electric�
Power

Understanding the needs�
and solution

Global Information

・Industry Newspaper�
・Various associations and acadamia�
・Universities�
・Committees

・Municipalities�
・Consortium�
・Research institutes�
・Investigative bureaus

Customer’ information

Analysis and suggestions

Manufacturers

Construction�
Companies

Developers

Architect�
Offices

Optimal rate menu

Electric air conditioning 

Technical Services

Electric heating system 

Electric cooker

Sale of gasGroup Corporate Tools

AmenitiesIT�
Information communication

Business�
support

Management and�
maintenance of facilities

Energy conservation�
Cost conservation�

�

Environmental�
measures

Business development based on customers’ needs

　As a company responsible for the lifelines of people’s lifestyle and economy and indus-

try, we strive to provide inexpensive, high-quality energy. Standing on a customer-first phi-

losophy, we promote proactive activities, including contribution to comfortable and pros-

perous society, to enhance customer satisfaction.

　Taking advantage of the compre-

hensive power of our company 

group, we render total solution ser-

vice for corporate customers （“total 

business solutions”）, tailored to the 

corporate customers’ diverse needs 

and demands.�

　We believe meeting to the custom-

ers’ needs enables us to take new 

business opportunities, enables us 

to expand the entire group’s busi-

ness domain and strengthens our 

profitability. �

�

Positioning sales representatives�

　To accurately comprehend the 

needs of our corporate customers 

and respond directly to their needs, 

we have assigned sales represen-

tatives to each branch or customer 

service office.�

　Using the sales representatives 

as the contact person, we offer our 

customers Optimal 1 rate menu 

and systems for the use of electric 

kitchens and air conditioning. �

�

Reduction of the customers’ initial in-

vestments in air conditioning facilities�

　We promote “air conditioning busi-

ness” to reduce customer’s initial in-

vestment. We own and install air 

conditioning facility and deliver heat 

for air conditioning. The customers 

are charged for the heat.�

　Although our business area had 

been limited to regenerative types 

of air conditioning, we have expan-

ded our business into non-heat ac-

cumulative areas in FY2005 to fur-

ther respond to the diverse needs of 

our customers. �

　We will continue to respond proac-

tively to the needs of our customers 

to raise their levels of satisfaction.

Promotion of total solution business
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What is an All-electric housing?�

　There are an increasing number of cus-

tomers who enjoy an All-electric housing 

because it answers to their diverse needs 

including lifestyles friendly to environment 

and family budget, healthy and safe life-

style for senior citizens, and reduction of 

household chores for two-income families.  �

　An All-electric housing is a house where 

the cooking facilities, hot water supply and 

other energy-related systems are powered 

by electricity. Customers can choose an 

All-electric housing and benefit from the 

peace of mind, convenience and comfort 

of no longer needing to use flames, while 

also saving monthly lighting and heating 

expenses. An All-electric housing produ-

ces a high level of customer satisfaction, 

answering to the diverse needs of the mod-

ern household.�

Proposing activities on an All-

electric housing�

　Kyushu Electric Power is actively pur-

suing measures and proposing activities 

to dispatch information on an All-electric 

housing.�

　Using ‘Kirei Life’ as a key branding 

phrase, we have been promoting and 

conveying the merits of an All-electric 

housing through TV advertisements, our 

website and ‘Iris’, our showroom, where 

customers can actually experience the 

virtues of an All-electric housing. �

　Those customers who are considering 

an All-electric housing, we offer an opti-

mal electric rates and an interest prefer-

ence mortgage, and a total consultation 

regarding running costs* and initial invest-

ments.�

　For those customers who choose an 

All-electric housing, we provide home advi-

sors in every customer service office who 

personally visit each home to answer 

questions such as, ‘How do you operate 

the IH （Induction Heating） stove?’ or 

‘What is the best way to cook’.�

�

The role of an All-electric housing�

　We are promoting the use of “Eco Cute,” a 

hot water supply facility that conserves ener-

gy in All-electric housing （please see page 

40）. Since Eco Cute helps to reduce the 

amount of CO2 emission in regular house-

holds, the government hopes the system to 

spread throughout the country. �

　We are promoting an All-electric housing to 

realize our customers’ comfortable life and to 

contribute to our environment. We will keep 

meeting our social responsibility through the 

promotion of an All-electric housing. �

＜“Kirei Life” website in Japanese＞�

http://www.kireilife.net

▼ Questionnaire for residents of an All Electrication apartment building

Q.How are you satisfied with the All-electric Apartments？�Q.What specic points are satisfiying？�

Utility costs  are low�
（51）�

Safe and Secure�
（39）�

Clean and comfortable�
（14）�

Easy to clean and manage�
（18）�

・Research Period：　December,2004 ー January,2005�
・Research Subjects：　Residents of All-electric apartment complexes in the Fukuoka city area. 116 surveyed.

More than 90% of the�
residents are satisfied.

Very�
Satisfied�
35％�

Satisfied�
62％�

Unsatisfied�
3％�

【How have your utility costs changed compared to those before?】�

More than 80%�
state that their utility costs�

have decreased.

N/A 5％�

Less�
expensive�

46％�Generally less�
expensive�

38％�

No change�
9％�

More expensive 1％�
A bit more expensive 1％�

（can answer freely with any number of answers）�

※Glossary／*running cost：the cost necessary for the continued maintenance of equipment and facilities.  

All-electric housing for�
a comfortable lifestyle

Kirei-Life�
All-electric housing

Proposing a safe, comfortable and economical lifestyle（Promoting an All-electric housing）�
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▼ Examples of improvements made in response to customers’ opinions

　To create more smiles on the 

faces of our customers, the Kyushu 

Electric Power Group will listen to 

their voices and sincerely offer ser-

vices and products with value. �

　We express our gratitude to our 

customers by listening to their opin-

ions and feedback, and by using 

such responses to reflect upon and 

revise our management and busi-

ness activities. �

�

Rainbow System�

　The Rainbow System has been 

established to receive, record, 

share and promptly react to exter-

nal opinions and requests re-

ceived during day-to-day opera-

tions, so that our employees can 

research and analyze the collec-

ted opinions and queries and use 

them to improve our systems and 

services（please see page 33）.

Development of power resources �

　For a country lacking in natural resources, sustain-

ing a long-term supply of stable electric power is criti-

cal. In response, we combine diverse power supplies 

and sources to minimize the risk of power outages 

and ensure the smooth function of society.�

　Projected electricity demand increase, primarily driv-

en by consumers, is modest but steady. （The annual 

average growth rate of electricity sales is 0.7%; that of 

system peak load is also 0.7% [0.8% after factoring in 

the effects of temperature and other variables].） The 

sustained growth means that we will continue to priori-

tize the integration of energy security*, economic effi-

ciency and environmental suitability and strive to de-

velop additional power resources with a focus on 

nuclear energy, but maintaining balance with other 

sources, such as pumped storage power generation.�

　In addition, for the future of nuclear power, frequent 

and regular environmental investigations are conduc-

ted at our Sendai Nuclear Power Station. We are tar-

geting development in the second half of 2010s, and 

we are working hard to earn the understanding and co-

operation of local citizens and customers （please see 

page 42）.�

Measures to increase customer satisfaction Measure of a long-term stable　　　　　　　　

Items Customers’ Opinions Responses from our company 

Co
llec

tion
 re

late
d it

em
s

Te
lep

ho
ne

 re
late

d it
em

s
O
th
er
s

・For bank account transfers, we would like to 
settle the account on a specific, desirable date.

・Implement credit card payment for our 
electricity bills.

・Create a toll-free number for various in-
quiries.

・The recording of the non-office hours telephone 
message is too soft and difficult to hear.

・Kyushu Electric employees frequently use the cus-
tomer business entrance of the branch office. Since 
there is an employees’ entrance, shouldn’t they be 
using that door out of respect for your customers?

・I was in line to receive a ticket for an event 
at the Kyushu Energy science center, but the 
first event was full. To receive a ticket for the 
second event, I would have had to stand in 
line for another two hours. Please reconsider 
your approach to ticketing for these events. 

・We started a bank account transfer system, offering designated 
days for customers using high voltage electricity（over 50kW）. 

・Systems for enabling credit card payments are 
being implemented in FY2006.

・Our representative phone number at the customer service office connecting 
directly to the call center became a toll-free number starting May 29, 2006. 

・We rerecorded the message on our answering 
service and increased its volume. 

・We have re-inspected our barrier-free and uni-
versal design facilities to ensure “CS” con-
sciousness by communicating customers’ opin-
ions to the person in charge.

・In the past, we distributed tickets for one-day 
events 30 minutes prior to each event. We will 
now distribute tickets to all events simultaneously.

�

�

▼Number of input cases in the Rainbow System

■Customer’s opinion by category
（FY2005 actual figures）�

■Comments from customers by collection method 

Collection��
25%

Electricity�
contract ��
10%

Distributed�
electrical lines�
8%

Received7%
All-electric housing�
6%�

Blackouts��
6%�

Meter�
Reading 6%

Construction��
6%

Visits to�
NuclearPower�
stations�
3%
Nuclear�
Power Generators �
3%

Electric Power�
Cables 2%

Others��
18%

Telephone��
64%Visits��

13%

Informal�
Gatherings�

11%

Letter box�
5%

Questionnaire��
2%

Contact��
5%

Topics

　Regarding the Omarugawa Hydro Power Station （Miyazaki 
prefecture）, because of its superior load servility and the fact 
that it is a pumped storage plant which can start up quickly, 
the plant has been developed as a power source during peak 
hours and at during emergencies. In FY2005, the testing for 
storing water in the reservoir began, and construction is stead-
ily proceeding with operations set to begin in FY 2007.

※Glossary／*Energy Security： Stability of energy and guaranteed supply 

3,386�
Cases

3,386�
cases

Test flooding of lower dam
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Distribution facilities �

　We are increasing the efficiency of our distribution 

channels for transmission lines and substations in 

preparation for new power supplies and to ensure fair-

ness and transparency as electric power is liberalized.�

　To maintain the stability and reduce the costs of the 

electric power supply to the Goto Archipeclago in Na-

gasaki prefecture （powered by internal-combustion-

power-generation station）, we connected the Kyushu 

mainland to the islands via a high-pressure under-

water cable in FY2005. The distance along the sea-

bed of the archipelago link is 53 kilometers which is 

the longest undersea electric power caple in japan. �

　We will begin investigating the development of a 

new plan for high secular equipment in FY2006. We 

will continue to efficiently disseminate precise informa-

tion on electric power supplies to encourage regional 

development and attract new customers.�

　Supplying a stable amount of quality electricity at 

low costs is our company’s primary mission. By in-

creasing our technical skills and improving manage-

ment and the operational integrity of our facilities, we 

will continue to fulfill our mission. �

Measures for reducing power 

outage �

　In order for our customers to feel 

safe about using our electricity, we 

are working on securing electricity dur-

ing the time of electric accidents due 

to lightning or typhoons so that there 

would hopefully be no power outage. �

　If by chance, a power outage oc-

curs, we are working on minimizing 

the time of the power outage by instal-

ling quick and appropriate accident dis-

patch communication devices that will 

automatically separate the point of ac-

cident from the electric power system.  �

　If suspension of electricity should oc-

cur due to facility maintenance, we will 

discuss the matter ahead of time with 

the customers to minimize the impact 

it may have on our customers as 

much as possible.�

�

�

Advancement of equipment 

management �

　For reducing both the area affected 

by and the duration of power failures 

at the time of distribution line acci-

dents, we have introduced the 

“automatic distribution dispatching sys-

tem”, enableing automatic control of 

the high-voltage distribution line 

switches.�

　So far, the remote control was imple-

mented by using paired cables. To en-

sure electric supply reliability, improve-

ment for quicker accident processing 

and acquiring waveform information of 

the locale, a test introduction of the re-

mote control system which utilizes the 

optical fiber network where high-

speed bulk transmission became pos-

sible was carried out in 2005.�

　In the future, we will verify the opera-

tional aspects and will consider wheth-

er or not to implement this system.

B
usiness developm

ent based on custom
ers ’ needs

　　　　　　 supply of electric power The maintenance of electric supply reliability 

▼ frequency and  for one customer per household

※Glossary／*Influence of other companies： This is when an accident occurs at an electricity receiving facility, it influences other general customers as well.

▼ Amount of electric power sales and peak demand 

（note）�

FY0

（10 thousands KW）�（100 GWh）�

0

1,300

1,400

1,500

1,700

1,900

1,600

1,800

2,000

550

600

650

750

850

700

800

900

04

802

05

830

2015�
〔Plan〕�

862�
（0.7％）�

1,609 1,589

1,742�
（0.7％）�

peak demand
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t of
 ele
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c p
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er s
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▼ Power source diversification plan（electricity received from other companies included）�▼ Target ratio of power sources�
（Optimum mixture electrical power source）�

The amount of�
power supply facilities 

Amount of Electric�
power generation 

Nuclear Approx. 30％�Approx. 45～50％�

Approx. 10％�
Approx. 10％�

Approx.  10％�

Renewable�
energy�

（geothermal,�
　hydro, etc.）�

Coal

Oil

LNG

Pumped�
storage 

T
he
rm
al

（％）�

FY
［Plan］� ［Plan］�

0
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22

15

13

21

28

1

23

22

17
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1

23

13

19
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24

1

2005 2015

Nuclear

Hydro 

Coal

LNG

Oil, etc

Geothermal

（％）�

FY
0

50

100

1995

41

7 7

11

2

41

6

23

21 19

18

44

26

16
6

52 2

210
2005 2015

〔The amount of power supply capability〕� 〔The amount of power generation〕�

Nuclear

Hydro 

Coal 
LNG
Oil, etc.
New energy

Geothermal
�

1 peak dem
and is equal to the three-day m

axim
um

�
   of an average electric power transm

ission.  �
2 The num

ber in the parentheses is the average�
   growth rate for FY2004

ー2015.

▼ A breakdown of the number of cases of accidental power outage 

Others�
34％�

Influence�
of other�
companies*�
6％�

Public�
negligence etc. 7％� Other contacts 16％�

Landslides,�
etc. 4％�

Thunder and�
Lightning  �
16％�

Wind and rain�
16％�

Natural Phenomena�
 36％�

Distribution lines�
 (service wires)�
574 cases�

�

Other contacts�
13％�

Thunder and�
Lightning�
78％�

Wind and rain�
4％�

Snow and ice�
4％�

Natural�
Phenomena�
87％�

Power line�
23cases
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Business development based on customers’ needs

Each taking ap-
prox. one third 
of the remain-
ing half

Allocared ac-
cording to 
fuel rutes and 
other factors.

（FY2005）�

Length of tim
e of the power failure

（m
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）�

Frequency of power failures

（num
ber of tim
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）�

Length of time of the power failure（minutes）�
Frequency of power failure（number of times）�
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▼ Research costs

Corresponding to Major Disasters�

　While carrying out training for large-scale coun-

ter measures against major disasters in our com-

pany every July, we are aiming for a quick restor-

ation of the energy supply during the actual 

disasters by establishing a cross-sectional provi-

sional organization. �

 　When typhoon #14 hit in September 2005, 

and the road leading to Miyazaki prefecture Ka-

mishiiba zone was destroyed, we were not able 

to restore the energy supply there for quite a per-

iod （power outage of 5 days）.�

　We carried out power distribution restoration 

training by helicopter in collaboration with the 

Ground Self Defense Force in November, 2005, 

based on this case. �

　As a result, we have established an air trans-

port technology for a comparatively light-weight, 

low-pressure generator vehicle.�

　Through this training, we are now able to trans-

port relatively light low-voltage mobile genera-

tors. In the future, we are working for high-vol-

tage mobile generators where the power supply 

capacity is larger, to be lighter and enable to be 

transported. Moreover, due to the unprecedented 

amount of rain that this typhoon produced, it 

caused damage to hydroelectric power stations 

and substations from landslides, which also dam-

aged the steel tower. So for FY2006, we will aim 

for the early and quick restoration of the hydro-

electric power station, check all equipments on 

the facility, and install a floodwall wall for meas-

ures to prevent these natural disasters.�

�

Momentary Drop in Voltage�

　We are implementing various measures such 

as strengthening of equipment and speeding up 

the removal of equipment that had broken down 

during power failures due to lightning bolts, which 

are the main causes of power outages.  �

　However, there is no way to prevent a lightning 

bolt from striking, so a momentary drop in voltage 

cannot be avoided. （about 0.07-2 seconds）�

　For those customers who may be affected by 

this momentary drop in voltage, we recommend 

taking measures to implement equipment for 

such cases.

　A stable supply of electricity, environmental 

security and lowering of costs are the bases of 

electric power technology. We are developing 

new technology for long term growth and an in-

crease in our company’s earning capacity.�

http://www.kyuden.co.jp/company_tech_index�

（in Japanese）      

Technical development 

（100 millions of yen）�

FY
0

70

80

90

100

2002

86
82 80

75
80

2003 2004 2006�
〔plan〕�

2005

▼ Main ongoing technical development projects

Cost Reduction  �
・Research on the corrosive protection and preser-

vation processing of electric power equipment.�

・Technical development of metal material life-expectancy life evaluation�

Environmental Preservation�
・Research on the output characteristic and system influence of wind power�

・Research on the CO2 fixation of trees�

Improvements in the capacity to earn profits�
・Researches on the corrosion prevention technologies, such as the ex-

cellent anti-rust thermal spraying system（Plazwire spraying system*）�

・Development of a water decontamination system from Magnetic separation�
Creating a demand for electricity  �
・Technical development of the Effective use of 

electric power in the heating field �

・Research on technological assistance during mo-

mentary drops in voltage. �

Technical Developments for the future�
・Research on the practical application of Supercon-

ducting Magnetic Energy Storage（SMES）�

・Research on fuel cell batteries and hydrogen technology

▼ The outline of implementing joint training for air transportation

Date and time

Place

Participants

Training�
Contents

November 17, 2005（Thursday）�

Western Army, JGSDF Ohyano Maneuver area�
（Kumamoto prefecture KamimashiKi-gun Yamato-town）�

140 people from Western Army, JGSDF the Ground Self Defense Force West Army Division and others

Topics

　On the occasion of typhoon No. 14 in 2005, the expanded introduction 
of the PDA terminal enabled an early grasp of the damage situation.�
　A PDA terminal is a palm-sized small mobile information terminal. By 
using this, we can confirm on-the-spot damage information in real time in 
all places of business, making it possible to build a quick and optimal re-
storation organization.�
　We will continue to expand its usage to shorten the restoration time 
during catastrophic disasters.�
�
【Terminal Specification】�

Size�

Weight�

Continuous run time�
Actual working time�

Power Source�

O　S

98×173×41mm（W×H×D）�

500g�

8 hours（At the time of power-�
saving mode use：24 hours）�

AC100V， cigar lighters in cars�

Windows Pocket PC2003

① ※Air lift of Power distribution restoration vehicles  which utilized the Self-Defense-Forces heli-
copter（a low-voltage, high maintenance vehicle） ※Verification of an air  transport vehicles 
suspension equipment trial product �

② Emergency power transmission which utilized power distribution restoration vehicles�
③ Image transition system from a helicopter （Live footage from Kamishiiba-town）�
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※Glossary／*Plazwire Spraying System：The technologies of the long-term anti-rust coatings for the steel structures



Total Energy Business�

　We believe there is a lot of room for us to 

grow in the total energy business as current-

ly our group accounts for approx. 14% of fi-

nal energy consumption in Kyushu region.�

　First, in the electricity business which is 

our core business, we make efforts to im-

prove electrification ratio promoting the us-

age of an All-Electric housing. �

　In the gas business, we make full use of 

our group’s LNG base by aggresively ex-

panding sales of gas and LNG to our cus-

tomers and wholesalers.�

　In addition， for the new energy business 

such as waste material generation and bio-

mass* generation, we have united alliance 

with municipalities from the viewpoint of the 

usage of management resources such as 

power generation technology and environ-

mental preservation.�

　Furthermore, we are actively developing 

overseas projects and consulting business 

with electric suppliers and independent pow-

er producer projects （IPP）* by effectively 

using the groups operational resources 

such as power generation, transmission, 

transformation and distribution of power 

supply, and civil and construction works.�

�

IT and Telecommunications Business�

　IT and Telecommunications business is a 

fast growing area. We continue to proactive-

ly develop our IT and Telecommunications 

business by utilizing our extensive infra-

structure and facilities, including optical fib-

er networks and data centers.  �

　In FY2005, we have expanded our ser-

vice area of BBIQ, a high-speed internet ac-

cess sevice with fiber optic network, to 25 

cities including secondary cities of each pre-

fecture. We are tackling other IT and Tele-

communication businesses, such as 

“Kyushu Ro,” an interactive customer portal 

site for tourists between Korea and Kyushu, 

as well as an information surveillance busi-

ness and other electronic contract storage 

services.

Environment and recycling business�

　As a business taking measures for the devel-

opment for a recycling society, we are promoting 

the waste recycling business area such as confi-

dential documents recycling business and used 

fluorescent bulb recycling business.�

（2006 Kyushu Electric Power Environment Action Report Page50）�

�

Lifestyle services business�

　We are taking measures in business to offer a 

comfortable and affluent lifestyle, such as the de-

velopment of a senior apartment complex busi-

ness, and we will continue to work on planting 

new business seeds for the future.

B
usiness developm

ent based on custom
ers ’ needs

Expansion of the business area with energy as its focus

▼Main Comsumer and Community service business area

Business area

Nursing Care and�
Welfare Business

Housing and Real�
Estate Business

Business Support�
Business 

Social-capital�
associated Business 

Others

Main businesses
Senior Apartment Complexes（with nursing care）business
Medical Assistance Business
Residential performance evaluation business
Wooden Housing Business
Temporary personnel services
ISO Certificate registration business
Subtitle production for broadcasting 

Kyushu University PFI business

Manufacturing and sales of natural sea salt 
Manufacturing and sales of beverages
Super Sento（bathhouse）business 
Rental video business 
Home security business 

▼ Directory of business development ▼ Overseas Business Developments

Tuxpan Unit No. 2 and 5 IPP�
Mexico：State of Veracruz

China：�
F/S for wind power using�
CDM scheme

China：F/S for ESCO business

Ilijan IPP project�
Philippines：Batangas City

Taiwan：Technology consultation on cnstruction of�
Tan Nan, Kou Tai, Tai Ma and Pu Ri Substation

Vietnam：F/S for Nho Que hydroelectric�
power plant construction project

Phu My 3 IPP project�
Vietnam：Ba Ria Vung Tau Province

Taiwan：Investigation of landslides and�
debris flows in Dar-Chia watershed�
between MA-ANN Dam and DER-CHI Dam IPP business

Consulting and Environment related business

Gas Business

Air conditioning�
business and�
other business�
solutions

Overseas business�
（IPP，consulting, etc.）�

New energy �
generation business

IT and �
Telecommunication �

business

Lifestyle �
services�
business

Environment and �
recycling business

Electricity�
business

Total energy business

Project site

Indonesia： Development of 
small distributed power genera-
tion system using Jatropha oil

Business development based on customers’ needs
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※Glossary／*Biomass：�
�
              *IPP Business：General term used for wholesale generators that own power generation facilities but no transmission systems. 

Organic materials of biological origin used as energy sources include debris from thinned woods, sawdust from lumbering, pruned plants, 
construction waste, manure from the livestock industry, organic matter collected in sewage treatment facilities and kitchen garbage. �
�



Action for developing internal control system

　We are working to devetop organiza-

tional structure to increase efficiency and 

effectiveness in business execution, en-

sure credibility of financial reports, pro-

mote legal compliance and conduct legiti-

mate asset protection.�

　In line with the Company Law of Japan, 

we have established principal policy on 

corporate governance structure to ensure 

properness of our business. It consists of 

seven clauses such as legal compliance 

of directors and employees.（Details are 

refessed in the next page.）�

　We will strive to improve the structure 

continuously so as to secure soundness 

of corporate management.

＜The website of the statement of principles concerning maintenance of internal control in Japanese＞�
http://www.kyuden.co.jp/ir_index
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Corporate Governance

　We are committed to reinforcement of business management as a primarytask for 

Kyushu Electric Power Co., so that we can respond to changes in the business environ-

ment appropriately and increase our corporate value continnously. Above all, we develop 

effective corporate governance system to ensure soundness of business management.

Directors and Board of Directors �

　The Board of Directors meets once 

a month in principle and holds extraor-

dinary gatherings as needed.�

　We decreased the number of direc-

tors（as of May 2006: 19）and elected 

an outside director （1 elected after 

June 2001）to assure the strengthen-

ing of audit functions.�

　In addition, the Board of Managing 

Directors, which is formed with the 

president, the Executive Vice Presi-

dent, has been established and will 

execute any necessary items and im-

portant decision making with respect 

to the agenda at hand. �

　We have positioned Executive offi-

cer in each department and each 

branch office so quick decision mak-

ing and efficient management of busi-

ness may be performed.�

�

Corporate Auditors / Board of 

Corporate Auditors�

　As for the auditors, six （in which 

three are outside auditors） will attend 

important meetings of the Board of Di-

rectors and execution committee, ad-

ministering hearing for each division, 

consolidated subsidiary and related 

companies while auditing branch busi-

ness offices and taking care of overall 

audits for the Board of Directors. �

　The Board of Corporate Auditors is 

held once a month in principle, or 

more if necessary. They receive re-

ports concerning laws and articles of 

the association and other important 

items concerning the audit and hold 

consultations and resolutions. �

　In addition, in order to assist the du-

ties of the auditors, “Corporate Audit 

Office” consisting of fifteen members 

was created.�

�

Internal Auditing�

　In order to improve properness of 

operations and efficiency of manage-

ment, fourteen specialized staff mem-

bers are assigned in the Management 

Administration Office to audit legal 

compliance and business execution at 

each division and branch office. �

　In addition, another six members of 

the Management Administration Of-

fice audit the quality assurance sys-

tem in safety activities at important 

supply facilities, such as nuclear and 

thermal power generation facilities.
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　In August 2001, we decided that we would 

make good use of TQM （Total Quality Manage-

ment） idea for the implementation of 

“continuous improvement and reform of over all 

management activities” and development of 

“tough management structure that will bring us 

victory in this age of competition”. At the same 

time, TQM Promotion measures based on the 

“Japan Quality Award Assessment Criteria for 

Performance Excellence” which measures the 

quality level of management.�

　In detail, the whole management is Self-As-

sessment* based on four fundamental principles 

of customer first, training for unique capability, 

respect for employee and coexistence with soci-

ety. Takes discovered in this assessment are 

put into practice and taken into the management 

administration cycle.

　Upholding our corporate responsibility is an im-

portant challenge that is essential for earning trust 

and understanding from our stakeholders, and we 

are planning to further strengthen our activities.�

　To encourage proactive involvement in CSR ac-

tivities as a whole, we have established the “CSR 

Promotion Committee,” where the President was 

appointed Chairman in July 2005, and are work-

ing to strengthen the system supporting CSR by 

appointing a director responsible for CSR.

・Role of the Committee�
　Discuss creating policies, planning and�
　reporting CSR activities in general�
・Structure�
　Chairman ： President�
　Vice Chairman ： Director in charge of CSR�
　　　　　　　　 （Executive Vice President）　�
　Committee Members ： Executive Vice Presidents,�
　　　　　　　　　　 　Managing Directors, Directors,�
　　　　　　　　　　 　Managers of related departments�
　　　　　　　　　　 　（appointed by the chairman）�
　 Observer ： Senior Corporate Auditor

Outline of CSR Promotion Committee

The outline of the principal policy on corporate governance structure

　In conformity with the Company Law and its enforce-
ment regulations, we will develop the following structure to 
ensure compliance of directors with laws and the articles 
of incorporation and the properness of business execution.

Structure for securing compli-
ance of directors with law,etc. �
Structure for the preservation and 
management of information con-
cerning execution by directors�
Structure for risk management�
Structure for securing efficiency 
of execution of directors �
Structure for securing compli-
ance of employees with laws,etc.�
Structure for securing properness 
of business operations of our 
group companies�
Structure for securing properness 
of execution of auditors

1�
�
�
2�
�
�
�
3�
�
4�
�
�
5�
�
�
6�
�
�
�
7

Compliance�
Committee

Proposal/Report

Comments �
and �

Opinions
Activity track �
record report

Policies/Plan 

Policies/�
Plan

Activity track �
record report

Submission

Report

Coordination

Monitoring of �
an enforcement �
situation Environment Committee

CSR Promotion Committee

Board of Directors

Kyushu Electric Power�
environmental adviser meeting 

Information Exchange/�
Liaison and Coordination 

Lead Department・each business department 

Group Management Conference*�
（Group environmental management promotion committee/Group general affairs/Planning department meeting etc.）�

President

�
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Risk Management TQM（Total Quality Management）� Strengthening our CSR Promotion Organization

　Under the leadership of senior execu-

tives, we are highly promoting risk man-

agement, endeavoring to make sure that 

management will not suffer from serious 

damages due to realization of risks.�

　We clarify major risks that will affect the whole 

company and business divisions by extracting, 

appraising and classifying risks periodically, and 

control appropriately by applying countermea-

sures in the management plan.�

�

Crisis management system �

　In case of emergencies which effect largely on 

business management or cause the loss of confi-

dence within the society, we have established a 

system that will follow the crisis management reg-

ulation, and under the person responsible for cri-

sis management （the president）, an emergency 

headquarter will be established and the related 

sections will act quickly and accurately.

※Glossary／*Self-Assessment：�

*Group Management Conference：�An organization which consists of group companies of Kyushu Electric Power ex-
cept the company which has head office locations outside of Kyushu, and discuss 
and investigate topics related to group management. （46 companies）�

An activity which evaluates the present condition of the company’s management  objective itself, 
through the PDCA cycle, it tries to improve and reform it.



�
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　FY2005 was the first year for 

our mid-term management policy 

where we determined to establish 

a management cycle focused on 

our CSR report. We did this after 

the maintenance of CSR Promo-

tion Committee and the present 

conditions of CSR measures of 

our company were evaluated. �

�

　For our own CSR Measures, al-

though we evaluated that “it is our 

social mission to provide stable 

and sufficient energy to our cus-

tomers,” which is the principle of 

our activities, we have also been 

moving forward with our manage-

ment through the viewpoint of our 

stakeholders. It is necessary to fur-

ther advance our CSR measures. �

�

　Based on this evaluation by the 

CSR Promotion Committee, risk 

analysis and self assesment, we 

established our CSR Action Plan.�

�

　We will plan to establish our 

CSR Action Plan for FY2007 and 

onward based on the evaluation 

of the stakeholders collected from 

communications mainly through 

the CSR Report. �

�

CSR Measures

　We place customers at the center of all our corporate activities and uphold our CSR 

measures using our corporate governance as a base, and we try to ensure the fortification 

of our bases and growth while the CSR Promotion Committee evaluates our corporate ac-

tivities. We have established our CSR Action Plan for FY2006. 

▼FY2006 CSR Action Plan

Items

Establishment of CSR�
Management Cycle

Promotion of compliance�
management

Promotion of information�
disclosure to improve�
management transparency

Promotion of�
environmental�
management

Respect of human rights,�
and maintenance of labor�
environment

The measure of�
safety-first principle

Collaborative activities�
with the local community�
and society

Results of the main activities from FY2005

○Establishment of the CSR Promotion Committee��
　・Self evaluation of CSR Measures��
　・The deliberation regarding the CSR report

○Implementation of IR meeting and investors visits by the management�
○Promotion of information disclosure concerning nuclear power-related information �
○Administering information disclosure training, seminars and workshops��
○Implementation of communication activities with stakeholders��
○Examination of a stakeholder’s opinion management function 

○Continuous improvement and accurate operation of nuclear quality assurance management system��
○Enforcement of safety workshops for the customers��
○Implementation of PR activities of electric shock accident prevention��
○Examination of the Occupational Safety and Health Management System��
○Implementation of dangerous prospect activities by practical use of frequent traffic accident map��
○Expansion of educational opportunities about mental health, and practical use of stress dianostic��
○Implementation of the measures towards prevention of health disorder from serious overwork ��
○Implementation of periodic education seminars on radiation protection and gathering information on radioactive control.  

○Instigation of a training system for young artists of traditional crafts to travel to other parts of Japan or overseas to receive training. ��
○Opening of machizukuri symposium in which local citizens take an active�
　role in urban environmental improvement and management processes�
○Implementation of various area and social symbiosis activities 

○Reexamination and employment of childcare and nursing-care��
○Decision and notification of the action plan based on The Next-Generation Bringing up Support Measure Promoting Act��
○Distribution of the pamphlet for employees for the promotion of male-female gender equality��
○Enforcement of the re-employment system called the “elder employee system,” which allows employees to work until they are 62 years old��
○Achieve the rate of disabled person employment of 1.90% through planned adaptation�
○Implementation of in-house recruitment and the job challenge system��
○Common knowledge and thoroughness of proper management of working-hours��
○Implementation of various employee education（about 60,000-person attendance） 

○Implementation of EMS（environmental management system）special training（newly established）�
○Construction of an environmental accounting automatic intensive system��
○Reexamination of the group environmental target based on social situations, such as the Kyoto Protocol effectuation��
○Participation in the Team Minus 6％��
○New targets set for the independent target concerning CO2 emissions（the amount of self-�
　consumed electric power, the amount of paper purchase, and the amount of the waterworks used）.��
○New independent target set concerning CO2 emissions accompanying private physical distribution transportation.��
○Start of joint recovery of industrial waste��
○Early registration to Japanese Environmental Safety Corporation for high concentration PCB processing��
○Release information on the asbestos use situation and asbestos related health issues.��
○Implementation of the investigation and evaluation regarding marine forest reclamation utilizing coal ashes. ��
○Implementation of Eco Mothers activities��
○Promotion of Kyushu Homeland Forestation Program��
○Supporting Car Sharing Project �
○Implementation of environmental education support activities that utilize the Onagohata Power Station dam area.

○Establishment of a external Compliance Consultation desks ��
○Amendment to the “Antimonopoly Law observance manual” ��
○Maintenance the rule about wheeling service��
○Establishment of an information security management system��
○Execution of “initial training course of information security” and “e-learning training of information security” for all employees 
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Decision of the CSR Action Plan evaluated by society 

Promotional measures for CSR by the whole group 

Thorough legal compliance and fair business�
operations based on corporate ethics

Reinforcement of information security system such as�
personal information protection 

Promotion of IR activity based on the needs of the�
stockholders and investors

Proper and suitable dispatch of nuclear power-related information

Promotion of environmental management

Measures for global environmental issues

Establishing a recycling society

Harmoniously coexisting with local environment

Working with Society

Promoting gender equality

Promoting of the employment of older persons�
and those who are challenged

Promotion of motivating and developing skills of the�
employees that will count towards personnel labor measures

Placing priority on securing safety during work�
and with equipment

Development of employee’s awareness toward�
safety and health

Participation in local/community development

Knowledge of electric safety and improving the safety of our products and services  

Continuous active engagement in local culture,�
sports and volunteer activities 

Activity items for FY2006 Main action plans for FY2006 Reference pages

○Enforcement of the improvement measures for a questionnaire collection rate attached to CSR reports, such as practical use of IT��
○Accurate reflection in the CSR Action Plan of the comments from the stakeholders

○Implementation of measures to enhance awareness of compliance�
○Reconstruction of management rule of our company’s rule governing the internal affairs �
○Reinforcement of group-wide structure to promote compliance management

○Verification of an information security control system by a third party �
○Execution of “intermediate training course of information security” and “e-learning training of information security” for all employees 

○Continuous implementation of IR meetings and investors visits by the management�
○Analysis and implementation of communication activities with individual stockholders

○Continuous implementation of suitable and timely press announcements�
○Continuous implementation of communication activities involving nuclear power-related information

○The company-wide expansion of disaster information dispatch to mobile terminals�
○Continuous implementation of communication activities with the stakeholders�
○After collecting the voices of the stakeholders, analyzation and reflection towards management of the company

○Solidify environment-oriented activities through effective EMS operation�
○Increase the level of environmental management by actively using environmental accounting�
○Promote and establish environmental management on a Kyushu Electric Power Group basis 

○Steady efforts to reduce GHG emissions�
○Measures for energy and resource conservation at the office�
○Promote low fuel consumption cars for company use�
○Through recovery of SF6�
○Through recovery of regulated chlorofluorocarbon

○Effective and efficient promotion of zero emissions activities�
○Green procurement promotion

○Promote the safe and proper management of PCBs�
○Pealing throughly with asbestos�
○Promotion of new environmental activities

○Active communications of environmental issues with parties concerned�
○Develop Kyushu Homeland Forestation Program��
○Promote collaborative activities with environmental NGOs and other groups

○Examination of the support program of childcare and nurcing-care on leave��
○Complete examination of the Childcare support system（leave / shortened work hours） ��
○Promotion of positive application of female employees

○Thorough examination of the working environment which utilizes the aptitude of older persons��
○Promoting the understanding of employing differently-abled people��
○Positive support for the Kyushu Captioning Co-Production center Inc

○Implementation of placement of personnel who highly motivated and well qualifed��
○Further promotion of proper work hour management��
○Promotion of education which focuses on the increase of motivation among the employees

○Thorough efforts toward prevention of industrial accidents caused by every concerned, including our business partners�
○Thoroughness of measures for preventive maintenance of nuclear power stations ��
○Enhancing Quality Assurance activities of nuclear power stations

○Strengthening of inspections of equipment and the public electric shock accident prevention PR 
○Gradual introduction of the Occupational Safety and Health Management System��
○Substantial measures for mental health��
○Continuous implementation of the measures toward the prevention of health disorders caused by serious overwork  

○Instigation of a training system for young artists of traditional crafts to travel to other parts of Japan or overseas to receive training.��
○Hold a “Machizukuri symposium（town development）”

○Building a promotional system of collaborative activities with the community and society ��
○Continual implementation of cooperative activities the community and society in various areas

○Installation of the CSR sectional meeting to the joint group management council
P22－24

P25－30

P31－34

P35－44

P45－50

P51－54

P55－60

Reinforcement of information disclosure promotion organiza-
tion and the establishing of a system for collecting comments 
and opinions of the stakeholders



　We have traditionally focused our efforts on compliance management with the objective to be a “company that earns trust and recognition from so-

ciety”. However social situation surrounding us has changed drastically due to frequent occurrence of corporate misconducts, and intensifying com-

petition in the electric power market, etc.�

　In this situation, in order to further strengthen the relationship of trust we have with society, we are committed to further improve our busines con-

duct, not merely by observing the law, but also by conducting our business in a fair and highly transparent way in accordance with corporate ethics.
�

Activities to improve compliance

Promotion of Compliance Management �

　Compliance Committee has been set 

up since  October 2002 under the Board 

of Directors. �

　The heads of each operational depart-

ment that practices compliance activities 

（each department at head office, each 

branch office, etc.） are assighned as the 

responsible persons for compliance and 

trying to improve compliance conscious-

ness in the whole company. In addition, 

we provide compliance consultation 

desks, to ensure opportunities for direc-

tors and employees of our company, our 

group companies and business partners 

who questioned business operation or 

conduct of directors or employees in 

terms of compliance to consult about le-

gal and ethical issues.�

�

Compliance Committee��

　The Compliance Committee is chaired 

by the President with committee members 

that include the company’s directors, law-

yers, academic experts, consumer affairs 

advisors and labor union chairperson to se-

cure objectivity and transparency.�

　The committee decides the basic poli-

cies, proposes and deliberates concrete 

actions, and monitors the situation. �

　In detail, we are promoting compliance 

management by drawing up the “Kyushu 

Electric Power Group Action Charter” （re-

fer to page 5） and the “Compliance Action 

Guidelines”, installing consultation desks, 

promoting information disclosure, educat-

ing and training employees, and monitor-

ing by in-house questionnaire on day-to-

day activities with a focus on compliance.�

�

Compliance Action Guidelines��

　We established Compliance Action 

Guidelines in December 2002 which was 

handed out to all directors and employees. 

This policy states viewpoints to stand 

when we don’t know what to do, standards 

of general conduct, attention to pay in the 

relationship of stakeholders, such as cus-

tomers, shareholders, and investors. �

�

〈Description〉�

・Establishing relationship of trust with our customers�

・Maintaining stable and high-quality electrici-

ty supply and ensuring safety �

・Establishing good relationship with our busi-

ness partners�

・Maintaining fair competition with our competitors �

・Information disclosure・Public hearing activities�

・Fair management labor relations, etc.�

＜Website of our Compliance Action Guideline in Japanese＞�
http://www.kyuden.co.jp/csr_compliance_04
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Compliance Management

▼ Promotion of compliance Management

Consultation desks

Body to perform operations�
（each department at head office， branch office, etc.）・practice activity

Compliance subcommittee  ・Concrete plan examination

（In-house members）�

Compliance Committee  ・Set up policy decisions, etc 

Each group company

Report Report

President

Compliance�
consultation desks �
（internal・external）�

President

Responsible person�
for promotion of Compliance

Compliance�
consultation desks

Collaboration

Submission

M
o
n
it
o
ri
n
g

Responsible person for compliance�
・Head of each department at head office   ・Head of each branch office, etc.

Board of Directors（Kyushu Electric Power CO.,Inc.）�

ConsultationConsultation

Bu
si
ne
ss
�

Pa
rt
ne
rs

Em
pl
oy
ee
s�

D
ire
ct
or
s

Em
pl
oy
ee
s�

D
ire
ct
or
s

Chairman：President�
Members：Directors�
　　　 �
�
�
�
Observer：Senior Corporate Auditor 

Labor Union Chair person�
External professionals�
lawyers， academic experts�
Consumer affairs advisor（　　　　　　　）�
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Consciousness-raising activi-

ties for employees through edu-

cation and training �

　We continue to provide educational pro-

grams concerning ‘Compliance Action 

Guidelines’ and ‘Action Guidelines of each 

Department’ and e-learning programs to all 

employees. In this condition we add 

‘corporate ethics’ in personal evaluation 

items to appraise their consciousness 

about compliance by checking if their perfor-

mance and operation adhere to compliance.  �

�

Compliance promotion month��

　We set every January as ‘compliance pro-

motion month’.  In FY 2005, we held a lec-

ture meeting where an outside lecturer told 

us about ‘compliance from the viewpoint of 

consumers.’ The senior executives of our 

company and our group companies took part 

in it. Moreover, actively held were lecture 

meetings and seminars in each branch office. �

�

Compliance consultation desks��

　We set up compliance consultation desks 

in February 2003, to prevent violation of 

laws and misconduct against corporate eth-

ics and to discover them at early stage. 

Moreover, to develop this system, we built 

an consultation desks and have been pro-

viding external counseling group service of 

an  outside law firm since April 2005. �

　The ‘provisions of establishment and oper-

ation of Compliance consultation desks’ 

strictly protect the privacy of those consult-

ers and make sure that they are not treated 

unfavorably due to consultation or report. �

　In addition, we have established a 

‘Sexual Harassment advice center.’ （Please 

see page 45.）�

Efforts carried out by the 

Kyushu Electric Power Group�

　According to “Kyushu Electric Power Group 

Action Charter,” each  Kyuden Group compa-

ny works on promotion of compliance man-

agement, and as we do, it reinforces a compli-

ance promotion system by stipulating “action 

guideline” and providing compliance consulta-

tion desks. When a problem that influences 

the whole Group happens, each company 

tries to work together with us such as deliber-

ating on it at our Compliance Committee. �

　In order to strengthen group-wide structure 

to promote compliance, we have decided to 

monitor enforced situation of each group com-

pany and to set up a committee to exchange 

information in FY2006.

C
om
pliance M

anagem
ent

▼ Compliance Lecture Meeting（Event held on during a promotion month of FY 2005）�

Activity items for FY2006 Main action plans for FY2006

Subject： “Compliance from the viewpoint of consumers”�
Participants：About 200, including our executives our directors in charge of�
　　　　　   compliance promotion, presidents of Kyuden Group companies�
                      and others 

Thorough legal compliance and fair business 
operations based on corporate ethics

Reinforcement of information security system 
such as personal information protection 

○Implementation of measures to enhance awareness of compliance�
○Reconstruction of management rule of our company’s rule governing the internal affairs �
○Reinforcement of group-wide structure to promote compliance management

○Verification of an information security control system by a third party �
○Execution of “intermediate training course of information security” and “e-learning training of information security” for all employees
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▼ Compliance consultation desks

Consulters
Executives and workers of�
our company and�

each company of the Group and�
our business partners Report of results reviewed�

by the center�
（Appropriately）�

Report of results reviewed�
by the center�
（Appropriately）�

Report of details about consultation

Report of results reviewed by the center（Appropriately）�

※Anonymity is guaranteed in principle�
※Legal advice (appropriately）�

ConsultationConsultation�
※Anonymity is guaranteed in principle

Information flow when an external desks deal with consultation�

Infromation flow when an internal desks deal with consultation

External�
consultation�
desks�

（Lawyers）�

Internal�
consultation�
desks�

（General Affairs�
Department）�

Streamlining and recording�
of details about consultation

Examination of problems�
Confirmation of facts �
Review of measures
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Thorough management of docu-

ments for provisions�

　Internal documents for provisions, which stip-

ulate our rules govering the internal affairs, 

need to comply with laws and contain proper 

contents. We have a  provision management 

section （different from the organization which 

carries out business operations and draws up 

provisions） which inspects the properness of 

provisions such as legality and manages them 

when provisions are enacted and amended.�

　In addition to the current inspection system, 

we have decided to introduce a ‘regular review 

system’ in FY 2006 to regularly check details of 

provisions to keep them up-to-date, appropriate 

and more legitimate.�

　For detail, we review the properness of each 

provision when one year has passed after it 

was enacted or amended. �

　We also set up IT system which enables em-

ployees to gain access to the latest provisions 

and utilize them for their business operations.

Compliance with the Antitrust Law�

　We created a “manual of compliance with the Anti-

trust Law” as a tool which helps us easily under-

stand the contents, key points and violation cases. 

As it is placed on the Intranet, every employee can 

look it up anytime. Whenever the Antitrust Law and 

other related rules are amended, we review the 

manual and announce it to all employees. �

　In accordance with the “Guideline about Proper 

Electricity Transaction” * amended in May 2005 and 

the amended Antitrust Law enforced in January 

2006, we revised the manual twice and explained 

the outline of the revisions to all employees in order 

to improve awareness of compliance with the law.  �

　We continue to provide information about amend-

ments of the law and seminars about ATL across 

the company to thoroughly get employees to abide 

by the law.�

�

Securing fairness and transparen-

cy in the use of transmissions / 

distribution systems of electricity �

　Responding to changes of the electric utilities 

industry system in April 2005, we established a 

“Wheeling Service Control Rule” which is com-

prised of action rules such as “prohibition of infor-

mation use for purposes other than the original in-

tent,” a “ban on discriminatory handling” and a 

“prohibition of internal mutual support.” This rule is 

based on a “Guidelines about Proper Electricity 

Transaction” and aims to secure fairness for all 

newcomers （Power Producers and Suppliers）

and transparency of wheeling service.  �

　We also created “provisions concerning man-

agement of wheeling service-related information” 

as the subordinate rules of the “wheeling service 

control rule”, striving to set specific information 

management measures to stop information leak-

age in wheeling service.  We also made an infor-

mation management system where a General 

Manager of Transmission and System Operation 

Division assumes responsibility in order to strictly 

prohibit the usage of information about wheeling 

service for purposes other then the original intent. �

＜Website about ‘transmission operation control rule’ in Japanese＞�

http://www.kyuden.co.jp/company_liberal_rule
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【Management office of electricity�
transmission-related information】�

（Others related�
to operation）�

General manager of�
electricity transmission related�
information management

Power System�
Operation Department

Power System�
Engineering Department

Network Service�
Center

Telecommunications�
Department

Distribution�
Department

Facilities Siting�
Department

Transmission and�
Power System�
Operation Administration�
Department 

Engineering�
Department

Distribution�
Department

Facilities Siting�
Department 

Head Office Branch Offices

　�
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General manager of electricity transmission-
related information（General Manager of the 
Power System Operation Department）�

General manager of electricity transmission-
related information（General Manager of the 
Power System Engineering Department）�

General manager of electricity transmis-
sion-related information（General Man-
ager of the Network Service Center）�

General manager of electricity transmis-
sion-related information（General Manager 
of the Telecommunication Department）�

General manager of electricity transmis-
sion-related information（General Man-
ager of the Distribution Department）�

General manager of electricity transmis-
sion-related information（General Man-
ager of the Facilities Siting Department）�

General manager of electricity 
transmission-related information�
（General Manager of the Trans-
mission and Power System Oper-
ation Administration Department）�

General manager of electricity transmis-
sion-related information （General Man-
ager of the Enginnering Department）�

General manager of electricity transmis-
sion-related information （General Man-
ager of the Distribution Department）�

General manager of electricity transmis-
sion-related information （General Man-
ager of Facilities Siting Department）�

▼“Management system of electricity transmission-related information”

※Glossary／*Guideline about Proper Electricity Transaction：�
Guidline that shows basic ideas and exemplifies recommended or problematic actions in areas such as liberalized electricity retail, electricity 
transmission, electricity procurement for electric utilities and regulated electricity retail, and competitive business for electric utilities aiming to 
make the liberalized electricity market effectively function. It was drawn and publicized by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry （now 
named the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry）in December 1999 and amended in July 2002 and May 2005. 



Implementation of suitable pro-

curement of materials and fuels �

　For the procurement of supplies and 

fuels, while we comply with laws and or-

dinances, we strive to establish a mutual 

trusting relationship by ensuring open 

and fair transations, and promote our ba-

sic ideas of contributing to the develop-

ment of society. Toward that end, we 

have established the “Basic Policy for 

Procuring Materials and Fuels” in Au-

gust 2005, following our positive role in 

promoting CSR.�

　With this basic policy, in order to carry 

out the social responsibility of the busi-

ness, we tackle the protection of obser-

vances of social norms, the assurance 

of safety, the thoroughness of Informa-

tion Security and protection of personal 

Information and environmental consider-

ations in all procurement activities.�

　For us to practice “Basic Policy for Pro-

curing Materials and Fuels”, we concider 

that understanding and cooperation by 

our business partners and partnership 

acquired through procurement activities 

based on mutual trust are neccessary.�

　For this reason, we are asking our sup-

pliers to follow 9 items, listed below, “For 

our suppliers”. The basic policy and re-

quests for our suppliers are also up on 

our website. �

http://www.kyuden.co.jp/company_procurement_shizai_policy�
（in Japanese）�

1　Open procurement�
　We procure widely materials and fuels that meet the operational needs of our business and are favorable 
in terms of quality, price and delivery conditions from domestic and overseas suppliers.�

2　Fair and equitable business activities�
　We conduct fair and equitable business activities for business partners in all our procurement activities. 
This includes an equitable selection of suppliers based on rational and fair evaluation, comprehensively tak-
ing into consideration a variety of factors such as: quality, technical capabilities, price, operational and finan-
cial conditions, punctual and reliable delivery, after-sales service, compatibility with existing facilities, pro-
environmental practices and actions for continuous improvement. �

3　Compliance with laws, ordinances and social norms�
　In all of our procurement activities, we not only respect human rights but also comply with domestic and 
international laws and ordinances and their spirit as well as social norms. We expect the same level of com-
pliance from our suppliers.�

4　Environmental considerations�
　We practice procurement activities while giving consideration to environmental conservation and the ef-
fective utilization of resources. One of the corporate practices we have established for these purposes is 
the promotion of “green procurement,” which prioritizes the procurement of eco-friendly products and, with 
the cooperation of our suppliers, contributes to the creation of a Recycling-Based Society.�

5　Safety assurance�
　We request that our suppliers implement appropriate safety and health management procedures in order 
to prioritize the safety of the general public and workers. In this way, with the cooperation of our suppliers, 
we ensure safety and prevent accidents.�

6　Ensuring information security and protecting personal information�
　We properly manage and protect, in cooperation with our suppliers, confidential and personal information 
obtained through business transactions pertaining to both parties.�

7　Compliance with contracts and good faith performance of contracts�
　We observe contracts concerning business transactions and fulfill contractual obligations in good faith 
while requesting the same of our suppliers.�

8　Promotion of communication to establish mutual trust�
　We aim to establish mutual trust through transparent procurement, the promotion of good communication 
and sound, reasonable relationships with our suppliers.�

9　Creation of new values�
　We regard our suppliers to be sincerely devoted to the creation of new values and we respect them as 
our business partners. We aim for mutual prosperity with our business partners by pursuing good quality 
and reasonable prices.�

10　Contribute to local community and society  �
　We believe it is important to contribute, through our procurement activities, to the development of the region 
in which we are based and society in general as a “good corporate citizen,” along with our business partners.

1　Compliance with laws, ordinances and social norms �
・Compliance with domestic and international laws and 
ordinances and their spirit as well as social norms�

※In the law and norms of society, observance should not only be limited to civil law, commercial 
law, ATL, and laws concerning intellectual property, but should also include laws that related to 
labor and fundamental human right, which must be observed as a part of social responsibility. �

2　Compliance with contracts and good faith performance of contracts �
・Observance of with contracts and good faith performance of contracts �

�
3　Environmental considerations �
・Compliance with environmental-related laws （such as industrial 
waste disposal method and constructive recycling method laws）�
・Implementation to improve environmental efficiency of the prod-
uct （energy conservation, recycling, long-life, waste control, etc.）�
・Promotion of environmentally friendly proactive business activi-
ties （green procurement, etc.）�

4　Securing safety �
・Compliance with safety laws�
・Ensuring public safety�
・Securing working procedures and environment that gives top priority to safety�

�
5　Thoroughness of information security �
・Observance of the personal information protection law�
・Strict management and protection of management and technical know-
how information that may have been picked up during business dealings  �

�
6　Stable delivery�
・Establishment of stable delivery and construction system�

�
7　Good after sales service�
・Cooperation on maintenance �
・Guarantee for suitable handling of problems�
・Quick and accurate response during emergencies�

�
8　Pursuit of a reasonable price, and maintenance and   �
      improvement of quality and technical know-how �
・Further measures towards the realization of reasonable pricing�
・Continuous measures for maintenance and an improvement of quality and technical capabilities�
�

9　Promotion of good communication�
・Submission of opinions, requests and propositions

Compliance Management
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Basic Policy for Procuring Materials and Fuels For our suppliers



Measures to ensure the correct handling of information security and the protection of the personal information

▼ Information security management organization chart

Company’s �
PDCA

Each�
Division�
PDCAPerson in charge of information security�

（Each group manager）�

Each office’s PDCA

General responble person for Information Security�
（President）�

（Information-security secondary generalization person in charge:�
The director specializing in general affairs）�

〔Protection-of-personal-information genelization person in charge〕�

〔Person in charge of personal information protection〕�
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Division Division Division Division

Information security promotion person in charge�
Supervising General Manager of the general affairs department �

〔Person in charge of the Protection-of-personal-information promotion〕�

Person in charge of technology：General Manager of Information System Dept.

Person in charge of information security（Headquater office）�
（General Manager of each department）�
〔Person in charge of the Protection-of-personal-information promotion〕�
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▼ Counter measures for information Security

▼ Maintenance of regulations 

Mangement�
measures

Establishment of information security organization construction, maintenance of�
regulations, implementation of self check and third person verification.�
Thoroughness of maintaining confidentiality when executing a contract or agreement for the consignment of business activities.

Stipulation of maintaining confidentiality obligation （work-rules revision）.�
Implementation of “information security e-learning training” and �
“initial training on information security” for all employees.

Installation of a security gate using an IC card（Headquarters）.�
Conversions to automatic lock for all offices.�
Separation of work area and reception area.

Continuous implementation of measures against illegal software, and restriction and abolition Batch Download. �
Record and management of a communication log, firewall installation to an external network connection section. �
Internal automated encryption device for business use PCS. 

Personnel�
measures

Physical�
measures 

Technical�
measuers 

Information security management regulation ��
Protection-of-personal-information management regulation��

Main point of rule for handling information, Main point of rule for entering and leaving building��
Personal Information Protection Basic Management Guideline, etc.

Information Security�
Basic Policy��

Personal Information Protection Basic Policy

The standard for handling information in peculiar information for section,�
protection-of-personal-information guideline of a section, etc.

Establishment of a management system�

　In January 2005, we established an infor-

mation security system with the President 

as the person responsible for information 

security measures. �

　The head of each branch office and 

group is appointed as the information se-

curity person that handles the acquisition 

of information and its management, stor-

age and disposal in a strict process.  �

　In addition, the president is designated 

as the chairman, and establishes the 

“Information Security Promotion Committee” 

with each head from the main office as 

members to start up a management cycle 

for the company. Each department, branch 

office and group secures information securi-

ty throughout the entire company. �

　Furthermore, the respective person in 

charge will work concurrently with the per-

son in charge of personal information pro-

tection to secure information security. At 

the same time, they will set up a system 

where we can properly manage personal 

information that we receive from business 

activities with customers, shareholders 

and investors. �

�

Maintenance of regulations �

　The “Information Security Basic Pol-

icy” was enacted as a statement of princi-

ples about the handling of information in 

January 2005.�

　Moreover, the regulations about 

“information security management regu-

lation” and the information peculiar to 

that section are maintained, and the thor-

ough management of information securi-

ty is executal.

Countermeasures for Informa-

tion Security�

　In addition to the organization of the 

system and the maintenance of regula-

tions, there is self-inspection for each of-

fice, vulnerability scanning test for the in-

house computer system and verification  

of the protection of personal information 

by an external third party. �

　Moreover, we are implementing per-

sonal measures such as information se-

curity initial training （assembled educa-

tion） and  e-learning, physical measures 

such as establishing a security gate us-

ing an IC card （employee ID）, technical 

measures such as individual authentica-

tion when using PC, and restriction on 

general downloading functions and set-

ting up encryption measures for PC.
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Personal Information Protection Basic Policy 

1　Laws pertaining to personal information and other social norms and the company’s personal 
information protection management regulations shall be observed.  �

2　Based on “An Information Security Basic Policy”, personal information is managed appro-
priately and the safety control measures against the risk of unlawful access, disclosure, de-
struction, or denaming are carried out.  �

3　Personal information is appropriately dealt with as follows  �
（1）Specification, notification and disclosure for the purpose of use  �
　　 The purpose of use for personal information shall be specified as specifically as possible. 
　　 In the case of acquiring personal information, the individual must be notified as quickly 
　　 as possible or disclosed the purpose of usage. �
（2）Acquisition, handling �
　　  Personal information is acquired through proper means and dealt with within the limits 
　　  for the specified purpose of the use.  �
（3）Offering information to a third party    �

Personal data must not be offered or provided to a third party except business consign-
ment without the consent of the individual involved. �

（4）Correspondence to notice / indication claim etc.    �
As a general rule, if there is a request on notification of purpose of use, disclosure of 
data, corrections, deletion, suspension of use and suspending the information from go-
ing to a third party from the individual regaeding the possession of personal data, we 
take immediate measures to follow up on the request.  �

4　Improvement of personal information protection by periodical verification.  �
5　If a major complaint occurs, upper management personally take up the matter to resolve the 
issue, clarify the source of this claim and take immediate corrective action and preventive 
measures for recurrence, and disclose information in a quick and orderly fashion. Also, they 
must establish a system that can correspond appropriately and promptly to the complaint 
about the handling of personal information.

Compliance Management

Loss prevention by the commission member �
・Verification of personal information manage-
ment circumstances of business consignee�
・The thorough supervision of the commission 
member through induvidual interviews�
・Minimizing the data carried to outside the company�
・Data must be with the individual constantly, etc.�
�
Prevention of information leackage on Win-
ny network�
・Notification of information leakage incident to all 
employees and direction of strict control of infor-
mation management.�
・Thoroughness of the ban on unauthorized carry-
ing out of company data�
・Submitting a confirmation sheet of the deletion of 
company internal information inside a private PC�
・Automatic encoding of internal records of PC�
・Verification and guidance on preventive meas-
ures of information leakage for group company.

1　Laws pertaining to personal information and other social 
norms and the company’s personal information protection man-
agement regulations shall be observed �

2　While establishing regulations regarding the handling of infor-
mation or the information system, we shall perform periodic and 
ongoing education and training of the employee to prevent the 
misuse of equipment and illegal conduct.  �

3　This policy is notified to business partners and information 
leackage shall be prevented by establishment of governing 
structure in cooperation with business partners such as making 
a contract in terms of infomation security.  �

4　Security management for entering/leaving a building and pre-
ventive measures for illegal access to prevent information leaks, 
theft, and the abuse and misuse of information are implemented. �

5　Appropriate risk management measures are performed such 
as preparation of alternative plan and establishment of restora-
tion procedure. �

6　Measures for information security are verified periodically and 
we aim for improvement. �

7　If a major problem occurs, upper management personally take up 
the matter to resolve the issue, clarify the source of this problem 
and take immediate corrective action and preventive measures for 
recurrence and disclose information in a quick and orderly fashion.

Preventive Measures for recurrence

Information Security Basic Policy

http://www.kyuden.co.jp/functions_privacy_index�

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　   （in Japanese）�

Measure for personal informa-

tion protection�

　For the accurate measurement of the 

personal information protection law en-

forced in April 2005, “A Personal Infor-

mation Protection Basic Policy and A 

Personal Information Protection Basic 

Guideline” were established to further 

specify the purpose of collecting person-

al information and methods of handling 

disclosure claims. Concerning these 

items, an explanatory meeting is held at 

each branch office, places of business 

and customer service office. �

　In addition, in the sales department 

where the customer’s personal informa-

tion is exposed more, “A Sales Depart-

ment Personal Information Protection 

Guideline” was established, and to en-

hance the understanding of this guide-

line, we have implemented e-learning 

and individual discussions with the em-

ployees for a complete and accurate 

management of personal information.�

�

�

Information leakage incidents�

　In June and September 2005, it be-

came clear that the customers’ “electric 

fare receipts” and “notification of electri-

city usage” were lost by commission 

members. Moreover, it also became 

clear that the company’s technical know-

how and business meeting memos 

were leaked on the Winny netwark from 

Private PCs owned by employees of our 

company and our group company in 

September 2005 and in April 2006. �

　These information leakage incident 

should never have happened and as we 

take careful measures to prevent recur-

rence, we will take extensive measures 

to properly manage personal and com-

pany information.
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President’s regular press conference 

＜Our campany’s website in Japanese＞http://www.kyuden.co.jp

Kyushu Electric Power Mental Attitude towords Information Disclosure�
　We deeply realize our corporate responsibility to society and will pur-
sue fair and impartial business activities based on our Charter of Corpor-
ate Conduct, and will try to obtain the understanding and trust of our cus-
tomers by securing transparency in our business activities and abiding 
by our basic philosophy of the harmony with local community. �
　To this end, every employee needs to promote information disclosure 
with the following mental attitude.�
１　 I will release information positively to the customers.�
２　I will put myself in the customers’ shoes and disclose information quickly, accu
　  rately and intelligibly.  �
３　I will grasp the informational needs of the customer utilizing every opportunitiy.�
４　I will perform a self check at all times to make sure there is no gap in conscious-
ness and understanding between myself and customers.�
�
April 1, 1999　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　     　　President

　In order to carry out our business activities 

steadily going society’s trust and understand-

ing, we are taking measures to actively dis-

close information.�

　Specifically, along with the establishment 

of “Kyushu Electric Power’s Meutal Attitude 

towards Information disclosure” enacted in 

April 1999, information is communicated 

through a monthly press conference by the 

president, occasional press announcements, 

IR meetings and our website. �

　We will further pursue securing transparen-

cy in our management by prompt and accu-

rate dispatch of information including nega-

tive information regarding technical problems 

of nuclear or thermal power siations. �

�

Internal organization �

　Other than establishing a liaison confer-

ence of persons in charge of an informa-

tion disclosure, which is constituted by the 

person in charge of information disclosure 

from each department, the reorganization 

of various company regulations and man-

uals, the implementation of training, lec-

tures on information disclosure and other 

promotional activities within the company 

are carried out.�

　Moreover, regarding the measure we 

have taken for promotion promotion of infor-

mation disclosure, we periodically report to 

the Compliance Committee, which includes 

outside professionals.�

�

Information disclosure during 

major disasters�

　At the time of emergency disaster such as typhoons 

and earthquakes and the occurrence of an unexpected 

accident, we will quickly and accurately grasp the situa-

tion of power outage using our “Emergency Disaster In-

formation System” and “Customer Power Outage Infor-

mation System”. We will respond to customer’s 

inquiries as well as provide a wide range of informa-

tion through the massmedia and our website.�

　Information service during major disasier tailored to 

mobile termials, that was introduced in the Kumamoto 

and Kagoshima branch offices in FY2005 has been ex-

panded to all branch offices in FY2006 to improve cus-

tomer service. 

　In order to secure the transparency of management and to further raise the trust of so-

ciety, we will truthfully release easy-to-understand information. Moreover, we would like to 

further enrich our communications with the stakeholders and reflect their opinions and re-

quests timely and appropriately in our business activities. 
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For your better understanding of our Pluthermal project

　In April 2004, Kyushu Electric Power established a policy for the Pluthermal project at the Genkai Nuclear Power Station Unit 3 to be in operation by FY 2010. On 
May 28, 2004, we issued a request for a preliminary agreement from Saga Prefecture and the Genkai-town municipality and at the same time applied to the national 
government to the change in the nuclear reactor facilities. Following this, a safety survey was conducted, and on September 7, 2005, we received permission from the 
Ministry of Economy Trade and Industry. On March 26, 2006, we received advance permis-
sion from Saga Prefecture as well as from the Genkai-town. �
　In order to proceed with the Pluthermal project, we think it is important that everyone un-
derstand its neccessity and safety so everyone can feel safe and secure about this project.�
　Since requesting advance permission for this project, we have been conducting informa-
tion seminars and lectures, as well as providing information in newspapers and TV and on 
our website.�
　Also in February 2005 at Genkai-town, we hosted a Pluthermal open symposium for 
those who had various opinions, comments and questions regarding our Pluthermal project.�
　To further deepen everyone’s understanding, we will continue our vigorous PR activities 
including information disclosure and easy-to-understand explanations.

Activity items for FY2006 Main action plans for FY2006

Science experiment in the classroom for elementary school children

　Our company is promoting development 

of well-balanced electric power sources 

with nuclear power at its core in considera-

tion of energy security, economical efficien-

cy, and conformance to environment.�

　We will strive to dispatch information ac-

curately and properly so that our customers 

can feel safe and trust our nuclear power-

related activities, as well as take an active 

part in our PR activities in hopes that our 

customers will better understand our plu-

thermal project (refer to page 61) and the 

next nuclear power station development. �

＜Website about Nuclear power-related information in Japanese＞�

http://www.kyuden.co.jp/nuclear_index�

�

Tours of our nuclear power stations�

　To gain our customers’ better under-

standing of nuclear power, we are actively 

offering tours of our nuclear facilities.�

　At the exhibition facilities located next to 

our nuclear power stations, visitors can 

see how a nuclear reactor works through 

videos and observe the structure of nucle-

ar power generation to promote the visi-

tors’ better understanding.�

�

Seminars and Events�

　To enhance public understanding of the 

energy issues including nuclear power, va-

rious activities such as visiting lectures at 

schools and science experiment seminars 

are held. �

Nuclear Power Discussion Visit Activities �

　Aiming at plan interactive communica-

tion with opinion leader of the local area, 

various opportunities are created and dis-

cussion activities for understanding of nu-

clear power are carried out.��

�

Activity using various media�

　To gain public understanding of nuclear 

power generation or pluthermal use, we 

are deploying our PR activities using vari-

ous media including mass media. �

　We have done commercial broadcasts 

for programs that we have spons-

ored,newspaper ads linked to our TV com-

mercials, and even Internet-based PR.�

　Moreover, we have prepared a pamph-

let explaining nuclear power and energy is-

sues in simple, easy-to-understand lan-

guage using illustrations, that is handed 

out at the tours or seminars.

Kyokan Talk & Concert

Proper and suitable dispatch of nuclear 
power-related information
Reinforcement of information disclosure promotion 
organization and the establishing of a system for col-
lecting comments and opinions of the stakeholders

○The company-wide expansion of disaster information dispatch to mobile terminals�
○Continuous implementation of communication activities with the stakeholders�
○After collecting the voices of the stakeholders, analyzation and reflection towards management of the company

○Continuous implementation of suitable and timely press announcements�
○Continuous implementation of communication activities involving nuclear power-related information

Promotion of IR activity based on the 
needs of the stockholders and investors

○Continuous implementation of IR meetings and investors visits by the management�
○Analysis and implementation of communication activities with individual stockholders
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“Science and Technology Ultra Fair”

　Through various opportunities, we are 

attempting communication with our stake-

holders to quickly and truthfully respond 

to the opinions and requests of society 

and to gain understanding of our compa-

ny's business activities.�

�

Letter BOX�

　To collect a wide range of opinions 

from society, we have set up a “Letter 

BOX” on our website （except tele-

phone/contribution）. Also, we have estab-

lished a system where we can quickly an-

swer all the opinions and requests we 

receive through this letter box. �

�

Kyuden Advisory System�

　External professionals are appointed 

as Kyuden’s Advisors（presently 12 per-

sons）, where they convey their com-

ments, requests, and opinions about our 

entire business activities directly to the 

President, Executive Vice Presidents 

and other directors to reflect them back 

into our activities. A round table confer-

ence with the branch office General Man-

agers is held periodically as well.�

�

Round-table talks with customers�

　As a place to connect the comments and 

requests from our local customers to our 

activities, we are holding roundtable meet-

ings with municipalities, neighborhood as-

sociations, representatives from women's 

groups, large purchase customers and lo-

cal opinion leaders.�

　These roundtable meetings are attended 

by each General Manager of Customer ser-

vice Office, General Manager of Branch Of-

fice, and the President（two locations）and 

are held through the Kyushu area.�

�

Discussion visit activities �

　In order to promote trust with our cus-

tomers and society, we hold a “Thank 

you  Campaign for customers of Kyu-

den” every October. �

�

The survey on stakeholder's satisfaction. �

　In order to grasp and analyze opin-

ions and requests of our stakeholders 

and to make good use of them to im-

prove our business activities, we have 

implemented a periodical suevey on sat-

isfaction of customers, stockholders, in-

vestors and employees since 2001.�

　The problems extracted from the re-

sults of the servey are incorporated into 

our midterm management plan to im-

prove our management quality.

Communication with the stakeholders

　At our Research Laboratory, by introducing our research activities electric handi-

craft class and fun experiences, we are hoping to deepen community’s understand-

ing and interest in technology by offering these events at the “17th Science and 

Technology Ultra Fair” held on Sunday April 16, 2006. We also hope for the com-

munity's understanding in our business activities. This fair is held every year as part 

of the “Technology Week” 

event of the Ministry of Educa-

tion, Culture, Sports, Science 

and Technology.�

　Approximately 1,150 people 

visited this year's fair. The in-

teractive corner where one 

can actually experience vari-

ous scientific phenomena was 

very popular. Furthermore, we 

held an electric handicraft 

class where the children who 

participated tried to create 

their own motors with the help 

of our engineers. “Lets see how a motor works!” Electric handicraft class
＜Our company’s website「Letter BOX」 in Japanese＞�
http://www.kyuden.co.jp/cgi-bin/inquire/menu.cgi
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Promoting IR Activities�

　In order to secure transparency and reliability 

in the active conduct of our business for institu-

tional investors, individual investors, and ana-

lysts from home and abrord, our management 

holds IR briefing sessions and visits offices of do-

mestic and foreign investors and offers facility 

tours periodically. �

　In addition, various data from our briefings and 

IR tools, financial information, and stock informa-

tion are published on our website for the pur-

pose of fair and honest disclosure of information. �
http://www.kyuden.co.jp/ir_index�

　For the general meeting of our shareholders, 

we have implemented voting procedures through 

the Internet as well as visualization of our busi-

ness activities. We will continue to promote and 

operate a general meeting that is intelligible and 

welcoming for our shareholders. �

　In addition, while the number of individual 

stockholders increased in recent years, commu-

nication with individual stockholders is per-

formed more actively and measures for collect-

ing opinions and requests are also being 

implemented. �

　Through these IR activities, we strive to en-

hance our two-way communication with our 

stockholders and investors and use their opin-

ions and comments to reflect back on our busi-

ness operations to deepen trust, raise manage-

ment quality, and receive a proper evaluation 

from the capital markets.�

�

Internal Communication�

　To activate internal communications within our 

company, we have been deploying a 

“Conversation between Employees and Senior 

Management” wherein senior management visit 

each office to talk directly with employees. �

　Also, to raise employee motivation and to 

share internal information within the company, 

we have set up an internal newsletter （Kyuden 

Newspaper and Internal TV programs）.�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Establishing the structure for collect-

ing the voices of our stakeholders �

　As you can see, our company has taken vari-

ous measures to enhance communication with 

our stakeholders and improve operations in each 

departmen. We will also proceed with the organi-

zational reinforcement to incorporate the voices 

of our stakeholders into our business operations. 

▼Transition of Shareholders composition ▼IR Tools

【End of March, 1999】�

Other domestic�
corporations 8.0％�

Foreign�
Investors�
5.3％�

Government・public�
municipal organizations �
0.9％�

Individuals�
27.4％�

Security firms�
0.1％�

Financial institutions�
　58.3％�

【End of March, 2006】�

Individuals�
34.7％�

Foreign�
Investors�
10.2％�

Government・�
publicmunicipal�
organizations�
0.9％�

Security firms�
 0.9％�

Other domestic�
corporations 6.4％�

Financial institutions�
　46.9％�

　In recent years, when an investment for a compa-

ny is made by both domestic and foreign investors, 

the company’s consideration for CSR is part of 

their decision, along with financial aspects.�

　In our company, we have taken positive actions 

for CSR through various business activities, such 

as consideration for the environment, compliance  

and contributions to community and society, and 

as a result, we have received high appraisals from 

inspection agencies. �

　In addition, regarding our corporate pensions, 

we are investing in the SRI funds to actively assist 

companies promoting CSR from the standpoint of 

an investor. 

Investing in the SRI*  Fund

Inform
ation disclosure and com

m
unication activities 

※Glossary／*SRI：（Socially Responsible Investment）�

Internal company television recording scene

※Tresury stock is included for the individual�
　（End of March 1999：0.0%， End of March 2006：0.1%）�

When making an investment in a company, in addition to the conventional investment standards, 
investors seriously consider the company’s social responsibility and contributions to society.

Information disclosure and communication activities 
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“Kyushu Electric Power Environment Charter”
“Towards an Environmentally Friendly Corporate Stance”

1

2

3

The company shall recognize the importance 

of maintaining awareness of environmental con-

servation needs in all its corporate activities.

The company shall make concerted ef-

forts to contribute to a sound environ-

ment in all its corporate activities.

The company shall promote the disclo-

sure of environment related informa-

tion in all its corporate activities.

Kyushu Electric Power Environment Charter�

　The Kyushu Electric Power Environment Char-

ter was established to define the stance and direc-

tion of environmental activities to be pursued.�

�

Environment Action Plan�

　Kyushu Electric Power Group formulated its En-

vironment Action Plan as a guideline for all em-

ployees to participate in the implementation of en-

vironmental management. To continue the secure 

implementation of environmental activities, the Ac-

tion Plan is revised and improved every year 

based on several factors, including the evaluation 

of current social conditions and needs, the compa-

ny’s mid-term management policies and internal 

and external evaluations related to the company’s 

environmental activities during the previous year. 

Under Kyushu Electric Power Environment Char-

ter, we will promote environmental management 

in our CSR measures.（Refer to Page 23）�

Promotional Scheme�

　Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc. has struc-

tured a company-wide scheme for the imple-

mentation of environmental management

　The Kyushu Electric Power Company realizes that we cannot avoid producing environmen-

tal impacts, including CO2 emissions, in the course of power generation. This is why we 

feel responsible for taking an active part in environmental conservation, especially in tack-

ling environmental issues such as global warming. 

Environmental activities

�

Environmental committee

To deliberate on the company’s 
overall environmental activity strat-
egies

To review independently environmental 
management efforts made by Kyushu 
Electric Power and its group companies

11 experts in various fields 
from each prefecture in Kyushu

To evaluate overall environmental activities

Chairperson：Executive Vice President�
Members：Officers-in-charge, General Managers

To discuss and draft environmental 
activity strategies and the Environ-
ment Action Plan, including the scope 
of managerial resources to be distribu-
ted to environmental management.

Kyushu Electric Power Environmental Advisory Council
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CSR Promotion Committee

Environmental Committee

Cooperation

Group Management Association�
Group Environmental Management Promotion Subcommittee Head Office and Branch Office

Management �
Polices/Vision

Audit

External opinions �
and requests

Change of social conditions �
and needs of the environment

Plan

Do

Check

Environmental Activities

Action

※�
Contribute to building�
sustainable society

Environment Action Plan

All operational sites has introduced efficient and�
effective environmental management system（EMS）�

Implementation of EMS, that divide the EMS �
development into six levels （Refer to Page 36）�

Kyushu Electric Power

【Status of Environment management system（EMS）】�

Kyushu Electric Power Group 

Group Environmental Management Promotional Scheme

※Consumption of the natural resource and en-
vironmental pollution are managed properly, 
making possible a long term maintenance at 
the level of economic activity and welfare.

�
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Environmental Management System�

　All operational sites have introduced efficient and ef-

fective environmental management systems（EMS）.�

　At places of business, while seeking to meet targets 

in energy preservation and saving resources, we are 

striving for the management of environmental risks, 

such as the implementation of training for environmen-

tal accidents and the observance of environmental laws. �

　In addition to the ongoing support that the Environ-

mental Affairs Department at our head office has been 

providing to business sites since FY2004-e.g., support 

for improving our internal environmental auditing* frame-

work, reinforcing environmental activities, and support 

tailored to suit individual business sites’ needs for rais-

ing environmental awareness-FY2005 saw the introduc-

tion of EMS training for environmental management* 

representatives and the administration office, through 

which we aim to raise the level of EMS operation.

Kyushu Electric Power Group’s Environmental 

Management Promotional Scheme�

　As of the end of FY2005, the Kyushu Electric Power 

Group environmental management scheme covered 46 

member companies of the Group Management Associa-

tion. Within the association is the Group Environmental 

Management Promotion Subcommittee, which aims to 

promote environmental management within the group.�

　The Group has introduced unified standards, the 

Kyushu Electric Power Group Standards for the imple-

mentation of EMS, dividing EMS development into six 

levels to help each company move towards achieving 

ISO14001 certification in stages. �

　In additions, the “Kyushu Electric Power Group Envir-

onmental Activity Plan” is set every year along with the 

“Group Environmental Target,” which unites the group in 

tackling these issues.

FY2006 Kyushu Electric Power Group Environmental Activity Plan

Ⅰ　Group promotion of environmental management�

 　　１　Establishment and reinforcement of Group’s environmental management promotional scheme�

 　　２　Comply with laws and regulations�

 　　３　Accurate understanding of environmental data and implementation of target management�

 　　４　Implementation of environmental education and sharing of environment-related information�
�

Ⅱ　Measures for global environmental issues�

 　　１　Steady measures for reduction of GHG emissions�

 　　２　Steady measures for reduction of regulated Freon emissions�
�

Ⅲ　Measures for the creation of a recycling society�

 　　１　Promotion of recycling�

 　　２　Promotion of green procurement�
�

Ⅳ　Coordination with society�

 　　１　Thorough disclosure of environment-related information

▼Main Group Environmental Targets and Accomplishments

Power consumption at office�
Quantity consumed per unit area

In-house�
distribution�
（The special�
vehicle is�
excluded）�

�

Rate of low-pollution�
vehicle use

Under 137kWh/m2 or less�
（FY2010）�

50％ or more�
（FY2010）�

11km/Ror more�
（FY2010）�

98％ or more

99％ or more

100％�

Approx. 85％�

100％�

100％�

100％�

139.7kWh/m2

28％�

10.2km/R

100％�

No record

100％�

87％�

85％�

86％�

90％�

Specific Fuel �
consumption rate�
（fuel cost）�

At the time of apparatus check 

At the time of apparatus removal

Industrial waste

Old paper

Photocopy paper

Toilet paper

Recovery rate�

of SF6*

Regulated Freon collection rate�
during equipment inspection

Recycling rate

Green procurement�
（use of recycled paper）�

In addition, a qualitative target is established for the amount of paper and water usage.

Items Target FY 2005 Records

▼Status of Environmental Management System（EMS） Implementation at Group Companies

West Japan Engineering  Consultants,Inc.�

NISHINIPPON AIRLINES CO.,LTD.�

KYUHEN Co.,Inc.�

�

Kyuken Co.,Ltd.（Head office only）＊�

Fukuoka Clean Energy Corporation（Tobu Plant）＊�

�

Fukuoka Energy Service Company, Incorporated（company wide）�

�

Koyo Denki Kogyo Co.,Inc.（company wide）�

Nishinippon Environmental Energy Co.,Inc.�

KYUKI CORPORATION�

Kyushu Environmental Management Corporation�

KITAKYUSHU LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS CO.,INC.�

Kyudenko Co.,Inc.（Head office only）＊�

Kyuden Sangyo Co.,Inc.（Environmental Affairs Dept.）＊�

SEISHIN Corporation（Head office only）＊�

Oita Liquefied Natural Gas Co.,Inc.（company wide）�

�

KYUSHU CRYOGENICS CO.,LTD.（company wide）�

35 group companies

ISO14001�
certification�
acquisition

ISO14001 based system

Company NameEMS Development Levels

3rd level�

2nd level�

1st level

6th level

5th level

4th level

（Note）　Regarding the 2nd through 5th levels of development, the highest development level for each company is 
used as its development level for listing（the five companies marked with＊）. The 35 companies in the first 
level of development include these five companies.
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※Glossary／�

Activity Items for FY2006 Main action plans for FY2006

Promotion of environmental management

Measures for global environmental issues

Establishing a recycling society

Harmoniously coexisting with the local environment

Working with Society

○Solidify environment-oriented activities through effective EMS operation　○Increase the level of environmental management�
by actively using environmental accounting　○Promote and establish environmental management on a Kyushu Electric Power Group basis 

○Steady efforts to reduce GHG emissions　○Measures for energy and resource conservation at the office�
○Promote low fuel consumption cars for company use　○Through recovery of SF6　○Through recovery of regulated chlorofluorocarbon

○Effective and efficient promotion of zero emissions activities　○Green procurement promotion

○Promote the safe and proper management of PCBs　○Pealing throughly with asbestos　○Promotion of new environmental activities

○Active communications of environmental issues with parties concerned　○Develop Kyushu Homeland Forestation Program��
○Promote collaborative activities with environmental NGOs and other groups

*Internal Environmental Auditing：A regular audit of the environmental management system to determine whether the system meets�
 　　　　　　　　　　　　         the ISO14001 standard and is operated and maintained properly. �

*environmental management：The personal responsible for promoting environmental activities in each business office �
*SF6：Sulfur hexafluoride
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FY2005 Business Activity and Environmental Activity Effect, Situation of Load
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※1：The baseline for the effects resulting from power generation and purchase refers to cases when thermal power （except for LNG） gener-

ated kWh replaces power generated from nuclear power, hydroelectric power, new energy sources, and LNG.  As baseline for the facility 

efficiency improvement, thermal efficiency and transmission and deitribution loss factor in FY1990 are used as baseline.�

※2：Baseline refers to the case when SF6 is not recovered at equipment checkups/removals.�

※3：Baseline refers to the case when no desulfurization is carried out or non-usage of low-sulfur fuel at power stations.�

※4：Baseline refers to the case when no denitration is carried out at power stations.�

※5：Baseline refers to the case when no wastewater treatment is carried out at power stations.�

※6：Baseline refers to the case when no improvement in energy-saving equipment is carried out at offices.�

※7：Baseline refers to the case when no clean-energy or fuel-efficient vehicle is introduced.

The Baseline of Environmental Activity Effect

For more details, please refer to the 2006 Kyushu Electric Power Environment Action Report P14ー20

Business Activities

Fuel for
thermal
power
generation

Fuel for
nuclear
power
generation

4.63
0.41
0.2
2.28�
22

million tons

million kr

million kr

million tons

thousand kr

Coal
Heavy Oil
Crude Oil

LNG
Light Oil

125 tons

10 thousand tons�

10 thousand tons

（Uranium weight）�

Nuclear
fuel

Materials 0.7�
8.7

Ammonia
Limestone

588 10 thousand tonsWater for power generation

Effects of environmental activities

100 million kWh

100 million kWh

Power consumption
for pumping water

Power consumption
at power stations

Fuel for
vehicles

Article of
consumption
etc.

Resource�
input Power Station

In-house consumption

▲3
▲31
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1.67100 million kWhIn-house power consumption

2.6gasoline・
light oil

581�

507

tons�

thousand tons

Purchase amount of copy paper

The amount of the water used

Kyushu Electric Power

Global
environment
conservation

Reduction of CO2
※1

Recovery of SF6
※2

Absorption of CO2
by forests

10 thousand tons －CO2�

10 thousand tons －CO2�

10 thousand tons －CO2

4,660�
45�

2.2
Recovery rate 99.2%

Amount of recycled paper

Amount of reuse reclaimed water and rain water

Reduction of CO2 by energy conversation at the office※6

By introducing low-emission and fuel-
efficient company vehicles, CO2 is reduced※7

thousand tons

2,106

tons －CO2�

tons －CO2�

�

166�

197
Introduction rate 25.5%

recycling rate100%
Besides copy paper, newspapers, magazines, cardboard�
boxes and confidential documents are included.（� ）�

tons

65

10 thousand tons�

containers�

�

63�

1,876�

�

Recycling rate 92%

（An equivalent for a 200R oil drum）

Industrial waste
Recycle

Low level radioactivity
Waste volume reduction

Resource
recycling

Reduction of SOx
※3

Reduction of NOx
※4

Environmental load reduced in wastewater
※5

Local
environment
conservation

10 thousand tons�

10 thousand tons�

tons

4.6�
1.8�
882

Thermal power generation
100 million kWh

Nuclear power generation
100 million kWh

Hydroelectric power generation
Geothermal power generation
Wind and photovoltaic power generation

100 million kWh

Renewable

energy

Power purchased from other companies 100 million kWh

Total vehicles distance traveled
（including electric vehicles）

Number of employees

Electricity sales

100 million kWhLoss of transmission and
distribution of electricity, etc.
Including 1 hundred million kWh of self-consumed power at substations

100�
million kWh

million km

304

400

162

▲ 47

830

28

13,074

Power consumption at offices million kWh

Power use for construction work million kWh

1.51
0.16

45

Transmission and Distribution of electric power

Customer

thousand kr

The water used for generating electricity at the thermal and�
nuclear power stations, not including the seawater used for cooling.（� ）�



113

454

117

485

2.7
7.8
34.4
2.4
0.0
65.2

75.3
118.4
135.1
17.3

7.2－�

1.6
99.3

112.7 454.4

140

469

▼Results of Environmental activity cost and environmental activity cost plans

（Note）Figures are rounded off and may not add up to the total.

▼Actual cost of environmental activities（FY2005）�

0

100

200

300

400

500

600（100 million�
yen）�

2005 results2004 results 2006～2008 average plan

Investment amount Expenses（costs）�
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Environmental Accounting�

　The costs and benefits of environmental 

activities are taken into account in deci-

sion-making regarding environmental activi-

ty deployment and are disclosed to the sta-

keholders. We have tackled environmental 

accounting from FY2000 for the purpose of 

developing environmental activity more effi-

ciently and effectively through the analysis.�

�

■Cost of environmental activities�

　The cost for environmental activities for 

FY2005 was 11.27 billion yen for investments 

and 45.44 billion yen for expenses.�

　The wastewater treatment for the construc-

tion of the Omarugawa power station and the 

effective utilization of coal ash at the Mat-

suura power station are both proceeding ac-

cording to schedule, and at the end of con-

struction on one section, the investment 

amount was 3% lower than the previous year.�

　For the expense amount, we’ve increased 

the expense for purchasing electricity to pro-

mote new energy, but there was a 4% reduc-

tion compared to FY2004’s PCB disposal fees.�

�

Improvement in environmental management 

through the environmental accounting system�

　For efficient, effective environmental activity 

deployment, the environmental accounting sys-

tem must evolve as a tool for promoting envir-

onmental management.�

　Furthermore, for the improvement of environ-

mental management level and efficiency as a 

goal, we have implemented a new web-based 

environmental accounting system for FY2006. �

　We are hoping to improve environmental effi-

ciency* and environmental load reduction effi-

ciency, and improve and develop the environ-

mental accounting system further. 

Environmental activity cost（100 million yen）�
Main environmental activities

Global environmental conservation�

Local environmental conservation�

Resource recycling�

Environmental activity management�

Research & Development�

Social activities�

Response to environmental impairment�

Total

Energy conservation activities，Implementation of new energy facilities and assistance�

Prevention of air pollution, water pollution, and noise and vibration pollution�

Recycling and disposal of industrial and general waste�

Application and Maintenance of Environmental Management System（EMS）�

Environment-related research and development �

Greening of power stations and other sites, measures to install underground power lines and tree planting activities�

Pollution load levy

Investment amount Expenses (costs)

※Glossary／*Environmental efficiency：The evaluation index from the viewpoint of the efficiency in environmental activity

Environmental activities

r

r

r

The amount of
greenhouse
gas emissions

Amount of�
environmental�

load

CO2 3,060 10 thousand tons －CO2�
�
�

N2O 3.9 10 thousand tons －CO2�

HFC 0.08 10 thousand tons －CO2�

SF6 4.0 10 thousand tons －CO2

Amount of air
pollutant emission

Amount of wastewater

The amount of industrial waste disposal

Low level
radio active waste
Increased amount

CO2 emissions

Used paper disposed

Clean water consumed

SOx 1.5 10 thousand tons

NOx 2.7 10 thousand tons

253 10 thousand tons

5.6 10 thousand tons

（An Equivalent for 200R oil drum）

（Including 56 tons of environmental load and 7tons of COD）

0.6million tons－CO2

    0 ton�

                442 thousand tons

2,241 containers

（� )Within this number, the self consumption amount of
electricity 6.1 million tons－CO2�
Includes amount of electricity purchased from�
other companies.

＊ Calculation methods for CO2 emission vol-
ume and CO2 emission factors for electric 
utilities as defined under the Law Concern-
ing the Promotion of Measure to Cope with 
Global Warning were not established as of 
the time of calculation of these figures.

＊�

r

�



Measures for Global Environmental Issues

Target（Commitment)
“20% reduction in FY2010 end-use�
CO2 emissions intensity from FY1990”

Reducing Greenhouse Gas�

　By reducing the greenhouse gases in the pow-

er supply discharged from our business activi-

ties, we will take necessary measures to ensure 

the achievement of the targets set by the Japa-

nese government following the Kyoto Protocol.�

�

Setting a target for CO2 emissions reduction �

　The target was established in correspondence 

with the FY2010 commitment set in the Kyoto 

Protocol to reduce CO2 emissions. �

�

�

�

�

CO2 emissions during power generation�

　CO2 emissions intensity in FY2005 were 

0.368kg-CO2 / kWh, which is an 18% decrease 

from FY1990.  Compared to FY2004, there was an 

increase of 0.037kg-CO2 / kWh（＋11％） due to 

the increase amount of electricity rate and the de-

creased amount of hydroelectric power’s electric 

ability due to a water shortage, and the mainte-

nance of electricity by thermal power generation.�

Promotion of Optimal Combination of power source�

　Although the sales amount of electric power in-

creased about 1.5 times since 1990, CO2 emis-

sions have stopped at 1.2 times. This is due to 

containing the discharge amount of CO2 in the 

amount of electric power generated, a raise the to-

tal thermal efficiency of thermal power stations ef-

fectiveness and nuclear power capacity factors, 

and promoting the development of electric power 

resources with nuclear power at its core.  �

　�

High level maintenance of nuclear power capacity factors�

　Nuclear power accounts for 44% of total power 

generation and does not produce CO2 during its 

power generation process, thus contributing to 

CO2 emission reduction. �

　In FY2005, the rate of nuclear use was 86.8% 

by continuation of safe and stable operation, 

rated heat output fixed operation（operate main-

taining at the rate of heat output accepted from 

the country）. We will continue to operate in a 

safe and stable manner, and we will preserve the 

high level of nuclear power capacity factors for 

CO2 emission reduction.  �

Maintenance/ improvement of Thermal 

Power Generation Facility Efficiency�

　Improved thermal efficiency of thermal power sta-

tions will lead to less fuel consumption, resulting in 

a reduction of CO2 emissions. In FY2005, the total 

thermal efficiency of the company’s thermal power 

stations maintained the highest level in our history. 

This is attributable to the operation of the new and 

advanced Reihoku Thermal Power Station Unit No. 

2 and the greater use of highly-efficient power sta-

tions employing the combined cycle* power genera-

tion method, such as Shinoita Power Station.�

�

Promotion of Renewable Energy Use�

　Through the development of geothermal and hy-

droelectric power, the installation of wind force 

and photovoltaic power generation by our compa-

ny and the electricity purchased by our customers 

and businesses through their own wind force pow-

er generators, we have achieved 450 million kWh 

of electricity generated using new energy sour-

ces, or the standard amount of new energy utiliza-

tion（minimum requirement）set under the Renew-

able Portfolio Standard（RPS）*  in FY2005.

▼End-use CO2 emission intensity, CO2 emissions and electricity sales ▼Characteristics of power sources

Power Source Characteristic

Nuclear

Renewable�
energy

Pumped�
storage 

Coal�
fired thermal

LNG�
fired thermal

Oil�
fired thermal

�

○Superior in fuel supply stability and prices.�
　（No need to replace fuel for about one year, supply area is distributed�
　 widely， more efficient use of resources with nuclear fuel cycle.）�
○No CO2 emissions during power generation.

○Resources are filled up continuously and not drained.�
○CO2 emissions during power generation.

○Development area restrictions（amount）.�
○Large environmental load incurred during dam construction.

○Output changes with weather conditions.�
○High costs.

○Excels in the output adjustment capability over change of demand.�
○Large environmental load incurred during dam construction. 

○Excellent fuel supply stability and economic efficiency.�
　（Much of this fuel is stored， supply area is distributed widely.）�
○CO2， SOX， and NOX emitted during power generation

○It is superior in stability of fuel supply.�
　（Supply area is distributed widely.）�
○Lower CO2 emission during power generation compared to other fossil fuels.

○A storage and transportation of fuel are easy.�
○Dependent on the Middle East for most of oil supply.�
○CO2， SOX， and NOX emitted during power generation.

Geothermal,�
Hydroelectric,�
new energy

Geothermal　Hydraulic�
�
�

Wind and photovoltaic power

（Note） The （　）for FY2005 is an increased amount compared to the previous year�
※1：Genkai Nuclear Unit 3 started operations in March 1994 �
※2：Genkai Nuclear Unit 4 started operations in July 1997

1990

2,500 558
667

753 773
802

830（＋28）�

2,550
2,390 2,390

2,660

3,060�
（＋400）�

0.448

※1

※2

0.383

0.317 0.309
0.331

0.368�
（＋0.037）�

1995 2000 2003 2004 2005（FY）�

CO2 emission intensity（kg-CO2/kWh）�
CO2 emissions（10 thousand tons-CO2）�
Electricity sales（100 millions kWh）�
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※Glossary／*Combined cycle: �
�

　　　　　／*RPS law（Renewable Portfolio Standard）：�

For more details, please refer to the 2006 Kyushu Electric Power Environment Action Report P21ー27
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a power generation method that combines gas and steam turbines. Heat from gas turbines is collected in a waste 
heat boiler, and the steam produced is used to rotate steam turbines.

This law aims to protect the environment through the promotion of new energy utilization 
by requiring power companies to generate or purchase a certain percent or more of electri-
city from new energy sources depending on their electricity sales. 



Biomass Generation Activities

Miyazaki Biomass Recycle Co., Inc.�
bird dropping incinerator power generation facility

E
nvironm

ental activities

▼In-house power consumption and the CO2 emission quantity which accompanies in-house distribution and transportation ▼Low emission vehicle introduction plan

�

　The power generation project “Miyazaki Bio-

mass Recycle Co., Inc.” which utilized the ther-

mal-power-generation technology of our com-

pany, is the first power generation project to 

use poultry litter in Asia as fuel. It started oper-

ation in May 2005 and sells incineration ashes 

as row materials of fertilizer.�

　This business is attracting attention from the 

entire country not just for producing new ener-

gy, but also as a business that could maybe 

take care of the poultry litter issues for poultry 

farms, municipalities and local residents.�

Measures for public welfare and 

transportation�

　We are tackling the strengthening of en-

ergy and resource saving and activities in 

the office based on the Kyoto Protocol Tar-

get Attainment Plan. �

　Moreover, since it corresponds to the re-

vised Law Concerning Rational Use of En-

ergy, we are moving ahead with imple-

menting a correspondence indicator and 

manual revisions concerning cargo duty.�

�

Energy conservation at the office 

and resource saving activities�

　We are tackling energy conservation 

and resource saving activities to lighten en-

vironmental load on a daily basis.�

�

■CO2 emission accompanying in-house 

power consumption of electric power and 

in-house distribution and transportation �

　Various measures are taken from 

FY2006 regarding the CO2 emissions ac-

companying the use of electric power for 

power station construction and physical 

distribution vehicles, and also at the head, 

branch and customer service offices. �

�

■Introduction of low-consumption company cars�

　We have been introducing clean energy 

vehicles and fuel-efficient vehicles.�

�

Encouraging the use of energy-

saving equipment�

　We work to promote the use of energy-

saving equipment such as heat storage sys-

tems and heat-pump water heaters.* We 

also offer suggestions to our customers to 

promote energy conservation, including con-

sultations on the efficient use of energy. �

　“Eco Cute” is a high-efficiency heat pump 

electric water heater that realizes better en-

ergy conservation and co-exists with nature. 

Eco Cute requires less energy than the con-

ventional combustion type water heaters, 

and utilizes natural CO2 as a coolant. 

Environmental activities

Clean energy vehicles（vehicle）�
Fuel-efficient vehicles（vehicle）�
General purpose vehicles（vehicle）�
Special vehicles（vehicle）�
Combined introduction rate（％）�

1,115

1,051 858
752

1,847

777

113

1,985

701

83

2,192
2,812

25
1

12

22
26

76

2000 2003 2004 2005 2010（FY）�

367
69

773

2,212
0

190

planned�
value
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※Glossary／*Heat-pump water heater：A water heater that utilizes surrounding air to heat the refrigerant.

Electric power use for business and construction work CO2（10 thousand tons－CO2）�

In-house distribution and transportation CO2（10 thousand tons－CO2）�

’90 ’95 ’00 ’03 ’04 ’05 ’10

5.4

0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.60.7

7.0

5.1 5.4 5.8
6.1

5.4

（FY）�

Contained to approximately�
equal that of FY1990

Target�
number

（Note 1） The discharge accompanying self-consumption electric power is computed every year using the 
use end CO2 emission field unit of degrees.�

（Note 2） The discharge accompanying private distribution transportation iscomputed using the calculation 
method and discharge coefficient in "calculation and report / official announcement system" of the 
Law Concerning the Promotion of the Measures to Cope with Global Warming. �

（Note 3）  The CO2 emissions by the dynamo vehicle are not included in in-house physical distribution and transportation. 
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　We are promoting the 3Rs-Re-

use, Recycle and Reduce-for our 

business activities towards indus-

trial waste. �

�

■Industrial Waste�

　Industrial waste generated during the 

course of our business operations in-

cludes coal ash, gypsum from desulfuriza-

tion facilities, sludge from wastewater 

treatment, scrap metal and discarded con-

crete poles. �

　Coal ash, which comprises 80% of the 

amount of industrial waste generated by 

the company, is reused for cement or soil 

improvement materials ground improve-

ment materials，taking advantage of its 

properties. The recycling ration for it was 

91% in FY2005.�

　We have also developed recycled alumi-

num wires using waste aluminium wires 

from our electric works since FY2005.�

�

■Cooperative collection of in-

dustrial waste�

　For industrial waste generated during 

the course of our business operations 

from our power stations, customer ser-

vice office and power system mainte-

nance offices, the specific items gener-

ated by the entire company were 

collected in a cooperative collection sys-

tem established in FY2005, and are then 

handed over to a recycling company.�

　By doing this, we are trying to control 

the annual amount of external burial dis-

posal to 1,000t or less.

■Promotion of Green Procurement�

　The green procurement system was intro-

duced in FY2002 as a measure towards the 

establishment of a recycling society. Under 

the system, the company promotes green 

procurement by placing a greater priority on 

purchasing eco-friendly goods and encourag-

ing the cooperation of suppliers. �

　The rate of green procurement in FY2005

（the rate of eco-friendly products in commod-

ities purchased）was 97%.  We are aiming 

for 100% for FY2006 using electronic cata-

log purchasing, established in May 2006. �

　For electricity related-materials and equip-

ment, we established criteria for assessing 

the level of environmental load reduction 

from various angles. Among these, especial-

ly good products were designated as “green 

products”（six items at the end of FY2005）

and we are actively procuring these items.�

�

Establishing a Recycling Society

＜Green Procurement Policy introductory website inJapanese＞�
http://www.kyuden.co.jp/company_procurement_�
provide_green_index
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Branch office,�
customer service office 

Power System Maintenance Offices,�
Local Operation Stations, 

Power Plants, etc

※Each are collected in bundles for every branch area 

Recycle Applications

Recycling Company

・base materials�
・Griddle materials, etc.

▼Cooperative collection of industrial waste 

For more details, please refer to the 2006 Kyushu Electric Power. Environment Action Report P28～30

▼Transition volume of industrial waste generation and recycling rate 

▼Generated amount of coal ash and recycling rate 
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▼Recycling of aluminum wires

▼Landfill waste disposed outside the company

▼Changes in Green Procurement

Recycled aluminum wire

Waste aluminum�
wire Nuggets
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Environmental Assessment�

　Three types of environmental sur-

veys are conducted on the premises of 

Sendai Nuclear Power station towards 

the development of new nuclear power 

facilities, with the latter half of the 

2010s as a goal. The surveys include 

an environmental assessment, geologi-

cal survey and a meteorological survey. �

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

■Environmental Assessment�

　The “environmental-impact-assessment method docu-

ment” was submitted in August, 2005 to the Minister of 

Economy, Trade and Industry, the Kagoshima governor, 

Satsuma sendai City, and Ichikikushikino City mayor. Af-

ter we obtained opinions from the standpoint of environ-

mental preservation from everyone through the subse-

quent inspection period, the evaluation of our company 

was submitted in November, 2005.�

　In addition, regarding the advice on the “environmental-

impact-assessment method document” obtained from 

the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry in February 

2006, the contents and evaluation criteria that it was 

based upon were reexamined.�

　Based on the contents of the Minister of Economy, 

Trade and Industry’s advice, the investigation plan was 

considered, and a “present condition investigation”（the 

reference investigation and the field survey based on the 

environmental-impact-assessment method document） 

was started in June, 2006, while we deployed an examin-

ation about the prediction, environmental influence, and 

required environmental preservation measures.

■Geological Survey�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

■Meteorological survey

Harmoniously coexisting with local environment
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▼The flow of the process of environmental assessment

Country（Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry）�
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Entrepreneur（our company）�Related municipalities Residents, etc.

▼Report to the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry and Our company response 

Items Overview

Our company’s response�
Reflect back on the present�
situation of the investigation

Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry report
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Evaluation�
criteria are�
looked over�
again. 

Evaluation�
technique is�
looked over�
again. 

①Implementation of predic-
tion and evaluation in case 
there is a possibility of wa-
ter quality influence on re-
claimed earth and sand dur-
ing an elusion examination 

②Implementation of predicting the 
influence and evaluation of the ni-
trogen oxide released into the at-
mosphere by the work vessel �
�
③Implementation of the influence 
investigation, prediction, and eval-
uation to Greater Spotted Eagle �
�
④Implementation of the influence 
investigation, prediction, and eval-
uation of a sea turtle 

Performed to confirm the rock mass has enough seismic 
stability as a foundation for a nuclear reactor building.

　Performed to examine how radiation dose and spread chan-
ges in and around the power station in the case of accidents, 
as well as the method to ensure safety against radiation. �
　We are implementing this inspection in the likelihood of a 
million to one chance of an accident to check the changes in 
the amount of radiation around the power plant vicinity and to 
secure safety from radioactivity.

For more details, please refer to the 2006 Kyushu Electric Environment Action Report P31ー35

Order changes（Minister）�

Decision notification�
（Minister）� Publication and public inspection

Notification

Notification

Notification

Notification Submission

Submission

Submission

Submission

Submission

Submission

Submit

Submit

Notification

Notices or advices（Minister）�

Notices or advices（Minister）�

Preparation of assessment

Preparation of scoping document

Preparation of the draft assessment 

Publication・public Inspection・Seminars 

Collection of opinions

Publication, Public inspection

Collection of opinions

Enforcement of an environmental impact assessment （including inspection of present situation）�

Opinions Opinions

Opinions

Opinions

Opinions Opinions
（Governor）� （Mayor）�

（Governor）� （Mayor）�

Inquiry

Send the assessment�
document

Opinion

The assessment document 

Contents of order of changes

Classification
Stages�
（levels）� （Kagoshima prefecture, Satsuma-sendai City, IchikiKushikino City）�

Satsuma-sendai city�
Ichikikushikino city

▼The leading particulars which becomes the prerequisites of investigations

Items Investigation contents

Cardinal number�

Output�

Nuclear reactor form

Location

1 group�

1.5 million kW degree�

An advanced pressurized-water reactor 

Gumizaki-cho, Satsuma-Sendai-shi, Kagoshima�
（Inside the premises of Sendai Nuclear Power Station）�
�

▼Main items of the survey for the current situation

Items Contents

Atmospheric environment�

Water environment�

Marine organisms�

Terrestrial organisms

Nitrogen oxides，noise, vibrations, etc.�

Water temperature and quality, etc.�

Marine algae and seaweed, fish, plankton, etc.�

Animals, plants and ecosystem

Social environment�
（literature study）�

Status of population,�
industry and land use
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Management of Chemical 

Substances�

　Chemical substances we use at power sta-

tions are properly managed at each site in full 

accordance with related laws and regulations. 

We take the initiative in investigating, collecting 

and voluntarily disclosing data on the amounts 

of designated chemical substances emission 

and transfers under the PRTR System*.�

�

■PCB（Polychlorinated biphenyl）�

　Equipment utilizing PCB’S（1,511 units of high-

voltage transformers, capacitors and others）is 

kept in special storage areas under strict surveil-

lance according to the Waste Disposal and Public 

Cleaning Law. We plan to treat the equipment and 

render it harmless between 2007 and 2013 in the 

PCB Japan Environmental Safety Corporation un-

der the control of the national government.�

　Moreover, for transformers and other issues 

where there is a small mixture of PCB in the insu-

lation oil inside the heavy machinery and equip-

ment， the fundamental directivity of processing is 

examined by the examination committee of the 

country. At the present stage, since we cannot 

specify the mixing apparatus, we are implement-

ing a mixture inspection for equipment that han-

dles insulation oil at the time of equipment remov-

al. The 1,485 units where the mixture was 

specified at the present time are managed appro-

priately under the related laws. �

�

■Asbestos�

　Although asbestos is contained in parts of our buildings 

and facilities, most of the product is non-dispersal.�

　As for areas that use sprayed asbestos that may be dis-

persal, they are closed off to the public.�

  For example, only specified parties may enter the engine 

room and transformer. We feel that there is no direct effect 

of asbestos use on the surrounding environment.�

  Moreover, in the case where a building and equipment are 

disassembled, based on the law, thorough preventive meas-

ures for preventing scattering, demolition, discharge, and 

processing are performed appropriately, and we are pro-

ceeding with replacing asbestos with a substitute product.�

　In addition, three retired employees of our company are 

making asbestos-related workplace-accident applications 

from FY2005 to the present. �

�

Harmony with Surrounding 

Environment �

　When designing facilities, we take into consider-

ation the natural environment and urban land-

scapes of the surrounding areas, and implement 

environmental measures such as tree planting.  �

　Since FY1986, we have been promoting an un-

derground power distribution system for the bene-

fit of the urban landscape, safety and pedestrian-

friendly pavement, and for the revitalization of lo-

cal communities under the cooperation of related 

road administrators, other local parties involved 

and distribution line administrators.

Subject Areas of use Present Situation Remarks（Correspondence, etc.）�

Spraying�
containing�
asbestos

It is used for some of surfaces of walls and ceil-
ings as sound isolation material, such as an equip-
ment apparatus room and a transformer room, 
thermal insulation, and a fire refractory material.

It is used for the fireproof board 
of a building, flooring material, 
etc.

Soundproof material of transformer (transformation 
equipment and hydraulic power production plant）�

・Area of usage is apparent and measures 
are taken.�
・Company owned buildings：27 buildings/�
  Transformer soundproof material： 7 units

・It is thought that it is contained in the building 
materials used before October, 2004. The as-
bestos content product is not used after it.

・Approx. 70

Pipeline material for subterranean lines（power trans-
mission equipment / power distribution equipment）� ・Transmission line length： approx. 180km

Power generation equipment（steam-gener-
ated equipment and nuclear paraphernalia）�

・The amount of asbestos content in products：
approx. 30,000 m3（About 30% of total）�

・During periodical inspection, we implement the wearing of protection gear at all times 
when areas where asbestos is used.�
・As for the unclear placement of asbestos content, we are in the midst of investigation.�
・For the aforementioned section, new measures will be in place by FY2007.

Power generation equipment �
（steam-generated equipment 
and nuclear paraphernalia）�

・The amount of asbestos content in products：（Thermal） 
About 380,000 pieces（about 80 percent of total）（Nuclear 
power）About 170,000 pieces（about 90 percent of total）�

・Since there are molded components where normally there would be no disper-
sal, at the times of periodical inspection and repair construction, we will ex-
change the present product with a non-asbestos products �
・Promoting the shift to a non-asbestos product by performing technical evaluation.

Suspension insulator（power 
transmission equipment）�

・Suspension insulator: Approximately 147 ten thousand 
（approximately 4 tenths total）（The asbestos content 
product is inside the insulator, as a buffer agent. It is 
not used for the porcelain part of the insulator surface.）�

・Since there are molded components and there is usually no dis-
persal in that state since it is enclosed within the insulator, at the 
times of periodical inspection and repair construction, we will ex-
change the present product with a non-asbestos products.

The electric wire for fictitious 
lines （power transmission 
equipment）�

・Electric-wire anticorrosive: approx. 17km of 
transmission line length （About 0.2% of all 
overhead power line transmission line length）�

・Because the oily material（the corrosion-proof grease）has unified, there is usually 
no dispersal in that state, but at the times of periodical inspection and repair con-
struction, we will exchange the present product with a non-asbestos products.

・Since there are molded components where normally 
there would be no dispersal, at the times of periodical in-
spection and repair construction, we will exchange the 
present product with a non-asbestos products. 
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Building�
material

Acoustic insulation�
material

Asbestos�
cement pipe

Heat insulation�
material

Seal�
material�
Joint�
Sheet

air bag

viscous�
material

※Glossary／*PRTR System：（Pollutant Release and Transfer Register）A governmental system to calculate and publish the amounts of�
                                                 toxic chemical substances that are released into the environment and transported in waste based on reports�
                                                 from businesses and their estimates. The Kyushu Electric Power�

CSR Report
2006

▼The main asbestos usage condition in the buildings and equipment（as of end of March,2006）�
�

▼Underground distribution system installation status （within our company grounds）�

Ext
ens
ion
 of 
und
erg
rou
nd�

dis
trib
utio
n  

（km

）�

1st phase�
（1986�
ー1990）�

2nd phase�
（1991�
ー1994）�

3rd phase�
（1995�
ー1998）�

4th phase�
（1999�
ー2003）�

5th phase�
（2004�
ー2005）�

97 73 117 210 54 551

Underground Distribution�
System Installation Plan

Cumulative�
total

New Underground�
Distribution System �
Installation Plan

Pole-free Power�
Distribution�
Promotion Plan
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　We cooperate with communities 

through environment action reports and 

Eco Mothers Activities to enhance environ-

ment communication and to promote the 

environmental activities within the society.�

�

Eco Mothers Activities�

　We aim to promote environment-related 

communication with mothers responsible for 

environmental education at home. We pay vis-

its to places where children and parents gath-

er, such as pre-schools and kindergartens, to 

provide information on environmental issues 

to raise awareness, while we promote our ac-

tivities to seek opinions and requests about 

our environmental activities. �

　The activity that acts as a pipeline between 

Kyushu Electric Power CO.,Inc. and the local 

community is Eco Mothers.�

　Presently, there are two to four Eco Moth-

ers in our branch offices and are actively pro-

moting activities with their own characteristics.

Kyushu Homeland Forestation Program�

　To commemorate our 50th anniversary, we 

began the Kyushu Homeland Forestation Pro-

gram to plant one million trees  throughout  

Kyushu  in  10  years（100,000 trees/year） start-

ing FY2001 in cooperation with local residents.�

　In FY2005， approximately 115,000 trees 

were planted in 57 locations, bringing the 5-

year total to about 540,000 trees. �

　As an activity during the seedlings’ cultiva-

tion period, undergrowth is cut and thinned （

as a maintenance and management activity） 

with the people who took part in the planting.

Supporting Environmental Education�

　In FY2002, we launched environmen-

tal education support activities, including 

nature watch and classes in forests, to 

utilize our abundant natural environment 

in the Onagohata Recreation Forest loca-

ted near the dam of the Onagohata Pow-

er Station in Hita City, Oita Prefecture.�

　We are able to offer forest classrooms, 

grass cutting, tree planting, and energy 

classrooms which observe the hydroelec-

tric power plant thanks to the cooper-

ation of everyone from the citizen group. �

�

Programs during Environment Month�

　The Environmental Month of June is 

considered to be a time to recognize 

anew the necessity and importance of 

environmental preservation activities. Ac-

tivities during the month include tree 

planting and community services such 

as cleanup activities. 

Working with society

Kyushu Homeland Forestation Program in Takatoge�
（Tarumizu City, Kagoshima Prefecture）�

　The “2005 Kyushu Electric Power Environment Action Report” was 

awarded the highest prize at “The 9th Green Reporting Award,” spons-

ored by TOYO KEIZAI INC. and the Green Reporting Forum, for the 

points that the top commitment 

was clear and information dis-

closure of environmental perfor-

mance was high.�

　This “Environmental Report 

Award” was established in 

1998 in the hope for the spread 

of environmental reporting and 

the improvement of the level of 

the reporting. We are the first 

in the electricity and gas indus-

try to receive this award.

Topics：Received『Highest Award for Environment Reporting』�

For more details，refer to the 2006 Kyushu Electric Power Environment Action Report P36ー40

Nature Watch at Onagohata Recreation Forest

The Kyushu Electric Power�
CSR Report
2006

�

▼Records of Eco Mothers' Activities 

2003

61
2,840 141

7,097

209

12,583

2004 2005（FY）�

Number of visits（times）�

Number of participants（persons）�

Environmental activities



▼ Employee basic data （FY or end of FY）�
2003 2004 2005

Management of the employment   

based on aptitude and competence�

　In order to achieve a goal to raise cor-

porate value and activate in the entire 

company, we promote the employment of 

talented workers based on neither sex 

nor age to follow the Equal Employment 

Opportunity Law and to promote gender 

equality in employment management. �

　Specifically, we enforce the employ-

ment of all people regardless of academic 

background, gender or work experience. �

　Moreover, we deploy a fair promotion 

selection based on proper evaluation of 

placing the right person for the position 

according to capability and motivation, in 

addition to education and training pro-

grams regardless of gender.

Respect of human rights, and maintenance of labor environment 

Respecting Human Rights

Human rights/Anti discrimination issue training Sexual Harassment Advice Center

　We have established Sexual Harassment 
Advice Center both internally and externally 
to receive questions and comments regarding 
sexual harassment in the company.�
 　Privacy is protected in the consultation and 
consultation at the external advice center 
may be anonymous.�
��
【Internal Advice Center】��
　Head office Human Resources Dept.�
　Department labor group manager �
　Each Branch Office General Affairs Dept.  
Department Human Resources group man-
ager�

�【External Advice Center】��
　An external counseling specialist�
　*24-hour email consultation is also available.

　Respecting basic human rights and observance of related law are of course, but we are also working 

on creating a working environment that is comfortable and where every employee can feel motivated by 

her/his work on the basis that human resources are the base source for raising corporate values. 

Number of Employees�

Male （ratio）�

Female （ratio）�

Manager level�

Male （ratio）�

Female （ratio）�

Number of recruiting�

Male （ratio）�

Female （ratio）�

Average age�

 Male�

 Female

Average length of service�

 Male�

 Female

Member of labor unions

※Corporate executive officer and director are not included in the�
　average age and the average length of service.

13,660 persons

3,902 persons

97 persons

38.5 year-old

19.2 yrs

13,505 persons

12,546�

959�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

12,189�

885

（93.2）�

（6.8）�

3,984 persons

103 persons

39.1 year-old

19.7 yrs

13,074 persons

3,979 persons

101 persons

39.4 year-old

38.7 year-old 39.2 year-old 39.6 year-old

36.2 year-old 36.8 year-old 36.9 year-old

20.0 yrs

19.4 yrs 19.9 yrs 20.2 yrs

16.8 yrs 17.3 yrs 17.4 yrs

11,244 persons 11,049 persons 10,644 persons

12,694（92.9）�

3,866（99.1）�3,945（99.0）�3,936（98.9）�

88（90.7）� 88（85.4）� 85（84.2）�

9 （9.3）� 15（14.6）� 16（15.8）�

36 （0.9）� 39 （1.0）� 43 （1.1）�

966 （7.1）� （7.1）�

（92.9）�

Enlightenment of human rights 

respect consciousness�

　Kyushu Electric Power will respect human 

rights both domestically and abroad, contribute 

to the creation for a comfortable and affluent 

society and have each employee reach a bet-

ter understanding of human rights issues as 

we promote measures to raise awareness and 

proper conduct in which the entire group will re-

gard these issues as the basis of their busi-

ness operations.�

　We conducted education training such as va-

rious gathering studies and activities to raise 

awareness as an ongoing project, and for 

FY2005 approximately 5,300 employees took 

the internal and external human rights and 

Anti-discrimination courses, with each group 

company participating as well. �

　We will continue to raise awareness and con-

sciousness about human rights through pro-

moting education and enlightenment activities.�

�

Measures for Sexual Harass-

ment�

　Sexual Harassment damages the dignity of 

the employee who becomes the object consid-

erably-not only obstructing their ability, but 

also obstructing workplace harmony and or-

der. We need to realize that sexual harass-

ment is a major issue, and we are promoting 

the prevention of sexual harassment by deep-

ening the understanding and consciousness 

of sexual harassment among the employees. �

　We have set up Sexual Harassment Advice 

Center both internally and externally, handing 

out pamphlets to the entire company and hav-

ing seminars by professional counselors to 

raise the skills of the person in charge of the 

Internal Advice Center. We will further contin-

ue our efforts to prevent sexual harassment.

○Training for recruitment staff�
　For managers in charge of recruitment.��
○Training according to class�
　Group debate is carried out in the 
training curriculum.��

○Training according to organization�
　Training given at the head office, 
branch office and power stations.��

○External training��
　Participation in training held by the 
government. 
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▼Contents of childcare and nursing-care support system

Items

Leave

Shortened work�
hours

Resilient use of�
childcare time�
※Females only

Spouse maternity leave�
※Males only

Nursing holiday

Overtime work restrictive measures

Nighttime work restrictive measures 

Trouble consultation

System introduction

Childcare support Nursing-care support

【Application period】For the same care receiver, 2 years continuous （730 days）.�
【Number of times】No limit （1 application period must be more than 1 month.）�

【Application period】Until the child reaches 2 years of age�
【Number of times】After reinstating, available for 
the identical child for 1 time

【Application period】Until nursing care becomes unnecessary�
【Shortened working hours】 ・Work time can be set up in a 10-minute unit 
per day Start time and end time can be set in a 10 minute unit per day

【Application period】Until the end of March when the child enters elementary school�
【Shortened working hours】 ・Work time can be set up in a 10-minute unit per day 
Working hours can be shortened by 1 to 3 hours per day

【Application period】Until the child becomes one year of age�
【Operational time】The time in which one wishes for nursing 
time of 1 hour per day.

Three days are given when a spouse gives birth. 

Based on the application from the individual, overtime work is restricted to 24 hour per month and 150 hours per year. 

Based on the application from the individual, employment in a time zone of （22:00 - 5:00） is restricted at midnight. 

Common knowledge of the support system of utilizing a pamphlet, intranet, etc.

Nursing the child before entering elementary school due to illness or injury, 
Five days are given annually (acquisition in a unit is possible half a day).

The consultation window（for the employee and for the family is possible）by an external specialist

Activity items for FY2006 Main action plans for FY2006

Support to balance work and home life�

　The law for corresponding to the progress of 

low birthrate and longevity called for enforcement 

of the reviced Childcare and Nursing-care leave 

Act and the Next-Generation Bringing up Meas-

ure Promoting Act in April 2005. We are promot-

ing a “work life balance” where an employee can 

work and maintain a home with this support.�

�

■Complete childcare and nursing-

　care support system�

　Based on the meaning of the revised Child-

care and Nursing-care leave Act, the childcare 

and nursing-care support system were improved, 

and operations started in April, 2005.�

 （There were 72 employees on childcare leave 

in FY2005.）�

　We will revise the system based on the institu-

tional use track record, and opinions and com-

ments from the workplace.�

�

■Correspondence to the Next-Generation 

　Bringing up Measure Promoting Act �

　Based on the Next-Generation Bringing up Meas-

ure Promoting Act, a concrete action plan from Ap-

ril, 2005 to March, 2008 was decided, and notice 

was submitted to the labor office.�

　In conformity with this action plan, the creation 

of a place of work in which an employee can feel 

comfortable about raising a child will be promoted.

□Project period（First）��
　April 1, 2005 to March 31, 2008��
�
�
□Indication guide for our activity target��
・Temporary childcare holiday acquisition ratio of�
    female employees：over 95%�
・Spouse maternity holiday acquisition ratio of�
　male employees：over 75%�
・The flexible substantial service system for�
    employees who engage in child-rearing 

The concrete contents of the action plan 

（Divide 10 years set by Japanese law into 2-5 years �
    and then manage the action plan.）�

Using the childcare leave support system

Nanae Nakayama�
（Human Resources Dept.  Salary welfare group）�

　I took childcare leave until my daughter was 10 months old, 
and have been using the childcare shortened work hour system. 
I feel that our company offers a workplace where it is easy to 
take this leave since the system is maintained well.�
　I feel grateful that I have the support of my family and under-
standing at work so I can do both. �
　Since this system is acceptable until the child becomes 2 
years old, I feel that following up on the childcare leave system 
will become more important. I hope that everyone will utilize this 
system, and that the number of employees combining both work-
place and family life will increase.

Promoting gender equality

Promoting of the employment of older 
persons and those who are challenged. 

Promotion of motivating and developing skills of the�
employees that will count towards personnel labor measures

○Examination of the support program of childcare and nurcing-care on leave��
○Complete examination of the Childcare support system（leave / shortened work hours） ��
○Promotion of positive application of female employees
○Thorough examination of the working environment which utilizes the aptitude of older persons��
○Promoting the understanding of employing differently-abled people��
○Positive support for the Kyushu Captioning Co-Production center Inc
○Implementation of placement of personnel who is highly motivated and well qualifed��
○Further promotion of proper work hour management��
○Promotion of education which focuses on the increase of motivation among the employees
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Promoting of the employment of older persons and those who are challenged

Promoting employment of old-

er persons�

　In order to provide employment for 

those who still have the will to work 

and have abundant knowledge from 

their long experience, we have estab-

lished an “Elder Employee System” 

for retired personnel on a full and part 

time basis. �

　In addition, due to business needs, 

we have set up a career bank system 

where one can register and be called 

on for work when needed. �

　We hope to further recognize the 

social responsibility towards the em-

ployment needs of an increasing num-

ber of elderly workers and actively 

pursue the employment of older per-

sons at our workplace.�

�

Promoting employment for 

those who are challenged

　To broaden the activities of those 

who are challenged and to realize 

their freedom to participate in society, 

we have a planned employment sys-

tem in collaboration with schools and 

Job-placement office. �

　The employment rate for those who 

were challenged in June 2004 was 

1.64% compared to the legal employ-

ment rate of 1.8%. We establishd 

“Kyushu Captioning Co-Production 

Center Inc.” in July 2004 as a subsidi-

ary company, and employed 6 per-

sons with challenges. Together with 

the cooperation of Job-placement of-

fice and High school visits by each 

branch office and proactive participa-

tion in employment interviews, we 

hired 11 people in April 2005, when 

the employment rate for those with 

challenges became 1.90%�

　We hope to further promote our 

continuous effort as well as to pro-

mote understanding in the workplace 

for the challenged.

▼ Transition of the number of employees who are challenged, and the rate of employment 

The rate of challenged�
person employees 

The number of challenged�
person employees

0

150

200

250
（persons）� （％）�

2003.June 2004.June 2005.June

1.64
1.81

0

1.0

1.5

2.0

209214 239

1.90

Special subsidiary “Kyushu Captioning Co-Production Center Inc.” 

　Subtitles on TV are necessary for those who have difficulties hearing sound on the TV or 

those with hearing impairment.�

　The number of nationwide programs is increasing these days, but there are very few pro-

grams created locally subtitles.�

　We position the expansion of subtitled broadcasts as one of our philanthropic activities, and 

we established the “Kyushu Captioning Co-Production Center Inc.” to subtitle local programs in 

July 2004.�

　For the subtitles, some challenged persons are employed, providing 

a new occupation beyond the framework of an electricity company.                                                �

　This is a project that has just started, but we are focusing on popular 

programs in the Kyushu area and the actual growth and achievements 

stand out from other areas. �

　The challenged employee also builds self-confidence to be the only 

producer of subtitles in Kyushu.
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Universal Design of business 

facilities �

　Our offices and buildings have universal de-

sign（UD）qualities in the entrance, hallways, toi-

let, etc. for the convenience of all users includ-

ing the employees who work there, and visitors 

who come to our offices, based on the meaning 

of Heart Building Law*.�

　When the Kirishima Customer Service Office 

and the Uki Customer Service Office were com-

pleted in FY2005, the entrance without a level 

difference, parking spaces and toilets for chal-

lenged persons and automatic washstands 

were installed. A Braille-points guidance board, 

textured pavement for guidance, and a voice 

guidance system were also installed.�

　For offices being planned for FY2006, we will 

implement UD factors in the entrance, hallway 

and toilets, and in the future, considerations will 

be made for existing buildings when repair 

work and layout changes are implemented.

Improve employee motivation and knowledge

▼Textured pavement for guidance�

�

▼The outline of the recruitment system 

In house�
recruitment

Job�
Challenge

Chief�
Challenge�
Examination

Outline Results for FY2005

　Will recruit openly for the specific business concerned 
and will employ a well-qualified person from among the 
spontaneous employees.  �
→　Effects, such as justification of appointment selec-
tion, equalizing of opportunity, and cultivating motivation

For 4 openings,�
22 persons applied，�
4 persons were�
transferred

43 persons applied for positions at the head-
quaters and 10 persons applied for positions 
at branch offices. As a result, 18 persons 
were transferred to the head office and 2 per-
sons were transferred to the branch offices.

For the examination for 
FY2005�
139 people passed and 
were promoted to chief in 
April 2006

　Applications from those who want to be engaged 
in business, such as in planning and management at 
headquaters or branch are received internally, and 
the person will be selected well-qualified.�
→　Training of personnel with desire and motivation

　While equalizing the opportunity of promotion ac-
cording to capability and evoking an employees’ will 
to work and develop knowledge and motivation, ear-
ly recruitment of those that can respond to change 
quickly is implemented.

Raising morale of the employees�

　While competition of the electrical market ma-

terializes, it is important to empower each em-

ployee to perform better at work and feel con-

nected to the management of the organization.�

　Because of this, we continuously develop the 

labor and compensation system, carefully con-

sidering the employee’s needs, to keep improv-

ing their motivation.�

　In addition, we are endeavoring to promote 

the understanding of each employee’s personal 

labor measures.�

�

■Executing survey employees’ satisfaction�

　In order to measure the penetration of manage-

ment policy and the appraisal for the personnel la-

bor system, a questionnaire survey which deals 

with all employees is given once every year to 

grasp the degree of satisfaction among employees.�

　The results are disclosed in the company intranet 

to share the awareness of the issues, and the pro-

glems extracted from the results of this suvey are 

positioned as an issue to be taken up at the mid-

term management plan policy. Countermeasures 

are reflected into the following fiscal year plan.�

�

■Fair treatment system�

　In order to assure promotion based on aptitude, 

we clarify the relationship between competence 

and promotion, so that we can precisely manage 

the treatment system and promote the truly quali-

fied employees and decend the disqualifies.�

�

■Recruitment of enthusiastic personnel�

　For the purpose of training and recruiting those 

with motivation and spirit, we have set up a sys-

tem of job challenges and in-house recruitment.�

　Moreover, we implement “the chief challenge 

examination” as the technique of appointing talen-

ted people at an early stage who can respond to 

change. R
espect of hum

an rights, and m
aintenance of labor environm

ent 

Respect of human rights, and maintenance of labor environment 
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 a physically handicapped person, etc. can use smoothly.



Labor-management relations

■ The assessment of performance which 

grasps employee’s performance pre-

cisely and  orients talent rearing it �

　Since FY2001, in order to achieve the 

goal of the entire company, all manage-

ment levels must set the business objec-

tive’s every year.  �

　Although it is not necessary for non-

managerial employees to set an objec-

tive, it is considered the base for consul-

tation for employee training to report to 

the individual the “expected factors” nee-

ded for work by the primary rater on the 

basis of each individuals classification 

and work contents. �

　From FY2002, we are implementing 

individual interviews to supplement train-

ing consultations to reinforce training 

and supervising.�

　Through these systems, employees 

and managers have more opportunities 

to communicate, increase substantial 

contents, so that managers can im-

prove the transparency and the fairness 

of performance evaluation.�

　In addition, in order to improve the 

characteristics for appraisal, we imple-

mented the standardization of the eval-

uation of administrative positions.�

�

■Measures towards harmony of 

work and life�

　The base for harmony between work 

and personal life lies in job performance, 

work requests and the acquisition of 

paid holiday leave, which are all part of 

work-hour management.�

　For the management of work hours, 

in the viewpoint of maintaining a heal-

thy mind and body, observance of laws 

such as the Labor Standards Act, man-

agement of overtime hours and grasp-

ing the results of these hours is part of 

proper management, and can improve 

the efficiency of all aspects of business.  �

　For paid holidays, we are working to 

create a workplace where employees 

can comfortably take their paid holidays.�

　Other than that, we have Half-day 

use of annual paid holidays, sick holi-

days, volunteer holidays, nursing holi-

days and a “refreshment holiday” sys-

tem, which is an annual long-term 

holiday for five consecutive days aiming 

at refreshment of mind and body.�

　In the future, we will direct our activi-

ties to the harmony of work and life on 

the basis of the diversification of the 

changing of times and sense of value 

needs, to keep endeavoring to making 

a comfortable workplace.

0

1,000

1,500

2,000

（time）� （days）�

2003 2004 2005（FY）�

17.1
17.8

0

10

15

20

▼ Annual working hours and the number of annual-paid-holidays dates of acquisition 

The number of annual-paid-holiday dates of acquisition Annual working hours 

1,855.1 1,889.6 1,896.2

17.5

The employer-and-employees round-table conference about working hours

　Understanding that the labor union is a business partner that strives to 

move forward to develop and sustain the company’s labor management 

relations, we want to maintain solid and good relations.�

　In order to continue this type of relationship, we hold various round-ta-

ble conferences, such 

as an employer-and-

employee managing 

committee, a manage-

ment special committee, 

and an employer-and-

employees round-table 

conference so that com-

munication is made 

and sharing of informa-

tion is implemented.
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R
espect of hum

an rights, and m
aintenance of labor environm

ent 

Raising the ability of the employees�

　In order for us to aim at the improve-

ment of long-term corporate value, raising 

the aptitude of the employees and realiza-

tion of it are indispensable.�

　For this, we are aiming to train and nur-

ture employees who are self directive, rich 

in creativity, can recognize their roles and 

responsibilities and have advanced spe-

cial expertise which are important skills 

when promoting new business, deploying 

solution marketing and tackling environ-

mental management. �

　In addition, in order to strengthen com-

prehensive power as a Kyushu Electric 

Power Group, it is necessary to keep tack-

ling personnel training as a group. From 

these viewpoints, we are enforcing em-

ployee education with the will of training 

and a rise in motivation  at the company 

and workplace.

▼ 2006 education system
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Human Resource Department（educational supervisor division）�

Training according to class 

（Note 1）Among the above training, 　　　　is a training course that must be taken�
（Note 2）　　　　The training course that targets candidates（applicants）�
（Note 3）　　　　The training course that targets each group company of the Kyuden group
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1 　Training of the talented people trusted from society �
　(1)　Execution of education that contributes to the promotion of compliance 

management�
　(2)　Execution of  education study that contributes to the formation of per-

sonality which deals with the new employee�
2 　Improvement in the special capability towards competitive power strengthening, or technical power��
　(1)　Execution of education that contributes to the improvement of special ability�
　(2)　Execution of education that contributes to the improvement of the ability to 

be able to correspond to diversification and internationalization of business�
3 　Improvement in the management capability about people or work �
　(1)　Execution of education which contributes to the improvement of the ability re-

garding the management of the person, such as rearing and utilizing the talent�
　(2)　Execution of education which contributes to the improvement of the abili-

ty regarding work such as management and reformation of business��
4 　Promotion of education which seriously considers the improvement of desire in the employee�
　(1)　Execution of the education study which seriously considered the im-

provement desire of the employee�
　(2)　Execution of e-learning as an effective education tool��
5 　Execution of education that contributes to strengthening the group management foundation�
　(1)　Combined execution of training and effective use of study facility�
　(2)　Cooperation strengthening with the group companies about education and training 

Set objectives to rear employees who will take major 
role in 21st century.��
�
1  Principal attitude�
Under the belief that human resources are the drivers of company’s 
mission idea realization, we do our best for personnel training.�

2  Training target�
We aim at rearing employees with wide feild of vision and a rich humanity toward 
the prosperity of community and contribution to the development of our company.�

3  Promotion plan �
Cultivation of human resources will proceed with both “rise in motivation” and “will of training.”

FY2006 employee educational policy-important itemPersonnel training policy

Principal�
attitude

Training�
target

Cultivation of�
human resources

Function�
level

Promotion�
plan

Respect of human rights, and maintenance of labor environment 
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▼Quality Assurance system

　We  strive  for the safe and stable opera-

tion of our nuclear power plants, making 

safety our top priority. We work hard to 

guarantee the prompt and transparent dis-

closure of nuclear-related information and 

to implement, maintenance and quality as-

surance activities oppropriately so that lo-

cal citizens can feel secure and rely on us.  �

�

Safety Management System�

■ Quality Assurance Activities�

　To achieve safe and stable nuclear power 

plant operations, we created a quality assur-

ance management system, conducting safe-

ty and quality assurance activities frequently 

and accurately. Our President heads the 

system to ensure compliance with all appli-

cable laws, and with the commercial specifi-

cations known as the “Quality Assurance 

Regulations Concerning Safety at Nuclear 

Power Stations（JEAC4111）.”

■ Development of a culture of nu-

clear safety �

　We recognize that a culture of safety 

starts with “the attitude of each employee 

and the culture of the workplace”. We make 

every effort to create a positive workplace 

culture, with a management system empha-

sizing the worksite and fostering smooth 

communications among business partners.�

　We enhance communications through 

round-table conferences involving employ-

ees and management personnel, workplace 

meetings, and active reassignments be-

tween our head office and plant sites.�

　To activate communication with business 

partners, we perform site meetings and pa-

trols, and hold round-table discussions to-

gether with various participatory events.�

�

�

�

Maintenance of nuclear 

plant equipments�

■ Appropriate maintenance and 

inspection in compliance with 

guidelines �

　In order to guarantee the safety and reli-

ability of our nuclear power plants, it is crit-

ical to perform appropriate maintenance 

operations at the facilities, enabling plant 

equipments to smoothly perform its prede-

termined functions.�

　The contents and frequency of facility 

maintenance and inspections are based 

on existing laws, and on the commercial 

specifications known as the “Maintenance 

and Inspection Regulations for Nuclear 

Power Stations（JEAC4209）.” We thor-

oughly review the results of our mainte-

nance  activities, amending our operations 

whenever necessary.

The measure of a safety-first principle

　Of all the basis activities, we give the highest priority to the safety-first culture, secur-

ing the safety of society as well as workers by improving facilities and technologies.

The measure for technical succession

　In order to maintain our technical capabilities involving plant op-
eration and maintenance, on-the-job training is conducted inten-
sively inside the plants. We also actively utilize the training simu-
lator and maintenance training facilities at the Genkai and Sendai 
Nuclear Power Station to teach practical skills and techniques.

President：Upper Management�
�・General Manager of the Nuclear Power Generation Division: The assistant of the president�

・General Manager of the Nuclear Power Operations Dept.: Executive responsibility person（enforcement section）�
・General Manager of the Nuclear Power Audit Divition: Executive responsibility person（audit section）�

Nuclear power Station HQ 4 part＊２�
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＊1

＊1:Based on presidential direc-
tions, an internal audit of the 
nuclear section is carried out.

＊２:The Civil Engineering Department（nuclear group）and Materials 
and Fuels Department（related group）also take part in the planning 
of a nuclear guarantee-of-quality organization in the head office.
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Activity item for FY2006 The main action plans for FY2006

■ Steady implementation of preven-

tive maintenance construction �

　For the prevention of problems in our nu-

clear power plants, we implement trouble-

shooting countermeasures based on indus-

try mishaps both in Japan and overseas, 

and we closely monitor the aging of plant 

facilities. Based on acquired knowledge, 

we actively perform preventive mainte-

nance, such as the repair and replacement 

of plant equipment. �

�

Radiation control �

■ Management of radiation of ra-

diation exposed worker�

　In order to reduce exposed dose of the 

workers as much as possible, we have au-

tomated and implemented remote conver-

sions of work, and reduced the spatial 

dose by water chemistry. We installed a 

shield in workplace.�

　The radiation dose of the worker in 

FY2005 was an average of 1.0 milisievert

（mSv） on an average, It was much lower 

than 50msv which is a legal dose limit per 

year in FY2005.�

�

■ Environmental radiation manage-

ment around a nuclear power station�

　At nuclear power stations, the level of ra-

dioactivity in the environmental samples of 

seawater and agricultural and marine prod-

ucts are measured in addition to regular en-

vironmental monitoring of the ambient radia-

tion dose. Presently, there has been no 

effect on the environment with the operation 

of our nuclear power stations.�

　The radiation exposure of people living 

near power stations is less than 0.001 msv 

per year, which is much lower than both the 

regal dose limit of 1 msv per year and the an-

nual 0.05 msv target set by the Nuclear Safe-

ty Commission. �

　Concerning environmental radiation, the 

data is released in real time on our website.�

http://www.kyuden.co.jp/nuclear_real （in Japannese）�

�

■Management and Disposal of 

Radioactive Wastes�

　Gas and liquid radioactive wastes are 

processed appropriately with the wastes 

treatment equipment in the facilities. The 

influence of gas and liquid wastes on re-

gions surrounding power plants is less 

than several% of natural radiation activity. �

　After the solid waste is stored strictly in 

the solid waste storage located within pow-

er station sites, it is then transferred to the 

low level Radioactive Waste Disposal Cen-

ter of Japan Nuclear Fuel Limited, where 

it is buried and stored until the waste 

ceases to have any effect on the human 

living environment.

Aging Management Measures

　Management measures to address the aging of Genkai-1, which has been operational for thirty 
years , were considered in response to the government report, “Basic Guidelines for aging manage-
ment measures.” We verified that we can continue to operate Genkai-1, though the possibility of long- 
term operations need to be assessed carefully. Our conclusions were included in a report submitted 
to the government in December 2003.�
　The government evaluated our report as follows: “The evaluation method was appropriate, and op-
erations may continue provided that the long- term maintenance program is executed appropriately.”�
　We will determine when to begin our long- term maintenance program and will implement annual in-
spections in a strategic manner.�
�

Nuclear disaster prevention 

　At our nuclear power stations, we adopt thoroughgoing safety measures to prevent accidents that 
might cause radiation disasters in the surrounding environments. Therefore, the possibility of such 
disasters occurring is extremely low. But to cope with such disasters quickly, national and local gov-
ernments and operators of nuclear facilities develop emergency plans according to the Basic Law 
for Emergency Preparedness and the Special Law of Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear Disas-
ters. All three work in concert to intensify nuclear disaster prevention systems and activities.�
　In addition, our company participates in nuclear disaster prevention training in Saga prefecture 
and Kagoshima prefecture every year. We have established emergency headquarters in our nucle-
ar power stations, and we proceed to conduct training to enhance information communications and 
environmental monitoring during emergencies.

▼Summary of Aging Management Measures

▲�
Operation start 

▲�
30 years

▲�
40 years

The usual maintenance managements�
(Monitoring under operation, a periodic inspection, check, etc.)

Every ten years

（Re-evaluation based on up-to-date knowledge）�

（Operation elapsed years）�

Aging Management measures�
・Aging Management measures technology assessment�
・Long-term integrity plan

Preservation based on a long-term preservation plan 

Review

Placing priority on securing safety 
during work and with equipment

Knowledge of electric safety and improving 
the safety of our products and services  

Development of employee’s awareness 
toward safety and health

○Thorough efforts toward prevention of industrial accidents caused by every concerned, inculuding our business partners�
○Thoroughness of measures for preventive maintenance of nuclear power stations ��
○Enhancing Quality Assurance activities of nuclear power stations

○Gradual introduction of the Occupational Safety and Health Management System��
○Substantial measures for mental health��
○Continuous implementation of the measures toward the prevention of health disorders caused by serious overwork 

○Strengthening of inspections of equipment and the public electric shock accident prevention PR 
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The measure of Occupational Safety and Health

　We have dubbed “achieving zero indus-

trial accidents and establishing measures 

for occupational safety and health” as our 

health and safety philosophy, promoting 

the safety of the employees and improving 

health maintenance of both mind and body.�

　Also, in aiming for a workplace climate 

where safe hygienic activity is a top priori-

ty, we activate the function of safety and 

health committee. 

�

The measure towards zero in-

dustrial accidents�

　Knowing that most of disasters are caused 

by human error and removing dangerous fac-

tors can lower this portion, it is important to 

raise our own awareness for safety and we 

have taken measures toward zero industrial 

accidents by continuing to remove dangerous 

factors in advance.�

　However, disaster has a tendency for re-

bound that alternates between advancing and 

retraining, so not only are consciousness and 

disaster awareness necessary, but it is also 

important to know the potentially dangerous 

factors. So we have introduced the 

“Occupational Safety and Health Management 

System,” which the Ministry of Health, Labor 

and Welfare recommends for FY2006. �

　We also promote meeting that we put an an-

ticipating risk activity, and carry out some pro-

jects for prevention of traffic accidents by prac-

tically using a frequent traffic accident map.�

�

Assurance of Healthy mind 

and body, and establishment 

of a comfortable workplace �

　Under the situation of social workplace 

environment, we continue to assist in ill-

ness prevention measures and self health 

promotion, taking preventive measures for 

ensuring mental health and removing 

health obstacles from serious overwork. 

These are all part of our commitment to 

create a comfortable workplace where 

stress and fatigue can be reduced.

�
□　In order to attain fullness and strengthen-
ing of the education for the prevention and 
early detection in mental health, we are 
strengthening consultation organization, edu-
cational expansion, practical use of a stress 
diagnostic system, and the medical staff.�

　　About mental health education, training 
seminars are held with the introduction of 
the technique for coping with stress, includ-
ing practical use of an external lecturer with 
expansion of the training opportunity.�

��
�□　For measures towards the health obstacle 
prevention by extreme work conditions , the 
advice and instruction by the occupational 
physician or medical staff will be at the work-
place to carry out individual interviews for ad-
vice or consultation. ��

��
□　In order to promote the labor health admin-
istration measures in alignment with the new 
VDT guideline, the interview and the medi-
cal checkup by the medical staff based on 
an oral consultation vote are carried out.��

�
□　Regarding the measures for smoking at 
the workplace based on the “health regime” 
and “the guideline for measures against 
smoking at the work place,” in principle the 
workplace is considered to be all non-smok-
ing, so smoking rooms are established un-
der the prevention of smoking measures. ��

�
�□　In order to aim at the substantial measure 
against illness prevention, while holding vari-
ous health lectures, measures will be carried 
out for promoting self health.

※Glossary／*Labor Accident Ratio： Number of accidents during paid holidays per 1 million hours worked.�
　　　   *Labor Accident Severity：Number of work days lost due to accidents per 10 million work hours.　　　　　　                    
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▼ Accident frequency ratio* severity rate of industrial accident frequency*, and the rate of intensity
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▼ Whole company management-for-safety-and-�
      sanitation plan for FY 2006

▼ Number of Disaster cases with respect to business�
      (main classified by cause）�
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The measure of a safety-first principle

Measures of prevention of public accident

T
he m

easure of a safety-first principle

Promotion of strict enforcement of 

the safe activity for suppliers �

　Although we have been supporting and 

assisting our suppliers in their safe activi-

ties, some serious accidents such as elec-

tric shocks and falling have occurred dur-

ing our suppliers’ work. For this reason, 

we have encouraged our supplies’ safety 

work, and that the measure for calamity 

prevention is strengthened.�

　Specifically, for the summer safety pro-

motion period and the winter safety pro-

motion month, we have administered pa-

trols for our suppliers and held meetings 

to discuss accident prevention measures 

and other aspects of safety promotion, 

raising with our suppliers’ consciousness 

of safety work suppliers.

The measure of public electric 

shock accident prevention�

　During our public electric shock accident 

prevention PR periods which we have for 

three times a year, we also hold public 

electric shock accident prevention warn-

ings for engineering and crane companies, 

educational institutions, municipalities, and 

other electricity-related organizations.�

　In addition, we promote the safe usage 

of electricity on our homepage by publish-

ing the “Q&A on the usage of electricity” 

and handing out “Denki Shittoku Bon（

Know your electricity）” pamphlets to pro-

pose safety measures and verification of 

dangerous areas by inspecting safe install-

ments. �

　We will continue to promote PR activi-

ties by using various media and prevention 

of public electric shock accidents before 

they happen.�

＜「Q&A on the usage of electricity」website in Japanese＞�

http://www.kyuden.co.jp/life_living_safe_index

□Spring public electric shock accident prevention PR��
　PR activities with emphasis on the pub-
lic electric shock accident prevention us-
ing carp streamer（Koi Nobori）are devel-
oped for three months from March to May.�

��
□Safe electric use month��
　In order to deepen an understanding about 
the safety of electric use and to aim at preven-
tion of an electric accident before it happens, 
August is set as the safe electric use month 
by the appeal of the Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry. Many electric related or-
ganizaations including each electric power 
company unite to take part in the activities. ��
�

�□Winter public electric shock accident prevention PR��
　PR activities with emphasis on the public 
electric shock accident prevention in using kite 
flying and construction sites are developed for 
three months from December to February.��

�
�□PR at the time of extraordinary disaster,  
　such as a typhoons��
　Using TV commercial and newspaper ads, 
public electric shock accident prevention at the 
time of a typhoon and power failure caused by 
falling objects are some of our PR activities.

　Our company CM “asking for cooperation from our custom-
ers during a typhoon-Fujin（god of the wind）version” was 
awarded the bronze prize for “the 45th advertisement contest 
which was beneficial for the consumer（November, 2005）. 

Topics▼ Spring public electric shock accident prevention PR poster
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九州国立博物館設置に向けた協力�Cooperation towards establishment of the Kyushu National Museum 

Performing together with the Kyushu Symphony Orchestra

　My 13th birthday turned out to be 

one that is truly unforgettable. This is 

because it was the day that I would be 

performing together with the orchestra. �

　I was able to play my music with the 

warm support of my teachers, the or-

chestra members and those involved. �

　I am so grateful to you for letting me 

experience something so wonderful. I 

will keep practicing while keeping the 

feelings I have now�

with me.�

　Thank you very�

much.�

�Ms. Nobara Nishikawa�
（violin）�

　The Kyushu National Museum opened as the 4th National Museum in Japan in October 2005.�

　This museum, which was a long awaited dream by the locals, was a project that was done 

hand in hand with the government and the local citizens. Within that activity, we dispatched full 

time staff to take the central role in its promotional activities. �

　This museum was established with the viewpoint of “grasping the formation of Japanese cul-

ture from the historical viewpoint 

of Asia” and Kyushu seemed wor-

thy since this land was a window 

of exchange between Japan and 

Asia from ancient times. We hope 

that it becomes a new base of ex-

change with Asia and contribute to 

the culture of Kyushu.�

�

▼ The expenditure breakdown regarding cooperative�
      Activities with the community and society（FY2005）�

Culture and�
arts 28%

28%22%

9%

2%
1%

4%

9%

Regional�
development 

Total�
1.28�
billion yen

Academics and education

Sports

Health and�
Medical care

International�
Exchange

Environmental Conservation
Others1%Social Welfare

※Except apporopriate expense to environmental accounty.
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Cooperative activities with the local community and society 

　Aiming at the continuous development for a comfortable and affluent community and 

society, we actively promote contributions to Kyushu as a good corporate citizen.

　Aiming for coexistence with the local com-

munity and society, and in order to create a 

more affluent society, we considers what we 

can do to create it, and through our business 

activities and local contribution activities, we 

take measures towards the development of 

our area. �

　Specifically in various parts of Kyushu, we 

make support and cooperation in various fields, 

such as culture and arts, sport, local activa-

tion, and social welfare.�

Measure for culture and arts�

　Arts and culture promote vigorous 

activities that contribute to the sup-

port for cultural activities, and the im-

provement in the cultural level of an 

area. This is indispensable when re-

alizing a rich and affluent lifestyle.�

�

■Music culture support �

　Various measures are taken for 

the spread of the music culture in 

Kyushu. Specifically, the activity of 

the Kyushu Symphony Orchestra, 

Kyushu’s only professional orches-

tra, is fully supported. We also hold 

a classic concert on a regular basis, 

so that as many people as possible 

have an opportunity to experience it. �

●Kyuden Fureai Concert�

　The classical concerts for parents 

and children by the Kyushu Symph-

ony Orchestra have been held since 

1985 in suburban areas where a full-

scale live concert is relatively uncom-

mon. From 1995, the winner of the re-

gional contests of the Student Music 

Concours of Japan has a chance to 

perform with the orchestra itself, while 

we assist young, talented musicians.�

　The total number of attendance 

was 5,092 persons in 2005 and as 

they become one with the performers, 

they all seem to have a great time.�

　In addition, we donated the ticket 

sales to the welfare organization of 

that particular area.
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▼ The contents of young craftsman training（FY2005）�

China�

Italy

Research of the technical propagation�
to the Korai Toji from Ryoji

Acquisition of the process technology from molding�
（hand-blown and ornament）to cutting of a Venetian glass

Forming the shape on a Rokuro of the Okinawa Tsuboya ware,�
technical acquisition from decoration of tradition technique to calcination 

Acquisition of the technique and technology�
for Authentic Amami Ohshima Pongee.

Training sites�
（Country・Region）� Contents of training

Okinawa�
Prefecture

Miyazaki�
Prefecture
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Activity item in F2006  The main action plans in the FY2006

Participation in local/�
community development

Continuous active engagement in local 
culture, sports and volunteer activities 

○Instigation of a training system for young artists of traditional crafts to travel to other parts of Japan or overseas to receive training.��
○Hold a “Machizukuri symposium（town development）”

○Building a promotional system of collaborative activities with the community and society. ��
○Continual implementation of cooperative activities the community and society in various areas

The Kyushu Electric Power�
CSR Report
2006

●Kyuden Bunka no Mori Concert�

　Since 1993, we have invited famous soloists 

and concert maestros to hold the classical con-

certs with the Kyushu Symphony Orchestra in va-

rious areas of Kyushu. In FY2005, the total num-

ber of attendance was 9,732 persons. �

　In addition, we donated the ticket sales to the 

Kyushu Symphony Orchestra as a support from 

local fans.�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

■Participation in local festivals�

　As part of local culture preservation, and in order 

to deepen bonds with the locals, 3,544 employees 

of each business place participated in the festival 

of their areas in FY 2005. Our group companies 

also actively participate and manage a festival in 

their areas.�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

■Assistance in Traditional Crafts�

　The traditional handicrafts of various areas of 

Kyushu are proud to have a long history and tradi-

tion, and the refined technologies serve as pre-

cious property for Kyushu. Our company takes va-

rious measures for preservation these arts, 

including the handicraft exhibition held at various 

areas, handicraft classrooms, and lectures done 

with the company’s cooperation. �

　Also, we have initiated a training program for 

young artists of traditional crafts to travel in other 

parts of Japan or overseas to learn.�

�

●Training program in other parts of Japan 

and overseas designed for young artists��

　This is a program for offering financial support 

for young artists of traditional crafts living in 

Kyushu to gain knowledge and technical skills by 

supporting their trips in Japan and overseas for 

training.  It was established in 1996.�

　42 persons （overseas 27, Japan 15） utilized 

this program and trained in Japan or overseas. Af-

ter they return from their training, they exchange 

information, put on a joint exhibition and keep 

contact with their training areas to further develop-

ment the traditional handicrafts while putting what 

they learned into their creative activity. �

�

■Ocha-no-ma paper and a collection of essays �

　Since 1985, we have offered a chance 

widely for local people to apply the activities 

of literary work under co-sponsorship with 

each branch office and local newspaper pub-

lishing companies.�

 There were 4,457 applications in FY 2005. �

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

■Cultural Activities for the next-generation�

　At each branch office, collection of compo-

sition, the pictures contest, the music exhibi-

tion, and other original culture activities will 

be promoted and performed in the local 

areas by children of the next generation un-

der high school.

C
ooperative activities w

ith the local com
m
unity and society 

Training in China

Wassho Hyakuman Summer Festival（Kitakyushu branch）�

“My picture contest” Winning-a-prize work exhibition（Kagoshima branch）�

「Ochanoma Essay」Winning a prize work collection



Supporting Sports�

■ Activities for regional sport promotion�

　Since 1993, we have been trying 

to raise the level of sports in local 

areas in aiming for a bright and heal-

thy community, holding sports events 

and competitions in where children 

and the elderly can participate. �

　In FY2005, at each branch office, 

113 meets with 18 events were held 

and 53,211 persons participated.�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

■Implementing our new symbol sport�

　We have made our rugby team 

our symbol sports from 2005. We 

have set our sights on entering 

the top national league in Japan. 

Part of our aspirations for this ven-

ture is to gain a devoted local fan 

base and encouragement from lo-

cal people. As part of our commit-

ment, we provide rugby coaching 

sessions in the local areas and 

participate in local events.

Fukuoka prefecture Izuka city "Machi-zukuri symposium" (the Kitakyushu branch office)

Rugby seminar by our company rugby team

Kyuden Boys Soccer New Members Competition（Sasebo office）�

Iizuka city Fukuoka prefecture

Yanagawa city Fukuoka prefecture

Taku city Saga prefecture

Unzen city Nagasaki prefecture

Kunisaki-town Oita prefecture

Yatsushiro city Kumamoto prefecture

170persons�

150persons�

250persons�

250persons�

600persons�

400persons

Areas Number of�
Participants

▼ Results of the Machi-zukuri symposium（FY2005）�

The measure for local activation�

■Start of Machi-zukuri Symposium�

　To actively promote the Kyushu 

area, a “Machi-zukuri symposium”（lo-

cal citizens take an active role in ur-

ban functional improvement and man-

agement processes）has been held 

with the cooperation of local munici-

palities. Every year, we invite panel-

ists and lecturers to discuss local top-

ics and aspects of their local culture 

and debate on how to reinvigorate 

their area in hopes of creating a bet-

ter town and better community.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

■Creation of intellectual infrastructure�

　We are also tackling the creation of 

the new intellectual infrastructure in 

the Kyushu area.�

　In order to produce a large number 

of business leaders who can play an 

active part in Kyushu and Asia and to 

contribute to improvement of the 

whole society, we are fully supporting 

the “（NPO）The Kyushu-Asia Institute 

of Leadership,” founded by 27 indus-

try, academic and government organi-

zations of Kyushu.
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http://www.kail.jp

Support for the earthquake-stricken area of West Fukuoka

　In the Fukuoka Seihou-oki earthquake on March 20, 2005（-6 on the seismic scale）, many parts of Fukuoka 
prefecture and surrounding areas suffered terribly from mudslides and collapsing houses. For the residents of 
the Genkai island, damage was severe and the evacuation period lasted a long time.�
　Our company developed support activities for the disaster victims, not to mention the repair work on electrici-
ty, which is an important lifeline. We offered our facility “Akari no yakata”,where is next to the Kyuden Memorial 
Gymnasium which was one of the shelter for victims, as a place for eating and contributed 10 million yen to the 
Fukuoka community for relief and restoration support.�
　Furthermore, in May 2005, the “Hakata Dontaku Port Festival” was held in cooperation with the local govern-
ment and companies, along with the “Genki-bai Fukuoka”（Fukuoka dialect meaning, “Yes, I’m Fine Fukuoka!”）
campaign. We proactively participated in reviving a city that wouldn’t let an earthquake bring it down.

“Akari no Yakata” used for meals “Genki-bai Fukuoka” Dontaku guys



The measure for local environmental 

preservation�
　In each place of business, through 

clean-up activities in the community, 

we are taking measures for creating 

a comfortable environment so resi-

dents can live comfortably. �

　As one of our main activities, we 

have an environmental month in 

June and a “Thank you campaign 

for customers” in October every year, 

where we focus on this campaign 

period to unite the management, 

and employees to clean the dry river-

beds, seashore, historical relics, etc.

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Measures for social welfare�

　In each place of business, meas-

ures are taken for social welfare 

based on the characteristic of the area.�

　As one of our main activities, we 

have a “Thank you campaign for cus-

tomers”, and through this campaign, 

we service cultural assets, clean the 

light equipment at elderly persons’ 

homes and help them wire equipment, 

donate close-captioned TV tuners to 

schools for the hearing impaired, and 

perform other activities. �

　We also take part in the Special 

Olympics in the Kumamoto area and 

the Oita International Wheelchair Mara-

thon and support of the Iizuka Interna-

tional Wheelchair tennis tournament.�

�

Donation of a television tuner for subtitle broadcast（Saga office）�

Lighting equipment cleaning service of elderly persons living�
by themselves（Takeo office）�

The "Kushida shrine cleaning activities" （Fukuoka branch） in�
which the president participated

Stone wall cleaning of Oka castle mark （Takeda office）�

Burning of a field 

　In November 2005, our Oita branch office received a certificate of appreciation 

from Takeda City for our activities in their continuous efforts to preserve the swamp 

in the Kujyu Bogatsuru（Takeda-city, Oita prefecture）Tadehara（kokonoe-town）at 

the Ramsar Convention* Registration Commemorative Ceremony. �
　At this branch, we launched a “Bogatsuru burn-off committee” in 1999, and ever 

since, have been supporting and 

assisting with the cooperation of 

the local organization. �

　Under the Ramsar Convention 

registration, burn-off activities will 

be more important, so we hope to 

continue with our activities for pre-

serving the field with the cooper-

ation of the local community. 

Cooperation in the Bogatsuru burn-off activity 
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Cooperative activities with the local com
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unity and society 

Cooperative activities with the local community and society 
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　Through the Kyuhai Memorial 

Scholarship Association that was es-

tablished by the predecessor of our   

company, Kyushu Haiden Co., Ltd. 

as an aid to support a healthy mind 

and body, we offer financial support 

for students （foreigh students inclu-

ded） for universities or vocational 

schools since 1957.�

　We now have 30 students on this 

scholarship, and we support each 

person with 220,000 yen.

Kyuhai Memorial Scholarship Association

※Glossary／*Ramsar Convention： An intergovernmental treaty which provides the framework for national action and�
　　　　　　                                    international cooperation for the conservation and wise use of wetlands and their resources.



Investment

Investment

Business operation

Investment

Indirect support 

CORE COMPETENCE KYUSHU PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT�
CO,LTD and the general fund operating company

CORE COMPETENCE KYUSHU�
PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT CO,LTD�
（Members subject�
to unlimited liability）�

Investment�
（stocks, corporate bond, etc.）�

New business creation

New business creation

Start-up small and�
medium-sized enterprises Initial Public�

Offering �
（IPO）�
Transfer of shares �
（M&A）�
　　　　etc.

Ch
all
en
ge
 K
yu
sh
u

　Ga
nb
are
 fu
nd
 fo
r s
ma
ll a
nd
 m
ed
ium
 si
ze
d c
om
pa
nie
s

Kyudenko�
（Members subject�
to limited liability）�

Small & Medium Enterprises and�
Regional Innovation Japan（SMRJ）�
（Members subject�
to limited liability）�

Each municipality�
body of the Kyushu area 

Management / selling support（hands-on support)

　Kyudenko Co.,Inc., one of the group kyuden companies established the 

“challenge Kyushu! small-and-medium-sized-enterprises “ganbare” fund,” 

which made CORE COMPETENCE KYUSHU PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT 

CO.,LTD. in the management company, creating a fund by joint investment 

with the Small & Medium Enterprises and Regional Innovation Japan （SMRJ） 

（following minor mechanisms）. It reached a total of 1 billion yen.�

　It was the first found in Kyushu to utilize the scheme of the “Small & Me-

dium Enterprises and Regional Innovation Japan （SMRJ）” Various support-

ing funds, such as a loan and a corporate bond with the right of new share res-

ervation, can also be offered to the Small & Medium Enterprises and Regional 

Innovation Japan （SMRJ） which have not gone public with their stocks. �

　Through this fund, KYUDENKO CORPORATION widely supports Small & 

Medium Enterprises and Regional Innovation Japan （SMRJ） for the deploy-

ment of new business. �

http://www.kyudenko.co.jp

Periodic international exchange with Provincial Electricity Authority (Thailand)

Measure of international exchange 

and international cooperation    �

　We have been fostering international 

exchange activities with 13 electric pow-

er organizations in 9 countries based 

on exchange agreements.�

Also we have contributed for sustain-

able development of the developing 

countries through training program and 

technical support.�

�

■International exchange �

　With power utilities in U.K., France 

and South Korea, we have exchanged 

information such as the liberalization of 

the power market, and we have provi-

ded our expertise and know-how in the 

field of generation, transmission and dis-

tribution to the electric power organiza-

tions in China, Thailand and Vietnam.�

�

■International cooperation�

　We have been accepting trainees from 

and dispatching experts to the develop-

ing countries manly Asian countries, 

through Japan International Cooperation 

Agency (JICA) and Japan Electric Power 

Information Center (JEPIC) for contribu-

tion to the development of electric power 

industry in these countries.�

�

The measure for solving com-

munity issues �

■ Cooperation in local crime pre-

vention activities �

　Taking advantage of community-

based business, we can promote local 

crime prevention activities with the local 

police, residents and other companies 

to create an environment where chil-

dren will not be involved in crime.　We 

have implemented a “Children Emargen-

cy call” activity since FY2006 by Ka-

goshima Branch Office in cooporation 

with 7 business partners.�

�

■ Cooperation in an illegal dumping patrol �

　When illegal dumping is discovered 

during a patrol, the “agreement about 

the measure against illegal dumping” 

was concluded with 77 local self-govern-

ing bodies, by 22 places of business.

 A “Children Emargency call” activity by a company car （Kagoshima branch）�

Stop illegal dumping sticker on a company car

Cooperation of the 
leading companies 
both in and out of 
Kyushu including 
KYUDENKO CORP.

Tomatsu�
venture support

Small & Medium Enter-
prises and Regional In-
novation Japan（SMRJ）�
Kyushu branch venture 
support center

!

Existing and/or well-es-
tablished store Small and 
medium-sized enterprises
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Establishment of“Challenge Kyushu! a small-and-medium-sized-enterprises “ganbare” fund”   Measure by Kyudenko.
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　We actively support employees’ 

volunteer activities by offering, ex-

pense assistance education activi-

ties, and the production of environ-

ment so that an employee can freely 

participate in volunteer activity posi-

tively.�

�

■Volunteer time-off system�

　An employee can acquire a com-

munity service leave apart from regu-

lar paid holidays with an annual limit 

of seven days（required days for do-

nars）.（Unit acquisition is possible 

half a day）�

�

�

�

■ Commendation system for notable 

contribution to the community �

　We commend the employee who 

is performing contribution activities 

to a community honestly over many 

years is commended. �

�

�

�

■ Promotion of taking official certificate �

　We cover an examination fee of of-

ficial certificate, a transportation-ex-

penses paid for 17 examinations 

among 4 fields, suchas eldery wel-

fare, sport instruction, health and hy-

giene, leisure practical use, to pro-

mote an employee’s contribution.�

�

�

�

■ Volunteer education activities�

　Various educational activities, such 

as holding a volunteer experience ex-

hibition or a seminar and a visit of wel-

fare facilities, are performed per 

place of business for the purpose of 

raising employees’ consciousness and 

promoting volunteer activity.

　We are carrying out cooperative 

activities with the community and so-

ciety positively in a broad range, 

and these measures will continue to 

become more important.�

　In addition, in order to make these 

measures more substantial while 

clarifying our purpose and stance, 

we must aim at further developing 

activities according to the needs of 

the community and society.�

　From these experiences, we es-

tablished the Basic Policy for coex-

isting with the community and soci-

ety the Management System with 

which each department can take 

cross-departmental actions from the 

viewpoint of a cross section in April 

2006.�

　Through these efforts, we hope to 

further enhance our coexistence 

with the community and society.

191.5

（days）�

FY 2001

345

FY 2002

283.5

FY 2003

261.5 296.5

FY 2004 FY 2005

▼The acquisition track record of volunteer holidays 

18

（people）�

FY 2001

19

FY 2002

35

FY 2003

30 40

FY 2004 FY 2005

▼ Number of employees paid

49

（people）�

FY 2001

27

FY 2002

41

FY 2003

21 25

FY 2004 FY 2005

▼ commendation for contributeal persons to the community

Supporting employees’ volunteer activities Further substantial activities
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　Kyushu Electric Power promotes activities to coexist 

with the local community and society by following the prin-

ciples below to aim for continuous development and reali-

zation of a comfortable and affluent society. 

１　We will take part in the active involvement of the community and soci-

ety to help solving issues at hand, nurture the future generation, cre-

ate an attractive society through the fields of regional development, 

culture and arts, sports, sciences and education, welfare, medical and 

health issues, international exchange and environmental preservation.�
�

２　We will effectively use our management resources for measures that 

need to  be taken. �
�

３　While making your voice heard in many activities by releasing the con-

tents of activity and aiming at communication with everyone, collabora-

tion between you, the area and society will progress.�
�

Basic policy for coexisting with the community and society

Cooperative activities with the local community and society 

�
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C
ooperative activities w

ith the local com
m
unity and society 

Activity of the meeting which supports Ashinagawa scholarship society is continued.

Akemi Nakao�
Saga Branch Office, Public Relations Group�
Association to assist the Ashinaga Ikuei Kai�
「Saga・Big Foot」representative

　The support activities for children who 

have lost parents to illness, disasters or sui-

cides （creating a space for them）, suicide 

prevention measures（held a orphaned 

child symposium and active measures to-

wards the government）have been continu-

ing for 8 years. When I was being commen-

ded for my activities, I realized that this is a 

community contribution example of our com-

pany, so I decided to receive the award. �

　After receiving this award, I felt that this 

type of activity is what is necessary in the society now, and our company’s employees 

have the know-how and skill that can be harnessed in the present society. I want all 

the employees to know that there are many things that can be done as a volunteer, 

so I hope that this message goes out to each and every employee, and I hope you 

have the opportunity to use your knowledge for the society.�

�
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2
Pluthermal Plan

We outlined a plan to start pluthermal operations at Genkai-3 that will be in use by FY2010.

　We established a policy for the pluthermal plan at Genkai-3 that 

will be in use by FY2010.�

　We submitted our applications for prior consent to Saga Prefec-

ture and Genkai town on May 28, 2004, based on our safety agree-

ment. On the same day, we submitted the application for permission 

for reactor modification to the government. �

　After undergoing a safety review, we received permission for our 

pluthermal plan from the Ministry of Economy Trade and Industry（

METI） on September 7, 2005.�

　In order to obtain understanding from surrounding municipalities, 

we continued to conduct activities to help local residents understand 

both the safety and the necessity of our pluthermal plan. On March 

26, 2006 Saga prefecture and Genkai town gave us their consent.�

　We will proceed with the procedures for Mixed Oxide fuel （MOX 

fuel） fabrication and shipment, aiming to implement our pluthermal 

plan by FY2010. And we will also comply with relevant laws in each 

stage and ensure measures for safety by doing appropriate quality 

assurance activities.�

　The safe operation of our nuclear power plants is our top priority, 

and we make every efforts to disclose information. With the under-

standing and cooperation of neighborhood people, we are making 

steady advances in our pluthermal plan.

April 28�

May 28�

�

�

February 10�

�

February 20�

August 29�

August 30�

September 7�

October 2�

December 25�

February 7�

March 26�

 

　We established the policy for implementing the pluthermal plan at Genkai-3 to by FY2010.�

　Applications for prior consent were submitted to Saga Prefecture and Genkai town based on the safety agree-

ment between the municipalities and Kyushu Electric Power. Based on the Nuclear Reactor Regulation Law, the 

application for permission for reactor modification was submitted to the government.�

　METI consulted the Atomic Energy Commission and the Nuclear Safety Commission to obtain their permission 

for our pluthermal plan.�

　A forum on our pluthermal plan was hosted by our company in Genkai town.�

　The Nuclear Safety Commission submitted its report to METI.�

　The Atomic Energy Commission submitted its report to METI.�

　METI granted us permission to proceed with our pluthermal plan.�

　A forum on pluthermal was hosted by the government in Genkai town�

　A forum on pluthermal was hosted by Saga prefecture in Karatsu city.�

　Saga prefecture announced its views on the safety of our pulthermal plan at Genkai-3.�

　Based on safety agreements, Saga prefecture and Genkai town gave us their consent for our pluthermal plan.

Main activities to gain understanding for our Pluthermal project

History outline

The pluthermal open forum of hosted Kyushu Electric power （February 20, 2005）�

President Matsuo receiving the document of prior concert 

●Visitations and information seminar activities�

●Open discussions�

●Seminars, lectures, events�

●Newspaper ads�

●Magazine ads�

●TV and radio commercials, etc.

Feature
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Nuclear Fuel Cycle

Enriched uranium

Uranium mine

Reprocessing plant

Spent fuel intermediate storage facility�
（storage center for recycled fuel）�

MOX fuel processing plant

Uranium fuel processing plant

Nuclear Power Station

High-level radioactive waste processing plant Low-level radioactive waste processing plant

Enriched uranium

Natural�
uranium

Recovered uranium

Radioactive waste�
（high level）�

Radioactive waste�
（low level）�

Uranium fuel

Spent fuel�
（recycled fuel）�

S
pe
nt
fu
e
l

（re
cy
cl
ed
fu
el

）

S
pent fuel

（
recycled

fuel）

PlutoniumRecycle

MOX fuel

Current plant

Power generated�
with uranium

70%

30%�
Power generated with plutonium 

Power generated�
with uranium

50%

（　　　　　　  　）�One fourth loading�
of MOX fuel

（only uranium fuel）�

50%
Power generated with plutonium 

Pluthermal

2,300�

2,200�

2,100�

2,000�

1,900�

1,800�

300�

200�

100�

0

（units）�

Sw
eden

Japan

H
olland

India

Italy

U
.S
.A
.

Switzerland

B
elgium

G
erm
any

F
rance

（1 unit）�
3
（2 unit）�
6
（1 unit）�
7

（2 unit）�
10

（2 unit）�
70

（6 unit）�
91

（3 unit）�
304

（3 unit）�
305

（15 unit）�
1,828

（21 unit）�
2,270

Power plant conducted pluthermal=56 units�
Number of MOX fuels used：4894�
　　  （As of Dec 2004）�

(Source：Nuclear Power 2005 by the Agency for natural Resources and Energy)

The Necessity of our pluthermal plan

　Our Pluthermal plan enables us to conserve 

uranium resources  and reduce levels of radioac-

tive waste because plutonium contained in spent 

fuel is recovered and reused. �

　In a view of nonproliferation, we intend to safe-

ly and steadily utilize the plutonium that has al-

ready been recovered from our plants’ spent fuel.

The afety of our pluthermal plan

　Spent uranium fuel burned in a nuclear reactor contains plutonium that can be reused as nucle-

ar fuel.�

　“Pluthermal” involves utilizing the plutonium extracted from spent fuels as MOX fuel. MOX fuel 

is made of plutonium extracted from spent fuels and uranium, and is 

loaded into the current reactor.�

　At Genkai-3, we plan to load 48 MOX fuels, which is one fourth of 

the total 193 fuels,  into the reactor.�

　The term “pluthermal” comes from plutonium and thermal reactor.

〔What is pluthermal?〕�

　MOX fuel is the fuel utilized in the pluthermal process. The 

term “MOX” comes from mixed oxide, since MOX fuel is made 

from uranium and plutonium as forms of mixed oxides.

〔What is MOX fuel?〕�

○In nuclear power plants that use only uranium 

fuel, some plutonium transformed from urani-

um burns in the reactor. The amount of nergy 

produced from the  plutonium in current reac-

tors is approximately 30%.�

○In the case of pluthermal operation, the 

amount of energy produced from plutonium ri-

ses to 50%, since loaded MOX fuel contains 

plutonium. The government has confirmed 

the safety of pluthermal operations. �

○Pluthermal operations have been conducted 

safely in France, Germany, Belgium and 

other parts of Europe since the 1960’s�

○Problems attributable to the characteristics 

of MOX fuel have not been reported. �

○Our plutheremal plan at Genkai-3 has been re-

viewed by the government and deemed safe.

Uranium�
fuel

MOX fuel

current Pluthermal

Fissionable�
uranium�
approx.4％�

Non-fissionable�
uranium�
approx.�
96％�

Fissionable plutonium�
extracted from spent fuel�
approx.6％�

Non-fissionable plutonium�
extracted from spent fuel�
approx.3％�

Non-fissionable�
uranaium, etc�
approx.91％�
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▼ Data of financial statement for FY2005

▼ Electric power sales

Company data
O
rd
in
ar
y 
re
ve
nu
e

O
rd
in
ar
y 
ex
pe
nd
itu
re

Residencial�

Commerc i a l  &  i ndus t r i a l�

Sales to  e lec t r ic  power  companies  �

Other�

（amount   of   proceeds）�

Total�

Personne l   cos t s�

Fuel cost �

Maintenance   and   repairs �

Depreciation  expense �

Purchase   charge   of   electric power�

Interest�

Other�

Total

（operating income）�

Ordinary profit �

Provision for reserve for fluctuations in water level �

Extraordinary loss �

Net income

FY2004FY2005

（100 million yen, ％）�

Increase/decrease Ratio of previous year 

5,623

7,285

77

352

（13,294）�

13,339

1,784

1,797

1,995

1,132

384

3,528

12,197

（1,596）�

1,141

▲46

100

691

1,573

5,667

7,363

45

308

（13,331）�

13,384

1,859

1,432

1,587

1,055

465

3,352

11,855

2,103

26

（2,015）�

1,529

66

893

▲43

▲77

32

43

（▲37）�

▲44

▲74

365

▲13

▲107

76

▲80

176

342

（▲419）�

▲387

▲73

▲202

33

99.2

98.9

173.0

114.0

（99.7）�

99.7

96.0

125.5

99.2

94.9

107.3

82.6

105.3

102.9

（79.2）�

74.7

－   

150.4

77.3

■Profit and loss comparison table（non-consolidated）�

Asset

Liability

Capital

■Balance sheet comparison table（non-consolidated）�（100 millions of yen）�

increase and�
decrease

2005�
end of March

2006�
end of March

507

▲155

663

38,573 38,065

28,616 28,772

9,956 9,293

（yen/$，$/b，%） ■Lead specifications

113.3

55.8

81.6

86.8

107.5

38.8

113.2

86.2

5.8

17.0

▲31.6

0.6

increase/decreaseFY2005 FY2004

Currency   exchange   ra te�

Crude-oil   CIF  price�

Flood rate�

Ut i l i z a t i o n   f a c t o r   o f   n u c l e a r   p l a n t s

■ Transition of general demand 

56,318 56,684

58,982

60,765

52,000

54,000

56,000

58,000

60,000

62,000

2002 2003 2004 2005

（million kWh）�

■ Transition of large-scale industrial demand 

20,318
20,584

21,217

22,191

18,000

19,000

20,000

21,000

22,000

23,000

2002 2003 2004 2005

（million kWh）�

■The amount comparison table of selling electric power 

FY 2005
Residential�

Commercial / Industrial�

Total

283�

547�

830

275�

527�

802

8�

20�

28

102.8�

103.7�

103.4

FY 2004 Increase/decrease previous year
（100 million kWh,％）�

For a more details on the financial data, please visit our website�
（http://www.kyuden.co.jp/）�

■Cash flow comparison chart（consolidated）�

Oparating Cash flow �

Investing Cash flow �

（Capital Expenditure［Republication］）�

Financing Cash flow �

total

（100 millions of yen）�

（100 millions of yen）�

increase/decreaseFY2004FY2005

2,709�

▲1,970�

（▲2,001）�

▲666�

72

4,192�

▲1,935�

（▲2,063）�

▲2,210�

46

▲1,483�

▲35�

（61）�

1,544�

25

Free Cash Flow※� 708 2,129 ▲1,421
※（Free Cash Flow） ＝（Free cash flow for sales activities） － （Acquisition expenditure of fixed assets）�

（Note）Each enterprise domain includes the incidental enterprise of Kyusyu electric Power. 

■Ordinary Income for every business domain 

Integrated energy business�
（excluding our electric power business）�

Environment and recycle business�
Lifestyle service business

Information Communication business

FY2005～2009�
Management target

FY2006�
Forecast

FY2005�
Actual achievement

50

▲23

25

45

▲25

35

Average 40

Average 40

Average 20

■Consolidated profit and loss overall condition

O
rd
in
ar
y 
ex
pe
ns
es

Or
din
ar
y r
ev
en
ue
s

Increase/decreaseFY2004FY2005 Ratio of previous year

（100 millions of yen, ％）�

Elec t r i c  p owe r  bu s i n e s s  ope r a t i n g  r e venue�

O the r  b u s i n e s s  a nd  ope r a t i n g  r e venues�

Operating revenues（amount of proceeds）�

Non-operating revenue�

Total�

Elec t r i c  powe r  bus i ness  ope r a t i n g  e xpense�

Othe r  bus i ness  ope ra t i ng  e xpense  �

Operating expense�

Nonoperating  expenditure �

Total

（operating income）�

Current earnings�

Provision for reserve for fluctuations in water level�

Extraordinary loss �

Net Income 

13,119�

897�

14,017�

76�

14,094�

11,407�

896�

12,304�

537�

12,841�

（1,712）�

1,252�

▲46�

91�

768

13,205�

881�

14,087�

74�

14,161�

11,077�

872�

11,949�

611�

12,561�

（2,137）�

1,599�

26�

105�

892

▲85�

16�

▲69�

2�

▲66�

330�

24�

354�

▲74�

279�

（▲424）�

▲346�

▲73�

▲13�

▲124

99.3�

101.8�

99.5�

103.7�

99.5�

103.0�

102.8�

103.0�

87.8�

102.2�

（80.1）�

78.3�

－   �

87.3�

86.1



▼ Kyushu Electric Group Outline（as of the end of March）�

Electricity business
・General electricity business

◆Kyushu Rinsan Co.,Inc.�
◆Nishinippon Plant Engineering and Construction Co.,Ltd.�
◆KYUDEN SANGYO CO.,INC.�
◆WEST JAPAN ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS,INC.�
◇Nishinippon Environmental Construction Co.,Inc.

◆KYUKI CORPORATION�
◆Kyushu Meter & Relay Engineering Corporation�
◆KOYO Electric Industrial Company Incorporated�
◆Nishi Nippon Airlines Co.,Ltd.

◇KYUDENKO CORPORATION�
◇Nishikyushu Kyodo Kowan., Co.Ltd.�
◇KYUKEN CO.,LTD.�
◇Nishigi Kogyo

◇KYUHEN Co.,Inc.�
◇Kyushu Kouatsu Concrete Industries CO., LTD.�
◇Nishi Nihon Denki Tekkou Co.,Ltd.�
◇SEISHIN CORPORATION�
◇Japan Australia Uranium Resources Development Co.,Ltd. 

◇Kyushu Environmental Management Corporation�
◇J-Re-Lights Co.,Ltd.

◆DENKI BLDG．CO．,LTD．�
◆Kyuden Good Life Company，Inc.�
◆Kyuden Good Life Kumamoto Company，Inc.�
◆Kyuden Good Life Kagoshima Company，Inc.�
◆Shinrintoshi Co.Ltd.�
◇Kyushu Housing Guarantee Corporation�
◇Kyuden Business Front Inc.�
◇Kyuden Home Security Co.,Inc.�
◇Kyuden Shared Business Co.,Ltd.�
◇Medical Support Kyushu Co.,Ltd.�
◇Kyushu Captioning Co-Production Center Inc.�
◇Reihoku Salt Co.,Ltd.

◇Kyushu Kougen Kaihatsu�
◇Kyushu I.S.O Certification/Registration Organization Co.,Ltd.�
◇Fukuoka Shiｎtoshin Kaihatsu

◆Capital Kyuden Corporation

・Others

Kyushu Electric Power Co.,Inc.�
（Real estate leasing business）�

・Construction and maintenance of equipment

・Procuring materials and equipment

◆Kyuden International Corporation�
◆Oita Liquefied Natural Gas Company,Inc.�
◆Kitakyushu Liquefied Natural Gas Company Inc.�
◆Nishinippon Environmental Energy Company,Incorporated�
◆Pacific Hope Shipping Limited�
◆Nagashima Wind Hill Corporation�
◆Fukuoka Energy Service Company,Incorporated�
◇Miyazaki Biomas Recycle Co.,Inc.�
◇Kyuden Ilijan Holding Corporation

◇KYUSHU CRYOGENICS CO.,LTD.�
◇Electricidad Aguila de Tuxpan, S.de R.L. de C.V.�
◇Fukuoka Clean Energy Corporation�
KITAKYUSHU ECOENERGY CO.,LTD.�
Phu My 3 BOT Power Company Ltd.�
Electricidad Sol de Tuxpan, S.de R.L. de C.V.

Kyushu Electric Power Co.,Inc.�
（Gas supply and�
battery storage business）�

・Energy business

◆Kyushu Telecommunication Network Co.,Inc.�
◆Kyuden Infocom Company,Inc.�
◆NISHIMU ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES CO．，LTD．�
◆Kyuden Business Solutions Co.,Inc.�
◆Kyusyu Network Service Co.,Inc

◆COARA INC.

Kyushu Electric Co.,Incorporation.�
（Dark fiber leasing）�

Energy related business 

IT and Telecommunication

Other business
Environment and Recycling business

consumer and community services business

・Wholesale electricity business
◇Tobata Co-operative Thermal Power Company,Inc.�
◇Oita Co-operative Thermal Power Company-Incorporated

（Note）�From April 1,2005,our incidental buisiness 
“thermal storage service” have expanded the 
candidate of trust into general electric air condi-
tioning systems, and have changed the busi-
ness name to “air-conditioning facilities service”.

Total Energy Business

Subsidiary�

Affiliated company�

Consolidated subsidiary �

Company accounted for under the equity method 

◆�

◇�
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We set specific target values for our main environmental activities, and are striving to achieve sustained reduction of environmental load.（Non-Consolidated）�

※1   Calculation methods for CO2 emission volume and CO2 emission factors for electric utilities as defined under the Law Concerning the Promotion�
         of Measure to Cope with Global Warning were not establishd as of the time of calculation of these figures.�
※2　Prospects based on FY2005 power supply plans.�
※3　Prospects based on FY2006 power supply plans.�
※4　The value which our company presumed from the amount of national duty under present reexamination of the examination by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.�
※5　Based on the Kyoto Protocol target achievement plan, newly established.�
※6　This is the percentage of clean-energy vehicles（electric vehicles, hybrid cars）and fuel-efficient vehicles that are in conformity with FY2010 fuel�
　　  economy standards and that are low-emission vehicles approved by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport in the company fleet.�
※7　The amount of clean water used by the entire company divided by the number of employees in the company（the end of the fiscal year concerned）.�
※8　Green procurement includes office and stationery supplies that are in conformity with socially recognized eco-friendly standards.

▼ Record and Targets of Environmental Load

2,500
3,0602,6602,3902,550 2,390

2,380

4,660
4,8004,860

3,640 4,700

Items Units
Record
FY2005 FY2005

CO2 emissions intensity (end use electricity)�

　　CO2 emissions［Electricity sales］�

Nuclear power operating factor�

Efficiency at thermal power stations（sent-out thermal efficiency）�

Utilization of power generated from new energy sources�

Transmission and distribution loss factor�

　　　　　　CO2 emissions
※5�

　　　　　　In-house power
※5�

　　　　　　CO2 emissions
※5�

　　　　　　Fuel for regular vehicles consumed
※5�

　　　　Low emission/fuel-efficient vehicle introduction
※6�

　　　　Paper purchased
※5�

　　　　Clean water used
※5
�

SF6 recovery at equipment checkups�

Regulated Freon recovery at equipment checkups�

Industrial waste recycled�

　　Coal ash recycled�

　　Other waste recycled�

Industrial waste landfilled outside company�

Used paper recycled�

Green procurement
※8
�

SOX emissions intensity per thermal power generated�

NOX emissions intensity per thermal power generated�

Sievert calculation in radiation measurement on�
people living near nuclear power stations per year

kg-CO2/kWh�

�

％�

％�

100 million kWh�

％�

10,000 tons-CO2�

million kWh�

10,000 tons-CO2�

km／R�

％�

tons�

m3／person�

％�

％�

％�

％�

％�

tons�

％�

％�

g/kWh�

g/kWh�

miliseivert

M
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s 
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r 
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s S
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 c
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�
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Co
-e
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�
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t

10,000 tonsーCO2�
［100 million kWh］�

　0.368
※1�

�

86.8�

39.3�

4.5 or more�

5.2�

6.1�

167�

0.6�

11.9�

25.5�

581�

　36
※7
�

99�

100�

92�

91�

98�

1,210�

100�

97�

0.22�

0.19�

Less than 0.001

　3,060
※1
�

［830］�

　Approx. 0.34
※2�

�

　84.4
※2
�

　Approx. 40
※2
�

4.5 or more�

　5.4
※2
�

－�

－�

－�

－�

25 or more�

－�

－�

98 or more�

100�

90 or more�

90 or more�

98 or more�

1,000 or less �

100�

100�

Approx. 0.2�

Approx. 0.2�

Less than 0.001

　Approx. 2,700
※2
�

［801］�

FY2009

Target

　Approx. 0.36
※3
�

�

　Approx. 85
※3
�

　Approx. 40
※3
�

　8.9 or more
※4
�

　5.4
※3
�

Approx. 5.5�

153 or less �

Approx. 0.6�

12.3 or more�

70 or more�

600 or less �

36 or less �

98 or more�

100�

90 or more�

90 or more�

98 or more�

1,000 or less �

100�

100�

Approx. 0.2�

Approx. 0.2�

Less than 0.001

　Approx. 3,000
※3�

［830］�
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Company data

▼ CO2 emission reduction effects of nuclear power generation, etc. 

Amount of CO2 emission reduction�
（10 thousand tons－CO2）�

Actual CO2 emissions（10 thousand tons－CO2）�

’90

2,5002,500
3,0603,0602,6602,6602,3902,3902,5502,550 2,3902,390

66

69

12

12
7

LNG thermal power

Renewable�
energy

Nuclear energy

（1）�
Constant�
thermal output�
operation Contribution�

rate（％）�

21
13

2,500
3,0602,6602,3902,550 2,390

’95 ’00 ’03 ’04 ’05

The contribution in the 2005 fiscal year (%)

2,3802,380

4,6604,660
4,8004,8004,8604,860

3,6403,640 4,7004,700

2,380

4,660
4,8004,860

3,640 4,700

（FY）�

▼ Electricity generated with geothermal and hydroelectric power

Geothermal power (million kWh)

Hydroelectric power（million kWh）�

’90 ’95 ’00 ’03 ’04 ’05（FY）�

907 1,163 1,527 1,510 1,548 1,420

5,987

5,070

5,979

6,689 6,880

4,545

（contract）�
1992FY 1995 2000 2003 2004 2005

0�

2�

9

Wind power�

Photovoltaic power �

Biomass power 

1�

126�

11

15�

7,642�

18

32�

32,353�

27

42�

45,060�

31

44�

57,296�

33

▼ Excess wind-, photovoltaic and biomass-generated power contract numbers

※Figures are obtained by converting the weight of SF6 gas to the weight of CO2�
    by applying the global warming potential （23,900） for SF6

Amount of gas usage Amount of recovered gas
Figures in parenthesis show CO2 converted volume※�

14.98 tons（358 thousand tons）�

4.07 tons（97.3 thousand tons）�

At equipment overhaul �

At equipment dismantlement

14.85 tons（355 thousand tons）�

4.04 tons（96.6 thousand tons）�

Recovery Rate

99.1％�

99.3％�

▼ SF6 gas recovery record（FY2005;Non-Consolidated）�

▼ PRTR investigation results（FY2005;Non-Consolidated）�

Chemical substance

IN
D
E
X
�

N
O
.

unit：kg（Dioxins：mg-TEQ）�

Bisphenol A type epoxy resin�

Ethylbenzene�

Xylene�

Dioxins�

Hydrazine�

Boron and boron compounds �

This phosphate（dimethyl phenyl）�

Coating material for equipment �

Coating material for equipment �

Coating material for equipment �

Waste incinerator�

Feed water processing agent �

Reactivity control in nuclear reactors�

Turbine control oil

4,400�

3,800�

16,500�

－�

30,800�

2,300�

6,400

88�

3,800�

16,500�

69�

1.5�

0�

0

0�

0�

0�

6.2�

0�

0�

4,600

Applications
Qty.�
handled

Qty.�
reieased�
into the air

Qty.�
transferred

30�

40�

63�

179�

253�

304�

353

（Note）aggregated data for one ton or more of class 1 Designated Chemical Substances and 0.5 tons or more of 
Specific Class 1 Desighated Chemical Substances handled by business sites annualty （sffective digits 
aggregated: 2 digits）. All dioxins are calculated regardless of the amount.

▼ Volume of specific freons contained and released

Volume contained（tons）�

Volume released（tons）�

’90 （FY）�’95 ’00 ’03 ’04 ’05

（Note 1）Specific freons refer to specific freons and carbon tetrachloride.�
（Note 2）Volume released is the amount actually used to replenish equipment.�
（Note 3）Natural leakage was calculated in the year when it was detected during inspections or when switching to alternative freons.

13.8

7.7
2.9

0.8
0

0.1
0

0.1
0

0.1
0

16.7

▼ Excess wind-, photovoltaic and biomass generated power contracts

Wind power generation（thousand kW）�

Photovoltaic power generation（thousand kW）�

Biomass power generation（thousand kW）�

’92 （FY）�’95 ’00 ’03 ’04 ’05

0�
0.04�
33

0.004�
0.6�
47

12�
31�
111

146 152

180

184

185

228

187

131

104

※Generating electricity from waste materials using common garbage as fuel is�
   included in biomass power generation.

Improvement of thermal efficien-
cy,reduction of transmission and 
distribution losses

（note）Basic ideas for calculating the amount of CO2 reduction:The amount was calculated on the assumption electricity genenra-
ted from nuclear, hydroelectric, new energy and LNG was produced only with thermal power generation excluding LNG.

�
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Profits from electric business sales

Profit earned by incidental business

Other profits

Profit Total 

※In order to grasp how the profit which is the countervalue of the goods and service obtained from the customers was distributed to the stakeholder, an earning statement (P/L) is prepared.

Name of Commendation Organizations Award Winning DatesSubject

1,353,075�

5,533�

3,802�

1,362,410

1,311,220�

7,116�

3,069�

1,321,406

1,322,995�

10,165�

5,284�

1,338,444

The electric business operating income of P/L 

The incidental business operating income of P/L (profit by a gas supply business, etc.)

The nonoperating income of P/L (profit by a dividend earned) 

▼ Economical relation by the stakeholder（Non-Consolidated）� ▼ The donation track record classified by expenditure place（Non-Consolidated）�

▼ Significant memberships of associations ▼ Main charters and principles in which we participate or provide aid

Kyushu Electric Power Co.,Inc. Matsuura Thermal Power Station�
Kyushu Electric Power Co.,Inc. Telecommunications Dept.�
Oita Co-operative Thermal Power Company-Incorporated�
Kitakyushu Liquefied Natural Gas Company Inc.�
Kyushu Electric Power Co.,Inc.  Fukuoka Minami Customer Service Office�
Kyushu Electric Power Co.,Inc. Shinkokura Thermal Power Station�
KYUDENKO CORPORATION Kitakyushu Branch Office

Chairman Award�
Kyushu Radio Association’s Chairman Award�
5,250,000-hour non-disaster commendation �
High-pressure gas security Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry commendation �
Fukuoka townscape prize �
International technical cooperation prize �
Kitakyushu Machi-zukuri Achievement Award

Nagasaki Association for Safety of Hazardous Materials�
Kyushu Radio Association�
Health, Labor and Welfare Ministry・Labor Standards Bureau�
Institution for Safety of High Pressure Gas Engineering �
Fukuoka City�
Japan International Cooperation Agency（JICA）�
Kitakyushu City

2005.  6�
2005.  6�
2005.  9�
2005.10�
2005.12�
2005.12�
2006.  2

▼ The main award track records in FY2005 

▼ Significant management systems obtained from outside parties

Team Minus 6％�
 Charter for Good Corporate Behavior [Japan Business Federation]�
 Federation of Electric Power Companies action agenda [The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan] �
Fukuoka Prefecture「Rearing Child aid declaration」�

■ISO9001
Kyushu Electric Power Co.,Inc. Research Laboratory， KYUKI CORPORATION Headquarters etc.， KYUKEN CO.,LTD. Headquarters etc.， Kyushu Meter & Relay Engineering Corporation Fukuoka Factory， KYUSHU CRYOGENICS CO.,LTD.， KYUDENKO CORPORATION Head-
quarters etc.， KYUDEN SANGYO CO.,INC. Environmental Affairs Dept.，Kyuden Business Solutions Co.,Ltd.， KYUHEN Co.,Inc. Headquarters Factory etc.， KOYO Electric Industrial Company Incorporated， Shinrintoshi Co.,Ltd Housing Group， SEISHIN CORPORATION Head-
quarters， DENKI BLDG．CO.,LTD．Headquarters etc.， Nishikyushu Kyodo Kowan Co.,Ltd. Business Division，Nishigi Kogyo Co.,INC. Headquarters etc.，Nishigi survey and planning Co.,Inc.， WEST JAPAN ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS INC. Civil Engineering Department， Nishi 
Nippon Airlines Co.,Ltd.， Nishi Nihon Denki Tekkou Co.,Ltd.， Nishinippon Plant Engineering and Construction Co.,Ltd. Thermal Power Generation Construction & Maintenance Dept. NISHIMU ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES CO．,LTD． The First System Technology Department

Executives（including corporate auditors）�

Employees

Shareholders

Creditor

Government

Community and Society

Environment

Internal

Others

Total

2002 2003 2004 Main items

187,643192,618�

763�

23,702�

73,621�

130,529�

1,621�

41,561�

38,703�

859,289�

1,362,410

202,253�

1,783�

23,697�

73,565�

127,016�

1,480�

50,973�

46,280�

794,355�

1,321,406

664

28,430

46,520

146,632

1,467

46,037

60,815

820,235

1,338,444

employment cost, employee education and training cost

board members compensation， board members salary， director retirement bonus for special services

cash dividend

interest cost，bond interest

corporate tax（including adjusted amount）， business tax， promotion of power resource development tax， fixed property tax

contributions， Burden charge， Mesena activity charge， employee volunteer assistance activity charge

Environmental activity fund

Free reserve fund， Balance-carried-forward money 

（millions of yen）�

■ISO14001…Kyushu Electric Power Co.,Inc. Nagasaki Branch Office・Sendai Nuclear Power Station・Matsuura Thermal Power Station・Omarugawa Hydro Power Plant Construction Office �
                                   ・Saga Customer Service Office・HitoyoshiPower System Maintenance Office（Each group company’s authentication status is listed on Page 36）�
■ISMS…Kyuden Infocom Co.,Ltd.�
■P-mark…Kyuden Business Solutions Co.,Ltd.

The Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan, Japan Electric Association, Kyushu 
Electric Association, Japan Electric Power Survey Committee, Japan Electric Power Infor-
mation Center, Overseas Reprocessing Committee, Council for Nuclear Cycle, Japan Nu-
clear Technology Institute, Japan Business Federation, Kyushu Economic Federation, Fu-
kuoka Association of Corporate Excutives, Fukuoka Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
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814 million yen�
FY2005

35.6%

Benevolent�
Corporation 

15.1%
Local municipality 

36.8%
Others

12.4%

Educational�
Institutions 

2.1%

3.5%

3.4%

11.0%

14.0%

Shareholders

Creditor 

Government

Environment

Employees
61.3%others

0.05%
Executive Officers 

0.11%
Community・Society 

4.5%
Internal

1,338,444�
millions of yen�
FY2004
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Kyushu Energy Science Center
4-13-55, Yakuin, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka �
TEL. ＋81-92-522-2333
●Open hours
●Closed

9am～5pm
Every Monday（if a national holiday falls on a Monday, than the following
day will be closed）and new year holidays（December 29 ～ January 2）

Hitotsuse Power Station Visitor Center
509-12, Azamatoba, Oazanakao, Saito　TEL.＋81-985-24-2140�
（Miyazaki Branch Office, Public Relation Group）�
●Open hours
●Closed

9am ～ 5pm
Every Monday and new year holi-
days（December 29 ～ January 3）

Genkai Energy Park
4112-1, Imamurasenko, genkai-cho, Higashimatsuura-gun, Saga �
TEL. ＋81-955-52-6409
●Open hours
●Closed

9am ～ 5pm
Every 3rd Monday of the month（if the 3rd Monday is a
national holiday, than the following day will be closed）
and new year holidays（December 29 ～ January 2））

Tenzan Power Station Visitor Center
1327, Oazaamagawa, Kyuragi-cho, Karatsu�
TEL. ＋81-955-65-2266
●Open hours
●Closed

10am ～ 4pm
New year holidays（December 29 ～ January 3）
The underground power plant can not be seen
on Saturdays, Sundays and national holidays.

Iris Saga
2-3-6, Kouno-higashi, Saga �
TEL. ＋81-952-33-0800
●Open hours
●Closed

9am ～ 5:30pm
Every 3rd Sunday and new year holidays（December 29 ～ January 3）

Iris Nagasaki
NK Iris BLD, 2-15 Douza-cho, Nagasaki �
TEL. ＋81-995-829-2990
●Open hours
●Closed

10am ～ 8pm
Every 3rd Tuesday and new year holidays（December 29 ～ January 3）

Iris Miyazaki
4-2-23, Tachibanadorinishi, Miyazaki　TEL. ＋81-985-31-7075
●Open hours
●Closed

9am ～ 5:30pm
Every 3rd Sunday and new year holidays（December 29 ～ January 3）

Sendai Nuclear Power Station Exhibition Hall
1758-1, Azakodaira, kumisaki-cho, Satsumasendai �
TEL. ＋81-996-27-3506
●Open hours
●Closed

9am ～ 5pm
New year holidays（December 29 ～ January 1）

Iris Oita
2-4-6, Kanaikemachi, Oita  TEL. ＋81-97-534-2877

●Open hours
●Closed

10am ～ 6pm
Every 3rd Wednesday, and New year holidays（December 29 ～ January 3）

Iris Kumamoto
Bipuresu Kumanichikaikan BLD 7F, 2-17,�
Kamitorimachi, Kumamoto  TEL.＋81-96-326-1666
●Open hours
●Closed

10am ～ 6pm
Every 3rd Tuesday, and new year holidays（December 29 ～ January 3）

Hacchoubaru, Oazayutsuboaza
601, Hacchoubara, Oazayutsuboaza, Kokonoe-cho, Kusu-gun, Oita�
TEL. ＋81-973-79-2853
●Open hours
●Closed

9am ～ 5pm
New year holidays（December 29 ～ January 3）

Ohira Power Station Visitor Center
1196-2, Ayugaerini, Sakamotomachi, Yatsushiro　TEL. ＋81-965-45-2761

●Open hours
●Closed

9am ～ 4pm
New year holidays（December 29 ～ January 3）

Kyuden Puratto Hall
1-1, Torioi-cho, Satsumasendai �
TEL. ＋81-996-23-2131
●Open hours
●Closed

10am ～ 7pm
New year holidays（December 29 ～ January 1）

Nomamisaki Wind Park Visitor Center
Azanomaike, Kasasa-cho, Minamisatsuma, Kagoshima �
TEL. ＋81-993-59-5522
●Open hours
●Closed

9am ～ 5pm
New year holidays（December 29 ～ January 3）

Yamagawa Power Station Visitor Center
2303, Yamakawaogawa, Ibusuki, Kagoshima�
TEL.＋81-993-35-3326
●Open hours
●Closed

9am ～ 5pm
New year holidays（December 29 ～ January 3）

Iris Kagoshima
Kagoshima Shoko-Kaigisho BLD “Aimu” 2F, �
1-38, Higashi Sengoku-cho, Kagoshima �
TEL. ＋81-99-224-6896
●Open hours
●Closed

10am ～ 6pm
Every 3rd Tuesday and New year holidays（December 29̃January 3）

Iris Fukuoka
IMS BLD 6F, 1-7-11, Tenjin, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka �
TEL. ＋81-92-733-2090
●Open hours
●Closed

10am ～8pm
Every 3rd Tuesday (except for July, August and December)
New year holidays（December 29 ～ January 2））

Iris Kitakyushu
River-walk Kitakyushu BLD 5F, 1-Muromachi chinai,�
Kokurakita-ku, Kitakyushu 　TEL. ＋81-93-533-2074
●Open hours
●Closed

10am ～8pm
New year holidays（December 31 ～ January 2）

▼ Main Offices and facilities

Headquarters�
〒810-8720�
2-1-82, Watanabe-dori, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka �
TEL+81-92-761-3031�
・General Affairs Dept CSR Promotion G�
　TEL+81-92-726-1564�
・Environmental Dept Environmental management G�
　TEL+81-92-726-1973��
Kitakyushu Branch Office�
〒802-8521�
2-3-1 Komemachi, Kokurakita-ku, Kitakyushu�
TEL+81-93-531-1180��
Fukuoka Branch Office�
〒810-0004�
2-1-82 Watanabe-dori, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka�
TEL+81-92-761-6381��
Saga Branch Office�
〒840-0804�
2-3-6 Kono-higashi, Saga�
TEL+81-952-33-1123��
Nagasaki Branch Office�
〒852-8509�
3-19, Shiroyamamachi, Nagasaki�
TEL+81-952-864-1810��
Oita Branch Office�
〒870-0026�
2-3-4, Kanaikemachi, Oita�
TEL+81-97-536-4130��
Kumamoto Branch Office�
〒862-0951�
1-6-36, Kamisuizenji, Kumamoto�
TEL+81-96-386-2200��
Miyazaki Branch Office�
〒880-8544�
4-2-23 Tachibanadori-nishi, Miyazaki�
TEL+81-985-24-2140��
Kagoshima Branch Office�
〒890-8558�
 2-6-16, Yojiro, Kagoshima�
TEL+81-99-253-1120��
Tokyo Branch Office�
〒110-0006�
1-7-1, Yurakucho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo�
TEL+81-3-3281-4931��
Research Laboratory�
〒815-8520�
2-1-47, Shiobaru, Minami-ku, Fukuoka�
TEL+81-92-541-3090

▼ A charge area review plan of Customer Service office（FY2004-2006）�
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Kyushu Electric Power Assist Center
(experience center of business-use electric kitchen)

4-2-28, Yakuin, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka�
TEL. ＋81-92-523-8445
●Open hours
●Closed

9:30am ～ 5pm
Saturdays, Sundays, national holidays
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Third-Party opinion brief

　The CSR Promotion Commitee was established and offi-

cer in charge of CSR was appointed. In addition to the Envir-

onment Action Report issued so far, the CSR report, cover-

ing every area of CSR, was published this year. These 

actions are highly valued and regarded as a strenuous ef-

fort to fulfill social responsibility and to seek sustainable so-

cial development. It is also greatly significant that the com-

pany decided to continue publication of the Environment 

Action Report as a tool to disclose detailed information 

about its environmental activities. My analysis of the details 

of this CSR report is as follows.

Total impression of the report�

　This report shows that the company understands CSR 

concepts and themes thoroughly and CSR is not a special 

thing, but is rather what every company should carry out in 

its main business activities. Generally, viewpoints on the 

economy, environment and society are addressed in bal-

anced manner and the six main pillars of this report are also 

easy to understand. As is after the case with CSR reports, 

while this report devotes many pages to environmental and 

social matters, it tends to depend on financial reports when 

it comes to economic matters. I think the next challenge for 

the company is to demonstrate and publicize social contribu-

tions from the viewpoint of economics. In addition, I recom-

mend that the company puts more emphasis on its 

“economical relation by the stakeholder”（Page 67）in the 

data section of this report because it provides unique and in-

teresting data, showing several kinds of expenditure to each 

stakeholder in vivid graphs. �

�

�

Compliance and disclosure of negative information�

　This report deals with much information about compli-

ance, an important element of CSR. It says that the compa-

ny has an in-house reporting system which helps employ-

ees to report to external lawyers when they find something 

illegal within the company. I recommend the company re-

veal in the report how the system actually works. Moreover, 

the information leakage accident and measures for recur-

rence prevention are mentioned in the report. Disclosure of 

such negative information gets high marks because it is a 

cornerstone of compliance.  �

�

Implementation of CSR and communication with 

stakeholders�

　Not just setting goals of CSR, but actually carrying out 

CSR in daily business performance is a very important chal-

lenge for companies. It is estimable that the report introdu-

ces an action plan of this fiscal year, as well as results of 

each item in a CSR activity plan from the previous fiscal 

year. The company is preferable to conduct such question-

naires and surveys about CSR activities as carried out in 

the environmental report, and to set up a system where the 

company utilizes results for future CSR activities and publici-

zes them in its report. That system will enable the company 

to carry out CSR activities more effectively, and to communi-

cate with stakeholders more beneficially through the report. �

　Like many CSR reports that introduce dialogue with work-

ers or stakeholders, this report contains conversation and 

communication with an employee who used a support sys-

tem for child and nursing care, one of the costars of a con-

cert, and an employee who is engaged in volunteer activi-

ties. As this is favorably regarded as stakeholder 

participation, I hope the company more enthusiastically 

makes them public. �

Kyushu University Faculty of Law�
Professor�

Michiaki Abe

We asked Michiaki Abe, a professor at Kyushu University, to evaluate this report in order to ensure its objectivity. 

Third-party evaluation

The Kyushu Electric Power�
CSR Report
2006
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Development of CSR through collaboration by  

group companies �

　CSR doesn’t bear fruit without efforts to carry out CSR ac-

tivities by a business group.  This CSR report tells that busi-

ness groups work together in the fields of basic principle, 

management style, charter of conduct, compliance manage-

ment and other areas, and shows some affiliated company’s 

efforts in CSR. On the other hand, the Environmental Action 

Report introduces CSR activities by group businesses on a 

larger scale. As this is the first time to publish CSR report, it 

is natural that introduction is what it is. But it is expected 

that more information about activities by group companies 

will be dealt with in the CSR report next year. �

　Urgent safety steps are needed for subcontractors and 

partner companies because they are likely to become vic-

tims of the most serious accidents. Accordingly, I think it 

would be better if the company increases descriptions about 

support and instruction in occupational safety and health for 

them.  �

�

　Publication of your CSR report has just begun. I hope the 

company continues to make efforts and take the initiative in 

performing CSR activities based on solid principles and con-

crete measures to create a fruitful and easy-to-understand 

CSR report. �

�

About third-party opinion brief 

　We sincerely want to promote communication with 

stakeholders, reflect their opinions and demands on 

our management and business performance, and en-

hance efforts on CSR through this report. �

　This can be achieved if we increase trust among 

those who read this report by ensuring objectivity. �

　We asked Michiaki Abe, a professor at Kyushu Uni-

versity who studies legal affairs in companies and 

CSR, to evaluate the report from the viewpoint of an 

outsider. His objective analysis gave us suggestions 

and specific proposals and opinions. �

　We want to disclose implementation of the in-house 

reporting system in the report to the fullest extent 

possible. �

　We also strive to make the report contain more in-

formation and refined descriptions about economic re-

sponsibilities, communication with stakeholders, ex-

amples of efforts conducted by group companies, 

safety support and advice for contractors. �

　Moreover, as establishing a communication system 

via this report represents the purpose of its publica-

tion, we expand it to group companies, and we want 

to incorporate it into a 2006 CSR Action Plan.�

　Concerning points which are highly praised, we 

try to continue to engage in and reinforce them. �

　Based on feedback received so far, we will enhance 

our efforts in CSR activities and reflect them in the 

next report. And we continue to ask for your valua-

ble opinions. �

�

Third-party evaluation

The Kyushu Electric Power�
CSR Report
2006

Mitsuaki Sato�
Representative Director & Executive Vice President�
Officer in charge of CSR�
Kyushu Electric Power Co, Incorporated



GRI Guideline Comparative Table

＊：Arbitrary index item 

<Abbreviations>�
EC…direct economic impact�
EN…environmental�
LA…labor practice�
HR…human rights�
SO…society�
PR…products responsibility
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Trade Name�
Date of Establishment   �
Paid-in Capital   �
Number of shareholders  �
Supply Area   �
   �
Amount of proceeds    �
Total assets   �
Number of employees   �
Supply equipment   �

Hydroelectric power stations�
Thermal power stations�
Geothermal power stations�
Internal combustion power stations�
（exhaust heat and gas turbine included）�
Nuclear power stations �
O t h e r s �
Our company's power stations total�
Other companies' power stations total�
Power generation equipment sum total �
 Substation�
Total transmission line length�
Total distribution line length�
Number of customers�
Residential electric power�
Commercial and Industrial Electric Power�
 Total

�
May 1, 1951�

237.3 billion yen�
194,439�

�
�

1,329.4 billion yen�
3,857.3 billion yen�

13,074�
�

139 places �
10 places �
5 places �
35 places �

�
2 places �
2 places �

193 places �
47 places �
240 places �
575 places�
9,769km�

132,327km�
�

7.31 million lots�
1.05 million lots�
8.36 million lots�

�

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
  2.378 million kW�
11.18   million kW�
  0.208 million kW�
  0.383 million kW�
�
  5.258 million kW�
  0.003 million kW�
19.41   mllion kW�
  2.971 million kW�
22.381 milion kW�
67.57   million kVA�
�

【Business Outline】（As of March 2006）� 【Board of Directors】（As of the end of June 2006）�
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【Main supply facilities】（As of March 2006）�
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Other company’s equipment�
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